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Abstract

Quasi-periodic disturbances have been observed in the outer solar atmosphere for many years.

Although first interpreted as upflows (Schrijveret al. (1999)), they have been widely regarded as

slow magneto-acoustic waves, due to their observed velocities and periods. Here we conduct a

detailed analysis of the velocities of these disturbances across several wavelengths using theAtmo-

spheric Imaging Assembly(AIA) on board theSolar Dynamics Observatory(SDO). We analysed

41 examples, including both sunspot and non-sunspot regions of the Sun. We found that the ve-

locities of propagating disturbances (PDs) located at sunspots are more likely to be temperature

dependent, whereas the velocities of PDs at non-sunspot locations do not show a clear temperature

dependence. This suggests an interpretation in terms of slow magneto-acoustic waves in sunspots

but the nature of PDs in non-sunspot (plage) regions remainsunclear. Finally, we found that re-

moving the contribution due to the cooler ions in the 193Å wavelength suggests that a substantial

part of the 193Å emission of sunspot PDs can be attributed to the cool component of 193Å.

Phase mixing is a well known and studied phenomenon in the solar corona, to enhance the

dissipation of Alfvén waves (Heyvaerts and Priest (1982)). In this study we run numerical sim-

ulations of a continuously driven Alfvén wave in a low beta plasma along a uniform magnetic

field. We model phase mixing by introducing a density inhomogeneity. Thermal conduction is

then added into the model in the form of Braginskii thermal conduction. This acts to transport

heat along the magnetic field. A parameter study will be carried out to investigate how changing

the density structure and other parameters changes the results. We go on to consider the effect of

wave reflection on phase mixing. We found that wave reflectionhas no effect on the damping of

Alfvén waves but increses the heat in the system.. We also consider a more realistic experiment

where we drive both boundaries and study how the loop is heated in this situation. We also study

what effect changing the frequency of one of the drivers so there is a small difference between the

frequencies (10%) and a large difference (50%). We find the general behaviour is similar, but the

heat is tilted.

We have investigated basic phase mixing model which incorporates the mass exchange be-

tween the corona and the chromosphere. Chromospheric evaporation is approximated by using

a non dimensional version of the RTV (Rosner et al. (1978)) scaling laws, relating heating (by

phase mixing of Alfvén waves), density and temperature. Bycombining this scaling law with

our numerical MHD model for phase mixing of Alfvén waves, weinvestigate the modification of

the density profile through the mass up flow. We find a rapid modification of the density profile,

leading to drifting of the heating layers. We also find that similar results are own seen in the

propagating Alfvén wave case when we incorporate the effects of reflection.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The Solar Atmosphere

There are three distinct regions in the atmosphere of the Sun. The visible surface of the Sun is

called the photosphere and the majority of the white light that reaches Earth is emitted from this

layer. The photosphere is the densest part of the solar atmosphere and is almost the temperature

minimum of the Sun and solar atmosphere, with a temperature of approximately 6000 K and a

typical number density of around1023 m-3. Figure 1.1 shows a white light image of the photo-

sphere taken from theGlobal Oscillation Network Group(GONG) telescope. The dark spots seen

in this figure are sunspots, which are regions of high magnetic field.

Figure 1.1: Image of the photosphere taken by the GONG telescope. Courtesy of NASA
(http://solarscience.msfc.nasa.gov/surface.shtml).

1
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The region above the photosphere is called the chromosphereand is approximately 3000 km

thick. It is best viewed in emission lines such as Hydrogen Alpha (Hα) and Calcium II (CaII ).

It can also been seen as a thin layer of colour in solar eclipseimages (see Figure 1.2). There is a

dip in the temperature at the beginning of the chromosphere.The temperature then increases to

around 50000 K at a height of approximately 2 Mm above the photosphere.

Figure 1.2: Left: image of a solar eclipse taken from http://astrobob.areavoices.com/tag/orbit.
The band of colour seen around the moon is the chromosphere. Right: image of the chromo-
sphere taken by AIA SDO in the 304̊A passband. Courtesy of NASA’s helioviewer service
(http://helioviewer.org/).

Above the chromosphere is the corona with typical temperatures of around 1-2 MK. Plasma

can be seen at temperatures up to 10 MK. These temperatures are usually associated with eruptive

events. The layer where there is a large temperature jump between chromosphere and corona is

known as the transition region (TR). The corona is less dense(approximately1015 m-3) than the

other layers of the solar atmosphere and can not be observed in white light unless observed during

a solar eclipse (see Figure 1.3) or through a coronagraph (a telescope that creates an artificial

eclipse). This due to the fact that the radiation from the photosphere is much larger than that of the

corona. Due to the high temperatures in the corona, the plasma emits high energy radiation which

can be observed as EUV and X-rays. Satellites outside the Earth’s protective magnetosphere like

theSolar Dynamics Observatory(SDO) andHinodecan observe in different wavelengths which

correspond to different temperatures. Figure 1.2 shows anAtmospheric Imaging Assembly(AIA)

image of the Sun in the 304̊A wavelength, which corresponds to chromospheric temperatures,

whereas Figure 1.3 shows an AIA image in 171Å which corresponds to coronal temperatures.

The solar atmosphere is a complex system which is dominated by two main forces (gas and

magnetic). Which of these is more dominant changes as you move from the photosphere into the

corona. The plasma beta describes the ratio of the gas and magnetic pressure and is often used in

solar physics as an indication of which force is dominant:
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Figure 1.3: Left: image of a solar eclipse taken over the Marshall Islands in July 2009
(http://apod.nasa.gov, credit Koen van Gorp). Right: image of the corona taken by AIA
SDO in the 171Å passband (approximately 0.8 MK), taken from the helioviewer website
(http://helioviewer.org/).

β =
2µ0P

B2
,

whereP is the gas pressure,B is the magnetic field andµ0 is the permeability of free space. When

β > 1 the gas pressure dominates the magnetic pressure. When you move from the photosphere

to the corona, the plasma beta switches from being> 1 in the photosphere to< 1 in the lower

corona to> 1 again in the upper corona (Figure 1.4).

Figure 1.4: Plasmaβ variation over an active region, image taken from Gary (2001). Thick black
line corresponds to model of a sunspot (B ≈ 2500 G), thin black line is from a model of a plage
region (B ≈ 100 G).

The corona is not a uniform medium but it is made up of many structures, where the most

common are coronal loops. A coronal loop is a magnetic flux tube which is fixed at both ends

(with opposite polarity) and protrudes out into the solar atmosphere. This flux tube has plasma
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associated which is hotter and denser than the background plasma (which makes them easily

observed). Coronal loops are found in both the quiet Sun and active regions. An example of a set

of coronal loops is shown in Figure 1.5.

Figure 1.5: AIA/SDO image of coronal loops. Courtesy of NASA(http://nasa.gov).

Active regions are areas on the Sun where there is an unusually strong magnetic field. They

are regions of closed loop structures which are often associated with sunspots on the photosphere.

The large solar eruptive events (e.g. solar flares and coronal mass ejections (CMEs)) are often

associated with active regions. Conversely coronal holes are regions of open field where plasma

flows out from the solar surface and forms the fast solar wind (examples of open fields are easily

seen in the left image in Figure 1.3).

1.2 Introduction to a Magnetoplasma

A plasma is a collection of charged particles that are usually permeated by electromagnetic fields.

Since the particles in a plasma are electrically charged (usually by being stripped of electrons) it

is often referred to as an ionized gas and is called the fourthstate of matter. Plasma accounts for

99% of the visible universe. The variables of interest when considering a magnetoplasma are the

same as those of fluid dynamics, i.e. velocity, temperature,density and pressure with the inclusion

of magnetic induction, electric field and the current density. The system of equations used to

model these variables are called the equations of magnetohydrodynamics (MHD). MHD models

macroscopic values of the magnetic fields, electric fields and the fluid variables which vary slowly
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in space and time (see Boyd and Sanderson (2003); Priest (1982); Woods (2007)).

1.2.1 Maxwell’s Equations

Maxwell’s Equations are

Ampère’s Law

∇× B = µ0j + µ0ǫ0
∂E

∂t
, (1.1)

whereB is the magnetic induction,j is the current density,E is the electric field,µ0 is the perme-

ability of free space andǫ0 is the permittivity of free space. This states that there aretwo ways in

which magnetic fields are generated. They can be created by electrical currents and by changing

electric fields.

Faraday’s Law

∇× E = −∂B

∂t
. (1.2)

This states that an electric field that is changing in space can induce a magnetic field.

Gauss’ Law

∇.E =
ϕ

ǫ0
.

This is equivalent to charge conservation, whereϕ = e (z+n+ − n−) wheren+ is the num-

ber of ions,n− is the number of electrons,z+ is the charge number of ions (i.e. for hydrogen

z+ = 1) ande is the charge. Most plasmas will automatically satisfy the condition for charge

neutralityn+ − n− << n for total number densityn.

We also have the solenoidal condition, which states there can be no magnetic monopoles.

∇.B = 0, (1.3)
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1.2.2 MHD Equations

The MHD equations are a combination of the fluid equations andMaxwell’s electromagnetic

equations. We will briefly state them here and discuss their physical properties.

Mass Continuity

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇.(ρv) = 0, (1.4)

whereρ is the mass density andv is the plasma velocity. The density increases
(

∂ρ
∂t > 0

)

if there

is an inflow of mass into the surrounding system,(∇.(ρv) < 0). This states that mass can not be

created or destroyed in the system.

Equation of Motion

ρ

(

∂v

∂t
+ v.∇v

)

= j × B −∇p − ρg. (1.5)

Herep is the plasma pressure and is assumed to be scalar. The RHS of this equation contains

the force terms. In general a plasma is subject to the following forces:∇p a pressure gradient,

j × B which is the Lorentz force, force due to gravityg and not included above is a force due to

viscosity, which is commonly written in MHD models in the following way

Fvisc = ν

[

∇2v +
1

3
∇ (∇.v)

]

,

whereν is the coefficient of kinematic viscosity.

Energy Equation

The energy or heat equation can be written in many forms. Whatever form, it states that the

rate of change of energy per unit volume depends on the effectof the sinks and sources of energy.

∂p

∂t
+ v.∇p = −γp∇.v − (γ − 1)L, (1.6)

whereL is a loss function andγ is the ratio of specific heats.L can have the following form

L = ∇.q + Lr −
j2

σ
− H, (1.7)
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where∇.q is the heat flux due to thermal conduction,Lr represents radiative losses,j2

σ is ohmic

heating andH includes other coronal heating effects.

Ohm’s Law

Ohm’s law is very important as it couples the fluid and electromagnetic equations together.

It describes how an electric conductor moves with a velocitythrough magnetic and electric fields:

E + v × B =
1

σ
j, (1.8)

whereσ is the electrical conductivity andj is the current density.

Induction Equation

This equation is derived by using Ohm’s law (Eq. 1.8) and Amp`ere’s law (Eq. 1.1) to simplify

Faraday’s Law. Since typical wave velocities are less than the speed of light (i.e.v << c) we

neglect the displacement current term (µ0ǫ0
∂E
∂t ) in Ampère’s law,

∂B

∂t
= −∇×E = ∇× (v × B) −∇×

(

1

µ0σ
∇× B

)

.

This can be simplified to give

∂B

∂t
= ∇× (v × B) + η∇2B.

We have used the solenoidal condition (Eq. 1.3) to simplify the vector quantities and have

written it in terms of the magnetic diffusivity (η = 1
µ0σ ).

Ideal Gas Law

p =
ρRT

µ̃
, (1.9)

whereT is the plasma temperature,R is the gas constant and̃µ is the mean atomic weight.
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1.2.3 Summary of MHD Equations

∇× B = µ0j, (1.10a)

∇.B = 0, (1.10b)

∂B

∂t
= ∇× (v × B) + η∇2B, (1.10c)

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇.(ρv) = 0, (1.10d)

E + v × B =
1

σ
j, (1.10e)

ρ

(

∂v

∂t
+ v.∇v

)

= j × B −∇p − ρg, (1.10f)

∂p

∂t
+ v.∇p = −γp∇.v − (γ − 1)L, (1.10g)

p =
ρRT

µ̃
. (1.10h)

For MHD to be a valid model it has to satisfy the following assumptions.

(1) The collision time has to be much less than some characteristic hydrodynamic time. That

is, the time taken for significant change in the most rapidly changing value.

τc << τH ,

(2) A consequence of this is that the mean free path of ions andelectrons has to be much less

than some hydrodynamic length scale:

λc << LH .

(3) The flow is non-relativistic. This is the reason we neglected electrostatic forces and the

displacement current in Maxwell’s equations

v << c.
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1.3 MHD Waves

The omnipresence of waves on the Sun is to be expected due to the dynamical nature of the Sun.

Examples of the first observed waves include penumbral wavesfound in sunspots, flare induced

(Moreton) waves and the global surface p-modes (Ulrich (1970); Leibacher and Stein (1971)).

Examples of observations of these perturbations have increased substantially in the last 10-15

years since the launch of theSolar and Heliospheric Observatory(SoHO), theTransition Region

and Coronal Explorer(TRACE) and more recently SDO. With the higher spatial and temporal

observations of the Sun coronal seismology (first suggestedby (Uchida (1970) and Roberts et al.

(1984)) has become a viable tool. The idea of seismology is that waves and oscillations propagat-

ing through a medium, carry information about the physical properties of that medium. On Earth

seismology is used to discover properties of regions that cannot be measured directly. Similarly

coronal seismology is the idea of using observed oscillations as a tool to determine the physical

properties of the corona. This can be used to measure quantities like magnetic field, inhomogene-

ity scale etc, which are difficult to measure with instruments. With these observations we also

need theoretical models of MHD waves. Another important aspect of MHD waves is the possibil-

ity of heating the solar atmosphere by the dissipation of MHDwaves (which will be discussed in

detail in Section 1.3.3).

1.3.1 Dispersion relation

An important expression to derive when considering waves isa dispersion relation. Dispersion

relations describe how different wave properties, i.e. wavelength, frequency and velocities inter-

relate with one another. We now derive such expressions using the ideal MHD equations to obtain

the three basic MHD wave modes. We linearise the MHD equations (1.10) about an equilibrium,

expressing each variable as the sum of their equilibrium value and a (small) perturbation. We con-

sider an equilibrium that has a constant magnetic field in they-direction, constant pressure and

density and no net flow (i.e.v0 = 0) and ignoring gravity. Then

B(x, y, z, t) = B0(x, y, z) + B1(x, y, z, t),

v(x, y, z, t) = v1(x, y, z, t),

p(x, y, z, t) = p0(x, y, z) + p1(x, y, z, t),

ρ(x, y, z, t) = ρ0(x, y, z) + ρ1(x, y, z, t),

whereB0 = (0, B0, 0). The subscript0 corresponds to the equilibrium and the subscript1 to the

perturbation. Substituting these quantities into an idealform of Eqs. 1.10 and neglecting multiples
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of perturbed quantities (as they will be small) gives the linearised MHD equations:

∇.B1 = 0, (1.11a)

∂B1

∂t
= ∇× (v1 ×B0) , (1.11b)

∂ρ1

∂t
+ ∇. (ρ0v1) = 0, (1.11c)

ρ0
∂v1

∂t
= −∇p1 +

1

µ0
(∇× B1) × B0, (1.11d)

∂p1

∂t
= −γp0∇.v1. (1.11e)

By differentiating the equation of motion (1.11d) with respect tot, we get an equation de-

scribing the properties of the velocity

ρ0
∂2v1

∂t2
= −∇

(

∂p1

∂t

)

+
1

µ0

(

∇× ∂B1

∂t

)

× B0. (1.12)

We can now use the energy equation (1.11e) and the induction equation (1.11b) to simplify

this further to

ρ0
∂2v1

∂t2
= −∇ (−γp0∇.v1) +

1

µ0
(∇× (∇× (v1 × B0))) × B0. (1.13)

For simplicity, we assume that there are no variations inz (i.e. derivatives inz equal zero)

and write out this equation in terms of its velocity components.

ρ0
∂2vx

∂t2
=

∂

∂x

(

γp0

(

∂vx

∂x
+

∂vy

∂y

))

+
B2

0

µ0

(

∂2vx

∂x2
+

∂2vx

∂y2

)

, (1.14a)

ρ0
∂2vy

∂t2
=

∂

∂y

(

γp0

(

∂vx

∂x
+

∂vy

∂y

))

, (1.14b)

ρ0
∂2vz

∂t2
=

B2
0

µ0

∂2vz

∂y2
. (1.14c)

We consider solutions of the formvz = v̂z exp (i (kxx + kyy − ωt)), wherekx is the wavenum-

ber in thex direction (perpendicular to the field),ky is the wavenumber in they-direction (parallel

to the field) andω is the wave frequency. Solutions of this form allows us to remove all derivatives

from Eqs. 1.14 (e.g.∂vz

∂t = −iωv̂z), leaving the following system of equations, where the hats
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(i.e. v̂ etc.) have been removed for convenience.

ρ0ω
2vx = kx (γp0 (kxvx + kyvy)) +

B2
0

µ0
vx

(

k2
x + k2

y

)

, (1.15a)

ρ0ω
2vy = ky (γp0 (kxvx + kyvy)) , (1.15b)

ρ0ω
2vz =

B2
0

µ0
k2

yvz. (1.15c)

Eqs. 1.15 is a system of equations which is most easily solvedin matrix-vector form








ρ0ω
2 − k2

xγp0 − B2

0

µ0

(

k2
x + k2

y

)

−kxγp0ky 0

−kykxγp0 ρ0ω
2 − k2

yγp0 0

0 0 ρ0ω
2 − B2

0

µ0
k2

y















vx

vy

vz






= 0

Since this is a3 × 3 matrix, it has three eigenvalues that each correspond to a different wave

mode. Their eigenvectors determine their polarization. For a solution to exist the determinant of

the matrix must vanish, which leads to the following expression

(

ρ0ω
2 − B2

0

µ0
k2

y

)[(

ρ0ω
2 − k2

xγp0 − B2
0

µ0

(

k2
x + k2

y

)

)

(

ρ0ω
2 − k2

yγp0

)

− (kykxγp0) (kxkyγp0)

]

= 0.

(1.16)

This can be simplified if we introducek2 = k2
x + k2

y and the sound and Alfvén speeds

c2
s = γ

p0

ρ0
, v2

a =
B2

0

µ0ρ0
,

to the expression

(

ω2 − v2
ak

2
y

) (

ω4 − ω2
(

c2
s + v2

a

)

k2 + c2
sv

2
ak

2
yk

2
)

= 0. (1.17)

Eq. 1.17 is a cubic inω2 and has three solutions. The first solution is when the left hand

bracket equals zero and is given by

ω2 = v2
ak

2
y

This is the dispersion relation for a shear Alfvén wave. Alfvén waves are the only waves
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that cause fluctuations in thez direction (see Eq. 1.15c), they are non-dispersive and travel along

magnetic field lines. They are incompressible, i.e. they do not cause density oscillations. The

other two solutions have the following form

ω2 =
1

2

[

(

c2
s + v2

a

)

k2 ±
√

(c2
s + v2

a)
2 k4 − 4c2

sv
2
ak

2
yk

2

]

, (1.18)

=
1

2

(

c2
s + v2

a

)

k2

(

1 ±
√

1 −
4c2

sv
2
ak

2
y

(c2
s + v2

a)
2 k2

)

,

where the plus sign corresponds to the fast and the minus to the slow magnetoacoustic wave.

Whenky = 0 (i.e perpendicular propagation) equation 1.18 reduces to

ω2 =
1

2

(

c2
s + v2

a

)

k2
x (1 ± 1) . (1.19)

Obviously the negative sign would not propagate, leaving only the fast magnetoacoustic wave

which propagates with a frequency

ω2 =
(

c2
s + v2

a

)

k2
x, (1.20)

i.e. a velocity of
(

c2
s + v2

a

)

in the perpendicular direction. We now consider the case where

there is parallel propagation, i.e.kx = 0:

ω2 =
1

2
k2

y

((

c2
s + v2

a

)

± (c2
s − v2

a)
)

. (1.21)

This has now split into the Alfvén wave (ω = ±kyva) and the acoustic wave (ω = ±kycs).

Below is a table summarising the main characteristics for the three MHD wave modes.

Table 1.1: Main characteristics for the three main MHD wave modes.
Wave Driving Forces Speed Compressible? Energy Propagation

Alfvén Magnetic Tension va no ‖ to mag. field
Slow Mag. Tension and Pressure cs yes cone‖ to mag. field
Fast Mag. Tension and Pressurecf =

√

v2
a + c2

s yes ≈ isotropic
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1.3.2 Coronal Heating

Intuitively we would expect that the further away you are from a heat source the colder it would

become. This is not the case in the solar atmosphere. As described in section 1.1, the temperature

rapidly increases from the surface of the Sun to the corona. Aplot showing how the temperature

varies from the surface of the Sun to the corona is displayed in Figure 1.6. Plasma at this tem-

perature is constantly cooling due to radiative losses and thermal conduction. To keep the corona

at this temperature hot plasma must be continually feeding into the corona faster that it takes

thermal conduction and radiative losses to cool the plasma,or the plasma must be heated in-situ.

It is known that there is enough energy available to heat the corona to this temperature, what is

still unknown is how this energy is converted into heat. Two main heating processes have been

proposed, namely AC heating and DC heating. AC is rapid heating mainly due to MHD waves

that are driven by loop foot point shuffling in the photosphere. DC heating is a slow build up of

magnetic field stresses than cause energy to be released via reconnection and flares/nanoflares.

See reviews by Walsh and Ireland (2003), Klimchuk (2006) andParnell and De Moortel (2012).

Figure 1.6: Graph showing the temperature change from the photosphere to the corona (image
taken from http://solar.physics.montana.edu).

1.3.3 Wave Heating

MHD waves have been considered as a possible solution to the coronal heating problem since early

spectral lines were observed in the 1940s (Biermann (1946),Biermann (1948) and Schwarzschild

et al. (1948)). Since the launch of space-based EUV imagers like TRACE and SDO, there is now

evidence that MHD waves propagate in all layers of the solar atmosphere. However, it is expected

that most wave energy will be reflected at the transition region due to the rapid change in den-

sity (e.g. Hollweg (1979)). Substantial mode coupling is also expected to happen where the sound
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speed is approximately equal to the Alfvén speed (which is the case in the lower solar atmosphere).

The most promising area is Alfvén wave heating. It is known that Alfvén waves are efficient car-

riers of wave energy over large distances (Osterbrock (1961)) but Alfvén waves are only weakly

damped in a uniform medium. Two main mechanisms have been suggested to enhance the damp-

ing of Alfvén waves, namely resonant absorption (for example Ionson (1978), Goossens et al.

(2011)) and phase mixing (e.g. Heyvaerts and Priest (1983),Browning and Priest (1984)). Phase

mixing occurs when Alfvén waves are travelling through an inhomogeneous plasma where this in-

homogeneity causes variations in the Alfvén speed across the loop. This leads to strong gradients

across the magnetic field which enhance the normal visco-resistive damping of the Alfvén waves

(see Chaptes 3-5).

Recently observations of Alfvén waves in the low solar corona have shown that the required

power to heat the corona might be achievable. We summarise the waves pertinent to heating of

the corona.

Transverse Coronal Loop Oscillations

These are some of the first observed coronal loops oscillations (for example Schrijver et al.

(2002), Aschwanden et al. (2002), Verwichte et al. (2004) and White and Verwichte (2012)).

They are often seen directly after a flare. Some of the first attempts at coronal seismology used

these observations to calculate the magnetic field strength(e.g. Nakariakov et al. (1999)). The

observations were interpreted as standing kink modes. Verwichte et al. (2013) used observations

of transverse loop oscillations to determine the Alfvén speed in coronal loops. They used two

methods to calculate the velocities: a directly method taking into account magnetic and density

stratification and using a potential field extrapolation. Both methods were found to give consistent

results, which show that using coronal seismology gives valid results. What is attractive about

these oscillations in terms of wave heating is that the damping is observed and can be measured

directly (note, damping does not necessarily lead to heating, e.g. mode coupling). Due to the

sporadic nature of these events they are unlikely to significantly contribute to coronal heating.

Coronal Alfv énic Waves

These were discovered when looking at Doppler velocities using the ground basedCoronal

Multi-Channel PolarimeterCoMP instrument (Tomczyk et al. (2007) and Tomczyk and McIntosh

(2009)) (see section 1.3.4 for a discussion). They found Doppler velocity fluctuations of≈ 0.3 km

s-1. They suggested they were Alfvén waves due to the fact that they did not observe any density

oscillations, so the oscillations were incompressible. They also found high phase speeds of≈ 1−4

Mm s-1. These two factors lead to the description of these oscillations as Alfvén waves. Tomczyk

and McIntosh (2009) found a discrepancy between the inward and outward power, which they

interpreted as a signature of in-situ damping. Unfortunately due to the low velocity amplitudes of

these waves they do not carry enough energy in them to heat thecorona. However we refer the
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reader to De Moortel and Pascoe (2012) and McIntosh and De Pontieu (2012) for a discussion on

the energy budget.

Alfv énic Waves in TR

McIntosh et al. (2011) observed Alfvén waves with enough energy to heat the quiet Sun

corona and power the fast solar wind. They suggested a two stage process where the first stage is

the initial heating or injection of plasma from the low solaratmosphere. The second stage is the

dissipation of the Alfvénic waves which can maintain the temperature of the quiet Sun corona or

power the solar wind in coronal holes. The observed waves were found to have an energy flux

density of 100-200 W m-2. This is considerably lower than the 2000 W m-2 required to power

the active corona. The observations of these waves are very short lived compared to their period

(a full period is rarely observed). The authors used a Monte Carlo method to infer the velocity

amplitudes (25 km s-1 in a coronal hole and 20 km s-1 in the quiet Sun).

Torsional Alfv én Waves

Jess et al. (2009) found evidence of torsional Alfvén wavesby looking at periodic line asym-

metries in the Hα wavelength. They estimated that the energy carried by magnetic bright points

when globally averaged is 240 W m-2. It is known that Alfvén waves with an energy flux of 100

W m-2 can heat the local corona or power the solar wind (Withbroe and Noyes (1977)). Hence,

you would need a transmission coefficient of 42.8% to heat theentire corona.

Alfv én Waves in Spicules

De Pontieu et al. (2007) found that Alfvén waves travel on thin short structures called spicules

in the chromosphere. A spicule is a thin (≈ 200 km wide), dynamic jet like feature. They travel

upwards with velocities of 20-150 km s-1 and can reach a height between 2000-10000 km. A

general description of spicules can be found in de Pontieu etal. (2007). They found that the

spicules had transverse motions of the order 200-500 km withvelocities that ranged between 10-

30 km s-1. Due to the short lifetime of the spicules compared to the Alfvén waves periods they

used Monte Carlo simulations to model these observations. They used a wave amplitude of 20

km s-1 and periods that ranged between 150-350 s in their simulations. They find that the energy

flux that reaches the corona is≈ 120 W m-2 with a transmission coefficient of 3%. Although

there is enough energy contained in these waves to power the quiet Sun or the fast solar wind

there is no evidence that these waves dissipate their energyin the corona. De Pontieu et al. (2012)

found three types of motion on spicules at the same time: an upward flow aligned with the spicule

axis, swaying transverse motions and torsional motions around its axis using the Swedish 1 m

Solar Telescope (SST). Using Monte Carlo simulations they were able to calculate the individual

velocities of each type of motion and concluded that the swaying and torsional motions are both

signatures of Alfvénic waves. They conclude that the energy flux carried by the Alfvénic waves
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could be twice as large as predicted by De Pontieu et al. (2007).

1.3.4 Alfvénic Observations and Modelling

As mentioned above, the presence of Alfvén waves in the solar atmosphere is very important to

wave heating. As discussed above Tomczyk et al. (2007) and Tomczyk and McIntosh (2009)

found ubiquitous, propagating transverse perturbations in the solar corona using the CoMP in-

strument. These perturbation seemed Alfvénic in nature: with a propagation speed of 600 km

s-1, no intensity perturbations and magnetic tension as the restoring force, hence their original

interpretation as propagating Alfvén waves. These Alfvénic waves had a period of approximately

5 minutes. This suggests that the driver of these perturbations is related to the surface p-modes.

Their propagating Alfvén wave interpretation is not widely accepted with many authors preferring

the propagating kink mode interpretation. Van Doorsselaere et al. (2008) showed that Tomczyk

et al. (2007) interpretation as propagating Alfvén waves is not consistent with MHD wave theory.

They argue that Alfvén waves are torsional in the solar corona and hence, cannot be detected as

intensity perturbations or Doppler shifts. Their interpretation as fast kink waves seems to match

the observations very well: kink waves propagate along magnetic field lines, they have a phase

speed larger than the sound speed, they are transverse and nearly incompressible. It is important

to have the correct interpretation of the observed waves before attempting any coronal seismology.

If we accept the interpretation of Van Doorsselaere et al. (2008) as propagating kink waves then

the magnetic fields estimated will be lower than if interpreted as Alfvén waves and the energy

flux would be reduced. Tomczyk and McIntosh (2009) considered the same data set as Tomczyk

et al. (2007) but were able to separate the inward and outwardwaves. They could not rule out the

interpretation as fast magnetoacoustic kink waves. They suggest that without specific information

on the density and its structure, a classification as a specific wave mode is premature. Threlfall

et al. (2013) found both fast transverse oscillations (likethose in Tomczyk et al. (2007)) and slow

longitudinal oscillations (like in De Moortel et al. (2000b), see Chapter 2) along the same structure

using CoMP and AIA/SDO. De Moortel et al. (2014) analysed similar off limb loops using CoMP

and found more (than expected) high frequency power at the loop apex. The authors tentatively

suggest that this could be evidence of Alfvénic turbulence.

Some work has been done on the numerical modelling of these perturbations. Pascoe et al.

(2010, 2011, 2012, 2013) modelled the observations of propagating transverse waves by Tomczyk

et al. (2007); Tomczyk and McIntosh (2009) using 3D, full-MHD simulations. They found that

when there is transverse structuring in coronal loops, transverse footpoint motions introduce a

coupling between the kink and azimuthal Alfvén mode. The kink mode acts as a moving source

of Alfvén waves. The damping rates found in their numericalexperiments were found to be

consistent with the observations. They also found that the damping profile switches between
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an exponential damping profile at large heights to a Gaussianprofile at lower heights. Hood

et al. (2013) confirmed this damping profile analytically. Terradas et al. (2008) considered a

2D multi stranded model. In their experiments they considered the excitation and damping of

transverse standing oscillations. They found that the modecoupling seen in a single cylindrically

symmetric model was still seen in their more complex multi stranded model. Additionally they

found energy conversion inside the loop (although small) aswell as at the boundaries. Verth

et al. (2010) provided further evidence that damping kink waves is the correct interpretation of

the observations in Tomczyk et al. (2007); Tomczyk and McIntosh (2009). They found that the

frequency dependence on damping length fits the kink wave interpretation. Goossens et al. (2013)

expanded on the qualitative results of Van Doorsselaere et al. (2008). If these waves are kink

waves then a filling factor has to be taken into account when considering the energetics. They

conclude that the energy flux calculated by Tomczyk et al. (2007); Tomczyk and McIntosh (2009)

could be overestimated by a factor between 10-50. This is a best guess based on a realistic smooth

model and using the bulk Alfvén wave formula for the flux. Fora review of Alfvén waves in the

solar atmosphere see De Moortel and Nakariakov (2012); Mathioudakis et al. (2013).

1.4 Thesis Outline

In this introduction we have described the solar atmosphereand some of its properties that are per-

tinent to this thesis. We have described the MHD equations which form the analytical framework

for this thesis. We have also derived the three fundamental MHD wave modes and their properties.

We have introduced the concept of heating the corona via the dissipation of Alfvén waves. We

have finished the introduction by reviewing some observations of MHD waves and discussing how

various authors have interpreted them.

In Chapter 2 we investigate whether observed propagating disturbances (PDs) velocities are

dependent on the temperature of the medium they are propagating through. We also compare

PDs observed at sunspot and non sunspot locations. The simple idea being, that if they are slow

magnetoacoustic waves then their velocity should adjust with the temperature. We have used three

techniques to calculate the velocity to increase the accuracy of the results. We also investigate

whether the properties of the PDs change across the same active region. The 193̊A passband on

AIA is known to have a significant contribution due to cooler ions (Del Zanna et al. (2011)). To

make accurate conclusions about temperature dependence wehave to be sure what temperature

the PDs are propagating through. We finish by considering howthe properties of the PDs change

when we remove the cooler contribution to the 193Å passband.

In Chapter 3 we use the Lare2d (Arber et al. (2001)) to simulate the propagation of Alfvén

waves in the solar corona. We introduce a density inhomogeneity which rapidly damps the Alfvén
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waves due to phase mixing. We go on to study how the inclusion of thermal conduction affects the

phase mixing and focus on how it spreads the heat deposited bythe Alfvén waves. A parameter

study is the undertaken to investigate what effect changingthe size of the density inhomogeneity,

wave amplitude and driving frequency has on the phase mixingprocess and in particular the heat

produced. We also investigate how the non-linear effects described by McLaughlin et al. (2011)

are affected by the inclusion of thermal conduction. We finish this chapter by considering phase

mixing of slow magnetoacoustic waves and the effect of introducing thermal conduction.

In Chapter 4 we again consider phase mixing of propagating Alfvén waves using our own

numerical code. We consider a closed system and investigatewhat effect reflection has on Alfvén

wave phase mixing. We study what effect changing the frequency has and also consider how the

heat deposited is altered by reflection. We also consider a more realistic experiment where we

drive the top and bottom boundaries and investigate how the phase mixing parameters are altered.

In Chapter 5 we study the effects of chromospheric evaporation using a standing Alfvén wave

experiment. We allow the wave to phase mix and damp, and by using a non-dimensional version

of the RTV scaling laws (Rosner et al. (1978)), we update the density and temperature in response

to the heating. We test two background atmospheres and investigate how effective the scaling laws

are in each (i.e compare the size of the density enhancementsand how quickly they form). By

comparing with a no feedback experiment we investigate whatnew features have been introduced

when we include evaporation via the scaling laws. We finally consider a driven experiment and

compare how the evaporation process differs from the standing case.



Chapter 2

Propagating Disturbances in Coronal

Loops: A Detailed Analysis of

Propagation Speeds

2.1 Introduction

Since the launch of SOHO and TRACE, low amplitude quasi-periodic disturbances have been

found in different types of coronal structures. The first observations of propagating disturbances

(PDs) were found along coronal plumes by Ofman et al. (1997) using SOHO/UVCS, and again

by Deforest and Gurman (1998) using SOHO/EIT. These were observed as intensity perturbations

travelling at approximately the local sound speed. This ledto their classification as slow mag-

netoacoustic waves (see reviews by De Moortel (2009) and Banerjee et al. (2011)). Propagating

disturbances of a similar nature (in active region loops) were observed by Berghmans and Clette

(1999) using SOHO/EIT. Schrijver et al. (1999), Nightingale et al. (1999), and De Moortel et al.

(2000b) found similar disturbances using TRACE, while Berghmans et al. (2001) found them us-

ing Yokhoh/SXT. These perturbations usually have small amplitudes of the order of a few percent

of the background and are generally observed propagating along the footpoints of large loop fans

at the edges of active regions. They were found to have velocities of approximately 100 km s-1 and

periods of 2-10 minutes (McEwan and De Moortel (2006)). Robbrecht et al. (2001) first consid-

ering the temperature dependence of PDs using theExtreme ultraviolet Imaging Telescope(EIT)

on board SoHO and TRACE. The suggest that that each strand that comprise the loops is at a dif-

ferent temperature. Hence, slow waves will travel at that strands sound speed. King et al. (2003)

compared PDs in two different TRACE passbands and found a high correlation between the PDs

in each passband. The correlation decreases with distance from the origin. They found that this

19
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difference is determined by the difference in phase speeds (between the PDs in the passbands) and

any difference in line of sight (LOS) angles of the structures supporting the waves.

Although this interpretation was widely accepted for several years, in the last few years it has

been questioned again, as spectroscopic observations fromHinode/EIS have shown the situation is

not so straightforward. These observations still show quasi periodic intensity perturbations which

are correlated (i.e. in phase) with perturbations in Doppler velocity, line width and line asymmetry.

This has led to an alternative interpretation as high-velocity upflows as this coherent behaviour is

hard to explain with a slow wave scenario (De Pontieu and McIntosh (2010b); Tian et al. (2011a);

Nishizuka and Hara (2011)). Sakao et al. (2007) found faint up flows in spectra of transition region

and coronal loop foot points. De Pontieu and McIntosh (2010b) discovered that these up flows

are ubiquitous in foot points located at active region coronal loops. A link between small blue-

ward asymmetries in spectra of loop foot points and the propagating disturbances was found (De

Pontieu and McIntosh (2010a); Tian et al. (2011a,b)). Thesewere found by fitting the lines with

a double Gaussian model and using a Red-Blue asymmetry analysis (De Pontieu and McIntosh

(2010b); Tian et al. (2011b); Bryans et al. (2010)). Other studies which use the interpretation

as flows include Doschek et al. (2007), Del Zanna (2008), He etal. (2010), Peter (2010), Harra

et al. (2008), Warren et al. (2011), Marsch et al. (2008), Hara (2009), Tian et al. (2011c), Murray

et al. (2010), Brooks and Warren (2011), and Young et al. (2012). This has not closed the debate

though. Verwichte et al. (2010) showed that these periodic line asymmetries could be explained

by slow magnetoacoustic waves. There are many other studiesthat still show a preference for the

slow wave interpretation (Marsh et al. (2009); Wang et al. (2009); Kitagawa et al. (2010); Banerjee

et al. (2009); Mariska and Muglach (2010); Krishna Prasad etal. (2011)). It has been suggested

that these PDs can have a close connection with type II spicules (De Pontieu et al. (2009, 2011);

Rouppe van der Voort et al. (2009)) and they have also been linked with the mass cycle of the solar

wind (McIntosh et al. (2010); Tian et al. (2011c)). Due to their ubiquitous nature, they could have

a significant effect on the coronal energy budget. Recent work by McIntosh et al. (2012) shows a

slower, down flow of coronal material, which could be the return component of the up flow. Other

papers that consider down flows include Kamio et al. (2011) and Ugarte-Urra and Warren (2011).

There has also been substantial work done in theoretical modelling of these disturbances

(Nakariakov et al. (2000); Tsiklauri and Nakariakov (2001); De Moortel and Hood (2003); De

Moortel et al. (2004)). These authors considered a variety of aspects under the assumption that

these disturbances are slow magnetoacoustic waves and found that the observed amplitude decay

could be explained in terms of thermal conduction. The quasi-periodic nature of these waves has

been attributed to the leakage of p-modes into the solar atmosphere (De Pontieu et al. (2005);

De Moortel and Rosner (2007); Malins and Erdélyi (2007)). Marsh and Walsh (2009) inferred

a coronal temperature using EIS and found a temperature which agrees with the seismologically

calculated temperature found by Marsh et al. (2009). They suggested that this agrees with the
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interpretation of the disturbances as slow magnetoacoustic waves. Recently Ofman et al. (2012)

considered a 3D MHD model where they studied the effect of a localised inflow at the boundary.

They used an idealised dipole field structure with a gravitationally stratified density. They sug-

gested the in-flow of plasma may drive the slow-mode oscillations and hence, the flows and waves

that are observed could have the same driver. This work was expanded by Wang et al. (2013).

They consider similar 3D MHD simulations and initially consider a single up-flow pulse. They

found that this pulse excites a slow wave disturbance that travels at the local sound speed plus the

flow speed. Up to now it has been assumed that the PDs were driven by the leakage of surface

p-modes. This result suggests that it could be driven by recurrent, small-scale energy release.

They suggest that nanoflares or reconnection jets could explain the behaviour. They go on to run

simulations with a broadband flow driver with small pulses and found that they could reproduce

the observations of the PDs. The PDs in their simulations aredominated by the wave behaviour.

These simulations are run with an idealised magnetic field configuration, to accurately compare

with the observations they would need to run a simulation with proper solar magnetic fields.

This so called “Flows v Waves” debate has been argued for several years now, with a defini-

tive answer yet to be decided (if there is one!). In this chapter we study propagating disturbances

found at loop foot points, using the AIA/SDO. We consider thevelocities of these disturbances

in different AIA passbands, which are dominated by lines formed in a range of temperatures. In

particular, we consider the 131, 171, and 193Å bands which correspond to temperatures of 0.4,

0.8 and 1.6 MK respectively.

2.2 Observations and Analysis

In this chapter we have identified 41 examples of propagatingdisturbances over 8 active regions.

We initially focus on four primary data sets, two of these examples are located at sunspots and

two are located at non-sunspot (plage) regions. All data is from AIA/SDO, and each data set

we look at has a duration of 40 minutes. We consider the 131, 171 and 193̊A passbands. The

first data set contains observations of active region AR11106 from 16/09/2010 at 12:05 UT and is

located above a plage region, the second is of active region AR11301 from 22/09/2011 at 00:35

UT and is again located above a plage region, the 3rd is of AR11271 from 24/08/2011 at 09:40

UT and is located at a sunspot, and the 4th is of AR11236 taken from 22/06/2011 at 15:01 UT

and is located at a sunspot. For each example, the cadence forall the passbands is 12 s. The 193

and 171̊A passbands have an exposure time of 2 s and the 131Å passband has an exposure time

of 2.9 s. Each data set has been cleaned and co-aligned using the SOLARSOFT IDL command

AIA PREP.

We first consider an 800x800 pixel image of an active region and identify a 150x150 pixel
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subset of the image where a loop foot point is located. The analysis of the data cubes is very

similar to that of De Moortel et al (2000, 2002). We select a loop by defining two arcs, then di-

vide this region into cross sections. These cross sections are defined by connecting points along

the arc together. We now create running difference regions of the summed time series for each

cross-section. Consecutive images are summed to increase the signal to noise ratio. To calculate

the running difference we subtract the image taken 96 s previously. We found that the oscillations

have periods of approximately 3-5 minutes. Hence, subtracting the image taken 96 s previous

(approximately a quarter period) should make the oscillations clear in the running difference im-

ages. In these running difference images you see some brightand dark features across the image

with positive gradients. These correspond to propagating disturbances moving along the loop.

The velocity of these disturbances can be found from the gradient of the lines seen in the running

difference images. It should be noted that this is a lower limit estimate of the velocity because line

of sight effects have not been taking into account.

2.3 Overview of Results

We now show the results for the four primary examples discussed in Section 2.2.

16 September 2010

The first example that we have considered is from 16 September2010. This is the same data set

as discussed in Tian et al. (2011a). Figure 2.1 shows a 171Å image of active region AR11106.

Figure 2.1: 171̊A image taken on 16 September 2010 at 12.05 UT. The white square indicates the
area where the loop investigated is located.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.2: (a) 171̊A image from the 16 September 2010 with the analysed loop outlined by the
black lines. (b)-(d) Running difference images for the 171,193 and 131 passbands, respectively.
The red lines correspond to the gradient of the intensity bands from the 193 image.

Figure 2.2 panel (a) shows the area of the active region outlined by the square in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.2 panels (b)-(d) show the running difference images associated with each wavelength.

The red lines overplotted show the gradient of the intensitybands found in the 193̊A passband.

The same lines are overplotted in the 171 and 131Å running difference images. According to

the slow magnetoacoustic wave interpretation, the velocity should be slower in the 171 and 131Å

passbands than the 193Å because these correspond to lower temperatures and the sound speed

scales with temperature in the following way;c2
s = γp

ρ andp = ρkBT
µmγ soc2

s = αT (Priest (1982)).

The constant is defined asα = kB

µ̃γ , wherekB is the Boltzman constant and̃µ is the mean atomic

weight, i.e. the average mass of all particles in the plasma.We calculate the velocity from the

gradient of the bands seen in the running difference images.We calculate a range of velocities as

displayed in Figure 2.3. The blue lines show the outline of the intensity band; this is the average

speed. The red line shows the fastest speed and the green linethe slowest speed which would fit

within the gradients of this band. Note, the red line can givea negative gradient in narrow shallow

bands. In these cases we ignore the fast speed (as it is only used to give a range). This gives us

a range for the velocities calculated using this method. This range is shown by the numbers in

brackets in Tables 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4.

From Figure 2.2 it is not visually clear whether the speed decreases with temperature or

not. The velocity is calculated from the inverse of the gradient. The shallower the gradient, the
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Figure 2.3: Example of how velocities are found. Blue lines shows the outline of the band defined
(average speed). The red line shows the fastest speed and thegreen the slowest speed.

faster the perturbation. We can see that the 171 lines are slightly steeper than the 193 lines. The

velocities of these lines for all the wavelengths are displayed in Table 2.1. We now define the band

closest toy = 0 as band 1 and the fifth clear band form the bottom as band 5. Note, we always

pick 5 bands due to the length of the observation and the periods we most frequently observe.

Table 2.1: Velocities associated with running difference for all wavelengths (in km s-1) for 16
September 2010.

Band 131̊A 171Å 193Å

1 182 (65-228) 119 (89-179) 132 (92-233)
2 182 (55-280) 106 (70-219) 190 (75-356)
3 126 (47-180) 97 (65-187) 136 (63-521)
4 152 (43-250) 97 (44-439) 143 (65-420)
5 168 (72-503) 110 (71-249) 187 (68-510)

From Table 2.1 we can see that, on average, the velocity is greater in the 193̊A than the

171Å passband. Surprisingly, the velocities found in 131Å are greater still. We now consider cuts

through the intensity. An 8 minute running average has been subtracted to be consistent with Tian

et al. (2011b), which implies that periods greater than 8 minutes are suppressed. Each loop is

defined by a number of positions corresponding to the length of the loop. The intensity bands only

reach approximately position 8 before they are no longer distinguishable so we consider positions

1, 2, 5 and 7.

We first consider panel (a) in Figure 2.4; It should be noted here that the 193 (red) and the

131 (blue) lines are multiplied by a constant to make them comparable in size with the 171 (black)

line. There is a good match between the 193 and 171 lines at position 1 (panel (a)). There is not a

good match between the 131 lines and the others. They do seem to have approximately the same

shape but the 131 line appears to be out of phase with the others. If we now look at panel (b), the
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Figure 2.4: Cuts through the de-trended intensities for 171Å (black), 193̊A (red) and 131̊A (blue)
for different positions along the tube, for 16 September 2010.

193 and 171 lines still match well, although they may have drifted slightly out of phase with each

other. Again the 131 line has a similar behaviour but is well out of phase with the other lines. We

find similar results for position 5 (panel (c)) although the 131 line appears more in phase than it

did at positions 1 and 3. At position 7 (panel (d)), the 171 and193 are further out of phase and

both are still out of phase with 171. Therefore it would appear that these disturbances are not

travelling with the same velocity, since the phase difference between them changes.

We now consider a contour plot of the running difference for 193Å with the contours of

131Å overplotted (Figure 2.5), this should show us the largest difference, if there is any. This plot

focuses on a subsection of the full image.

You can clearly see that there is not a good match between the two contours, therefore they

are not propagating at the same speed. The bands seen in the 131 contours appear shallower than

the 193 contours, which suggest than the propagation speed is higher in the 131 passband (this

agrees with the results in Table 2.1).

From the analysis in this section it appears that there are propagating disturbances travelling

at approximately 90-180 km s-1 (only considering the average velocity). Based on the properties

of propagation speeds in different wavelengths (i.e. speeds do not increase with temperature), we
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Figure 2.5: Contour plot of 193̊A with 131Å overplotted (black lines) for 16 September 2010.

cannot categorize this example as a slow magnetoacoustic wave.

22 September 2011

We now consider active region AR11236 observed on 22 September 2011 at 00:35 UT. We carry

out the same analysis as in the previous section, and concentrate on a subsection of the full data

set outlined by the square in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6: 171̊A image taken on 22 September 2011 at 00:35 UT. The white square indicates the
area where the loop we investigate is located.

We again define a tube by two arcs displayed in Figure 2.7 panel(a) and carry out the running

difference analysis. The velocities are calculated using the same method as described earlier and

are displayed in Table 2.2.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.7: (a) 171̊A image from 22 September 2011 with the analysed loop outlined by the black
lines. (b)-(d) Running difference images for the 171, 193 and 131 passbands, respectively. The
red lines correspond to the gradient of the intensity bands from the 193 image.

Table 2.2: Velocities associated with running difference for all wavelengths (in km s-1) for 22
September 2011.

Band 131̊A 171Å 193Å
1 48 (27-190) 31 (24-43) 49 (34-90)
2 71 (41-243) 63 (39-128) 47 (30-113)
3 86 (53-228) 72 (43-216) 82 (44-533)
4 43 (29-87) 36 (26-56) 63 (37-261)
5 42 (29-75) 43 (27-103) 50 (35-87)

From Table 2.2 it is clear that the velocities do not show any temperature dependence in this

case. We now look at the overplotted contour plot as in the previous example.

It is clear from Figure 2.8 that the 131Å contours match the 193̊A contours reasonably well.

The rough shapes of the bands are outlined by the 131 contoursand the gradient of the bands are

approximately the same.

Each of the three analyses performed on this data set suggests that the velocity of the propa-

gating disturbances does not depend on temperature. This isnot enough to say they are definitely

flows but is does put the wave interpretation in doubt (since awave would adjust itself to the local

sound speed).
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Figure 2.8: Contour plot of 193̊A running difference with the 131̊A contours overplotted (thick
black lines) for 22 September 2011.

2.3.1 22 June 2011

We now consider active region AR11236. The observation is taken on 22 June 2011 at 11:35 UT.

Figure 2.9: 171̊A image taken on 22 June 2011 at 11.35 UT. The white square indicates the
location of the loop we investigate.

A loop is identified in the region outlined by the square in Figure 2.9 and a running difference

is then used on the area marked out by the tube (see Figure 2.10).

From Figure 2.10 we can see that the intensity bands are clearover all wavelengths. Visually

there does appear to be a slight change in the gradient of the intensity bands with temperature.

The velocities are calculated as in the previous sections and displayed in Table 2.3.

It is clear from Table 2.3 that there is a pattern with regard to velocity and temperature.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.10: (a) 171̊A intensity image with the analysed loop outlined by the black lines. (b)-(d)
Running difference images for the 171, 193 and 131 passbands, respectively for 22 June 2011.
The red lines correspond to the gradient of the intensity bands from the 193 image.

Table 2.3: Velocities associated with running difference for all wavelengths (in km s-1) for 22 June
2011. The velocities in the brackets show the lower and higher estimates.

Band 131̊A 171Å 193Å
1 75 (33-298) 88 (44-288) 92 (40-277)
2 62 (29-557) 100 (54-733) 111 (42-177)
3 67 (27-134) 111 (54-812) 112 (40-143)
4 95 (38-191) 104 (45-365) 123 (45-163)
5 86 (37-257) 88 (43-335) 97 (44-580)

The observed PDs in higher temperatures have a greater velocity than those observed in lower

temperatures.

Figure 2.11 shows cuts at different positions along the tube. From panel (a) we can see that

the three lines match well throughout, they also match well at panel (b). The 171 and 193 lines at

panel (c) still match quite well, but the 131 line is now out ofphase. At panel (d) the signals are

weaker but they seem to be approximately in phase.

The contour plot associated with this date is shown in Figure2.12. We can see evidence that

the 193 contours are slightly steeper than the 131 contours,which is consistent with the results

found earlier.
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Figure 2.11: This figure shows cuts through de-trended intensities for 171̊A (black), 193̊A (red)
and 131̊A (blue) for different positions along the tube, for 22 June 2011.

Figure 2.12: Contour plot of the 193Å running difference with the 131̊A contours overplotted
(thick black lines) for 22 June 2011.

From the three analyses we have undertaken, the PDs seen in this example are temperature

dependent, which can be explained by the slow magnetoacoustic wave interpretation.
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2.3.2 24 August 2011

In this section we now concentrate on active region AR11271.The observation is from 24 August

2011 at 09:40 UT. The subsection that we consider is outlinedby the square in Figure 2.13.

Figure 2.13: 171̊A image taken on 24 August 2011 at 09.40 UT. The white square indicates the
location of the loop we investigate.

We have identified a loop within this region indicated by the black lines overplotted in (a)

of Figure 2.14. A running difference image is taken for the area enclosed by the two arcs for the

three wavelengths. This is shown in panels (b)-(d) in Figure2.14.

From Figure 2.14 we can see clear intensity bands in 171 and 193. In 131 the bands are still

visible but they are not as clear. Visually, the gradient of the bands changes slightly in the different

wavelengths. The velocities have been calculated and are displayed in Table 2.4.

Table 2.4: Velocities associated with running difference for all wavelengths (in km s-1) for the 24
August 2011.

Band 131̊A 171Å 193Å

1 72 (34-565) 113 (59-423) 127 (66-381)
2 82 (38-493) 111 (85-324) 119 (68-508)
3 69 (41-220) 80 (41-349) 106 (58-564)
4 60 (34-227) 107 (55-521) 79 (48-176)
5 74 (41-396) 89 (44-478) 94 (54-377)

It is clear that the velocities have a temperature dependence in this example i.e. the velocities

increase with temperature.

Figure 2.15 shows a contour plot for a subsection of the 193 running difference, with the

131 contours overplotted. There is a reasonable match in some areas (close to position 0) but the
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.14: (a) 171̊A intensity image with the analysed loop outlined by the black lines. (b)-(d)
Running difference images for the 171,193 and 131 passbands, respectively for 24 August 2011.
The red lines correspond to the gradient of the intensity bands from the 193 image.

Figure 2.15: Contour plot of the 193Å running difference with the 131̊A contours overplotted
(thick black lines) for the 24 August 2011.

contours are slightly off-set in other areas. In general the131 contours appear slightly steeper than

the 193, suggesting than they propagate at a lower speed.

Considering the three analyses, PDs seen in this example show a temperature dependence,

with their velocities increasing when seen in hotter passbands.
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Based on the results found from the four examples there appears to be a difference in the

properties of PDs seen at sunspots and those seen at non-sunspots. The PDs observed in the two

sunspot examples (24 August 2011 and 22 June 2011) show a temperature dependence, which fits

with the slow wave interpretation whereas the PDs seen at thenon-sunspot examples (16 Septem-

ber 2010 and 22 September 2011) show no temperature dependence. This will be considered in

section 2.3.4 where we show the results from all 41 examples.The clear intensity bands seen

in the running difference images for the sunspot examples (Figures 2.14 and 2.10) could be an

indication of their behaviour; for near-harmonic waves (over this relatively short time interval),

we would expect the bands to be equally bright and straight. For flows, we might expect a more

random behaviour with variations in the strength of the flowsand hence the speed (i.e. the slope).

This could be an explanation for the irregularity seen in thebands in Figures 2.2 and 2.7.

2.3.3 Alternative Methods for Calculating the Velocities

We now consider alternative methods of calculating the propagation speed of the PDs. We consider

one sunspot (22 June 2011) and one non-sunspot example (22 September 2011) to compare the

velocities calculated in each method.

The velocities calculated in Tables 2.2 and 2.3 are calculated from manually measuring the

gradient of the PDs in the running difference images (Figures 2.7 and 2.10). Although this method

is known to give a reasonable estimate of the velocities, it is subjective, and the errors associated

with it can be substantial (see Yuan and Nakariakov (2012)).This method will be referred to as

method 1 (M1). We have used a further two methods to calculatethe velocity. Method 2 (M2):

for each intensity band we find the location of the maximum foreach position of the band. The

positions of the maximum are then plotted against position along the loop and the gradient of a

line fitted to these points is taken to be an estimate of the velocity. Method 3 (M3): we find the

correlation and the lag between the signals at each position. In this case, the lag can be used to

give an estimate of the velocity. This is the same method usedby Tian et al. (2011a) and McIntosh

et al. (2012) to calculate the velocities. The errors associated with M2 and M3 range between

5-15 km s-1. The velocities are calculated for both the sunspot (22 June2011) and non-sunspot

(22 September 2011) examples using M2 and M3 and are displayed in Tables 2.5 and 2.6.

The velocities calculated using M2 are similar to those found using M1, with the mean values

across the 5 bands within 5-20 km s-1 of each other. Our earlier results concerning the temperature

dependence are still present; for the sunspot example (22 June 2011) we still find a temperature

dependence in velocity using M2. For the non-sunspot example, we again find no temperature

dependence using M2. In most bands, the velocities calculated using M3 are greater than the

velocities calculated by M1 and M2 for both examples, but notby a significant amount. We

can be confident that the results found do not strongly dependon the way we have measured the
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Table 2.5: Calculated velocities using methods 2 and 3 (M2/M3) for PDs associated with running
difference images, for all wavelengths (in km s-1), for 22 June 2011.

Band 131̊A 171Å 193Å
1 87/113 140/138 120/168
2 90/90 124/128 147/170
3 86/62 116/132 141/126
4 92/117 105/123 120/151
5 51/82 100/121 124/131

Table 2.6: Calculated velocities using methods 2 and 3 (M2/M3) for PDs associated with running
difference images, for all wavelengths (in km s-1), for 22 September 2011.

Band 131̊A 171Å 193Å
1 30/39 27/60 27/59
2 91/100 98/63 66/65
3 58/62 71/63 61/66
4 45/41 40/60 53/86
5 36/41 49/61 26/40

gradient and hence, estimated the velocities.

2.3.4 Other Examples

In total we have identified 41 loops over eight active regions. Information on the eight data sets

we have considered is displayed in Table 2.7.

Table 2.7: Information on the eight data sets that contain the 41 examples studied.
Data Set Date Start Time AR

A 16 September 2010 12:05 UT 11106
B 19 March 2011 12:55 UT 11173
C 22 September 2011 00:35 UT 11301
D 3 April 2011 15:20 UT 11183
E 1 October 2011 13:35 UT 11302
F 28 March 2011 14:45 UT 11176
G 24 August 2011 09:40 UT 11271
H 22 June 2011 15:13 UT 11236

The same analysis has been undertaken for each example and characteristic velocities using

the three methods and temperature dependence are displayedin Table 2.8. Speeds in brackets cor-

respond to intensity bands which are less clear in the respective running difference images. For the

examples we have investigated here there are two categoriesof “less clear”: (i) in some cases the

PDs did not persist for the entire time interval (and hence weonly had a limited number of bands

to measure) or (ii) the PDs only showed up near the footpoint of the loops (and hence the slope
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became difficult to measure). It is interesting to note thesecases are always non-sunspot examples,

again highlighting the more intermittent, varying nature of non-sunspot PDs. Each example has

been categorised in one of two categories; the velocity of the PDs are dependent on temperature

or they are independent of temperature. Two of the three methods need to show a temperature de-

pendence for that example to be defined as temperature dependent. For the majority of cases the

three methods are consistent and the examples that are not, are explained by the superscript.1 sig-

nifies the velocities calculated using M1 show a temperaturedependence.2 signifies the velocities

calculated using M2 show a temperature dependence.3 signifies the velocities calculated using

M1 do not show a temperature dependence.4 signifies the velocities calculated using M3 show a

temperature dependence. The solar co-ordinates given in the table correspond to the footpoints of

the loop. Whether or not the loop footpoints are located in a sunspot is also indicated in Table 2.8.

The characteristic speeds displayed in Table 2.8 are the mean of the average velocities calcu-

lated from the intensity bands. In 38 out of 41 (93%) of the examples, whether their velocities are

dependent on temperature depends on whether they are located at sunspot or non-sunspot location,

i.e. double Y’s or N’s. PDs that are dependent on temperatureare mainly found in sunspots and

PDs whose velocity are not dependent on temperature are mainly found in non-sunspot regions. In

11 of the 13 (85%) sunspot examples the PDs are dependent on the temperature and at non-sunspot

locations, for 27 out of the 28 (96%) examples the PDs are not dependent on temperature. Of these

27, 8 examples showed a temperature dependence in one of the methods for calculating velocity.

Hence, for the examples analysed here, the dependence of thePD velocity on temperature seems

to correlate with the location (sunspot or non-sunspot region). For the rest of the chapter we focus

on one sunspot example (22 June 2011) and one non-sunspot example (22 September 2011).

2.4 Removing the Cool Emission from the 193̊A Passband

2.4.1 AIA Passbands

In this study we have considered the 131, 171 and 193Å passbands. Table 2.9 has the primary ions

and the characteristic temperatures for each of the passbands. Information displayed in this table

was obtained from the AIA website at http://aia.lmsal.com/public/instrument.htm.

Figure 2.16 shows the AIA response functions for the three lines discussed taken from SO-

LARSOFT IDL. We can see that the 131 line also detects higher temperature plasma at approxi-

mately10 − 20 MK, which is only be expected with flaring events. There are noflares associated

with any of the data sets considered in this chapter so we are confident that we are only detecting

the cooler plasma. Similarly, the 193 line can pick up temperatures of about 20 MK, which we
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Table 2.8: Table showing the location, characteristic velocities for the three methods (M1/M2/M3)
and temperature dependence for all the examples considered. Brackets indicate that the intensity
bands are less clear in the running difference image. The superscripts are explained in the main
body of the text.

Data Loop 131̊A 171Å 193Å Temp S
Set Coords Depen.
A (-309,-377) 135/66/99 109/81/92 109/61/87 N N

(-289,-375) (124/88/113) 98/90/98 121/120/127 N1 N
(-288,-361) (142/155/151) 146/86/124 142/81/97 N N
(-110,-499) 85/59/68 57/49/59 128/118/132 N N
(-94,-500) (114/85/115) 125/165/157 119/108/122 N N
(-83,-501) (70/57/64) 78/41/53 83/76/81 N2 N
(-69,-499) (60/52/100) 53/49/70 82/94/105 N N
(-69,-442) 68/58/78 88/78/82 105/92/119 Y Y
(-67,-431) 53/53/79 67/92/108 72/104/125 Y Y

B (-73,-383) (85/62/111) 91/74/61 85/60/75 N N
(-174,-416) (66/65/117) 103/102/108 65/62/109 N N
(-72,-346) (107/73/95) 62/76/81 80/75/111 N N

C (-670,204) 39/50/69 36/40/38 39/55/58 N N
(-672,189) 87/53/73 58/50/58 87/85/100 N N
(-673,154) 75/85/76 73/125/101 81/96/110 N N
(-662,133) 80/108/124 84/102/109 94/89/85 N2 N

D (289,329) 29/24/22 44/44/37 43/48/54 Y3 Y
(289,339) 38/43/42 49/46/60 57/81/75 Y Y
(282,341) 40/40/53 44/47/71 63/96/102 Y Y

E (496,95) (96/77/77) 73/47/64 94/95/113 N N
(479,92) (98/71/110) 105/61/77 108/91/104 N2 N
(459,90) (96/83/88) 66/62/75 80/99/105 N N
(442,100) (75/113/99) 102/60/88 127/87/97 N2 N
(397,159) 96/92/131 66/69/79 84/111/114 N N
(398,167) 125/111/87 126/85/89 115/75/120 N N
(436,147) 39/70/75 37/54/55 44/61/38 N Y

F (-208,-206) (63/66/111) 65/98/90 78/67/112 N2 N
(-156,-157) (118/90/106) 71/108/134 99/67/90 N N
(-203,-212) 95/57/75 57/92/110 77/153/120 Y3 N
(-424,-204) (106/130/132) 107/129/126 111/154/128 N2 N

G (555,174) 68/80/64 71/93/117 77/101/127 Y Y
(557,180) 71/58/63 76/76/64 95/101/111 Y Y
(552,184) 94/78/93 111/90/99 116/113/119 Y Y

H (559,178) 97/64/81 124/106/125 129/96/121 N2 N
(538,154) 131/97/72 140/114/138 130/107/112 N N
(530,141) 135/83/117 142/126/133 123/84/109 N N
(461,263) 66/39/51 83/69/95 76/61/96 N4 Y
(463,260) 62/44/53 91/91/117 97/95/125 Y Y
(446,259) 71/77/75 86/103/100 93/114/129 Y Y
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Table 2.9: Information on the 131, 171 and 193Å AIA passbands.

Band 171̊A 193Å 131Å

Passband Primary Ions Char. log(T) Approx. T(MK)
131 Fe VIII, XX, XXIII 5.6,7.0,7.3 0.4,10,16
171 Fe IX 5.9 0.8
193 Fe XII, XXIV 6.2,7.3 1.6, 20

can ignore for the same reasons.

Figure 2.16: AIA/SDO Temperature response functions for the 131, 171 and 193̊A passbands.

The 193 passband has a dominant peak at around log(T)=6.2 (≈ 1.6 MK). However, there is

also some contribution due to cooler emission at around log(T)=5.6-5.9 (≈ 0.4− 0.8 MK). As we

want to compare the velocity of the propagating disturbances in different temperatures, we need

to be sure what temperature the PDs observed in the 193Å passband are travelling through. We

now describe a technique to remove this cooler contributionfrom the 193̊A observations.
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2.4.2 Calculating the Cool Emission

As shown by Del Zanna et al. (2011) using simultaneous Hinode/EIS spectra and SDO/AIA im-

ages, AR loop legs produce strong FeVIII and FeIX ‘cool’ emission dominating the 131 and

171Å bands. The 193̊A band is multithermal, in that strong emission from FeVIII and FeIX lines

alongside FeXI and FeXII is observed. Weak emission from a range of even lower temperature

lines (mostly from OV and FeVII ) is also present. As described in Del Zanna et al. (2011), the

atomic data for FeIX , FeXI , and FeXII are relatively well understood, while the FeVIII data is

more uncertain. The FeVII data is very uncertain and have not yet been included in the CHIANTI

database (Landi et al. (2012)).

We have devised a rough method to estimate the main cool contribution (from FeVIII and

Fe IX ) to the 193̊A passband, in order to subtract it, and study the propertiesof the hot (T> 1

MK) emission in the band. The loop legs we have chosen have strong emission in the 131 and

171Å passband, formed in the log(T)= 5.5-5.9 range. There is observational evidence based on

spectroscopy that at each location the plasma distributionin loop legs is nearly isothermal (e.g.

Del Zanna and Mason (2003); Del Zanna et al. (2011)). As a firstapproximation, it is therefore

reasonable to assume that at each location the plasma is isothermal. With this assumption, we

then estimate the isothermal temperature and emission measure of the main cool component for

each pixel using the observed 171 and 131Å count rates and the respective response functions

calculated using CHIANTI v.7 (Landi et al. (2012)). We simply divide the observed counts by the

responses and take the intersection of the curves (see Figure 2.17) as the estimate of the isothermal

temperature.

The method is basically the Emission Measure Loci one (cf. Del Zanna and Mason (2003))

applied to the AIA bands. We define the value where the dot-dashed line in the left plot in Figure

?? cross the x-axis as the isothermal temperature (Ti). The value of the emission measure at the

isothermal temperature (the value where the dot-dashed line in the left plot crosses the y-axis)

is denoted asE(Ti) and the value of the 193̊A response function at the isothermal temperature

(the value where the dot-dashed line in the right plot crosses the y-axis) asR(Ti). We can now

estimate the contribution (in DN s-1) to the 193̊A band due to the FeVIII and FeIX lines (C) by

C = E(Ti)R(Ti) for a given pixel. See Appendix A for a mathematical description.

From the 193̊A response function and the observed isothermal temperatures and emission

measures we then estimate the contribution (in DN-1) to the 193̊A band due to the FeVIII and

Fe IX lines. This gives us an estimate of the main cool contribution for a given pixel to the 193̊A

emission. This is a lower estimate, given that it does not take into account lower temperature

emission (from e.g. FeVII and OV). Del Zanna et al. (2011) measured the cool emission in the

193Å band in loop legs and footpoints to be as large as 40%. The present estimates provide a range

of somewhat lower (but still significant) values, from about10 to 40%. Once the cool emission is
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Figure 2.17: Left plot: shows emission measure curves for a pixel in 171 (solid line) and 131
(dashed line). The dot-dashed line from the x-axis indicates the value of the isothermal tempera-
ture. The dot dashed line that crosses the y-axis indicates the value of the emission measure at the
isothermal temperature. The pixel is located at the loop footpoint and is from the sunspot exam-
ple (22 June 2011). Right plot: shows the temperature response function for the 193̊A passband.
The dot-dashed line from the x-axis indicates the value of the isothermal temperature. The dot
dashed line that crosses the y-axis indicates the value of the response function at the isothermal
temperature

subtracted, we expect the dominant emission in the 193Å band to be originating from FeXI and Fe

XII lines, i.e. from 1–2 MK plasma. We refer to this as the ‘hot’ emission in the 193̊A band. The

procedure was automated for all pixels in all 193Å images and the cool contribution subtracted.

2.4.3 22 June 2011 [Sunspot]

We have carried out this technique on two of the four primary data sets analysed in Section 2.3

to investigate how the properties of the PDs change in the 193passband. We have chosen one

sunspot (22 June 2011) and one non-sunspot example (22 September 2011). We first plot the ratio

of the cool contribution to the full emission for both examples (see Figure 2.18).

We can see from Figure 2.18 that there is a greater percentageof the cool emission at the

sunspot example than the non-sunspot one. At the sunspot example the cool contribution accounts

for about 30 - 40% of the full emission, compared to 15 - 25% in the non-sunspot example. The

isothermal temperature is plotted in a similar way (see Figure 2.19).

From Figure 2.19 it is clear that there is a general increase in the (isothermal) temperature

along the loops. This trend is observed in both the sunspot and non-sunspot examples. We now

compare the properties of PDs in the hot emission to those in the full emission. Figure 2.20 shows

running difference images created using the same data set asFigure 2.10, associated with the full

emission (left) and the hot component only (right).
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Figure 2.18: Plots showing the ratio of the calculated cool emission to the full 193̊A emission for
(left) the sunspot region (22 June 2011) and (right) the non-sunspot region (22 September 2011).

Figure 2.19: Plots showing the calculated isothermal temperature for the sunspot region (22 June
2011) and (right) the non-sunspot region (22 September 2011).

Figure 2.20: Running difference images for the loop outlined in Figure 2.10. The left shows the
running difference associated with the full 193 emission. The right hand plot shows the running
difference associated with the hot 193 component only.

We can see from Figure 2.20 that there are clear differences in the PDs. PDs associated

with the hot emission only propagate to positions 5-7 beforethey are no longer distinguishable
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compared to positions 12-14 in the full emission case. We calculated the velocities of the PDs in

the cool, full, and hot data sets using the same methods as Section 2.3.3 and they are displayed in

Table 2.10.

Table 2.10: Characteristic velocities associated with running difference images for the full, hot,
and cool 193 emission for 22 June 2011, calculated using methods 1, 2 and 3.

Method Cool Full Hot
1 69 98 118
2 70 89 104
3 98 123 143

The velocities displayed in Table 2.10 show that on average the velocities of the PDs increase

from the cool emission to the hot emission and this is consistent between the three methods for

calculating the velocities.

2.4.4 22 September 2011 [Non-sunspot]

We now carry out the same analysis on our second primary data set (22 September 2011). The

cool contribution to the 193 passband has been calculated inthe same way as for the previous

example. Running difference images for this example are shown in Figure 2.21.

Figure 2.21: Running difference images for the loop outlined in Figure 2.7. The left shows the
running difference image associated with the full 193 emission. The right hand plot shows the
running difference image associated with the hot 193 contribution only.

For this example it is clear that the PDs associated with the hot emission have almost identical

properties as the PDs from the full emission. They are exactly in phase, propagate the same

distance along the loop and have the same period.

In total we have carried out this analysis for seven loops. Four of these loops are located at

sunspots and three at non-sunspot locations. PDs located atnon-sunspot locations appear to be
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identical in the hot component and in the full emission. Also, the PDs seen in the cool emission

are more similar to those seen in the 171 than the 131 passband. This is the case for all the non-

sunspot examples studied. PDs seen in the hot emission and located at sunspots are not identical

to the full emission PDs; they propagate a shorter distance along the loop before they become

unidentifiable and travel at a slightly greater velocity. PDs associated with the cool contribution

at these locations are very similar to those seen in the 131Å passband.

This suggests that the PDs at sunspots are more likely to be slow magnetoacoustic waves.

Indeed, when we have removed the cool contribution from the 193 line, the PDs have a slightly

greater velocity that they have in the full emission case. Slow magnetoacoustic waves are expected

to travel at the local sound speed and hence their velocity should increase with temperature. The

main damping mechanism of slow magnetoacoustic waves is thought to be thermal conduction

(De Moortel and Hood (2003)), which is consistent with the fact that the PDs in the hot emission

case appear to damp quicker than in cooler lines. At non-sunspot locations the PDs associated with

the hot emission are identical to those in the full emission.Along with the lower intensity bands

seen in the cool emission we can conclude that removing the cool contribution at non-sunspot

regions has little to no effect on the properties of the PDs.

2.5 Properties of PDs Across an Active Region

These PDs are thought to arise from the leakage of global p-modes into the solar atmosphere (De

Pontieu et al. (2005); De Moortel and Rosner (2007); Malins and Erdélyi (2007)). This is known

to lead to periods of approximately 5 minutes for non-sunspot locations and 3 minutes above

sunspots. We now investigate how properties such as period and velocity change across a smaller

scale, i.e. how they change across a single set of sunspot andnon-sunspot loops. We consider

the same two active regions analysed in Section 2.5 and focuson the 171̊A passband. Eight arcs

are identified in this set of sunspot loops and we study over which scale the properties of the PDs

change. Figure 2.22 shows the area in which the eight arcs aredefined for the first example (22

June 2011). Arc 1 is located closest to the left side in Figure2.22 and arc 8 is located closest to

the right hand side. Running differences are then calculated in the usual way.

Figure 2.23 shows cuts through running difference images for the eight arcs. Panels (a),

(c), (e) and (g) are for arcs 1-4 and panels (b), (d), (f) and (h) are for arcs 5-8. The black lines

represents arc 1 in (a), (c), (e) and (h) and arc 5 in (b), (d), (f) and (h). The green lines represent

arcs 2 (dashed) and 6, the red arcs 3 (dashed) and 7 and blue represents arcs 4 (dashed) and 8.

It is clear from Figure 2.23 that arcs 5-8 are approximately in phase for all positions along

the arc. Arcs 2-4 are also in phase for all positions but arc 1 is slightly out of phase with 2-4.

To quantify these phase differences, we calculate the crosscorrelation between each loop at all
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Figure 2.22: 171̊A intensity image showing where the 8 arcs are defined for AR11236 at 15:13
UT on 22 June 2011.

positions as a function of the lag. Table 2.11 shows the maximum correlation between two loops

and the lag at which this correlation is achieved.

Table 2.11: Cross correlation between 171 arcs at position 1along the loop defined on the 22
June 2011 . The subscript denotes the lag where the maximum correlation is found. The table is
symmetric, and the blank spaces would have the same values astheir corresponding location, with
the sign of the lag changing.

Arc 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 1 0.365−3 0.187−2 0.4715 0.344−10 0.381−10 0.3608 0.4779

2 1 0.8151 0.2152 0.2735 0.2565 0.264−8 0.18112

3 1 0.4761 0.3843 0.3563 0.263−9 0.130−14

4 1 0.5691 0.5221 0.5823 0.4514

5 1 0.8970 0.5822 0.2974

6 1 0.7212 0.3733

7 1 0.6871

8 1

.

This analysis is repeated for positions 3, 5 and 7 the corresponding correlation tables are in

Appendix A. From Table 2.11 we see that arcs 2-4 have maximum correlation with each other at

relatively small lag positions, i.e. loops 2-4 are mostly inphase with each other. Arcs 5-8 are also

approximately in phase at this position. The lag where the maximum correlation occurs becomes

greater when you consider two arcs that are not located next to each other. The fact that the PDs

do not correlate over the entire extent of this ensemble of sunspot loops suggests the underlying

driver changes on smaller scales. However, we do have to keepin mind that some of the lag could

also be caused by the fact that the starting points of the arcsdo not line up perfectly.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Figure 2.23: Cuts through the 171Å running difference images for arcs 1-8 at all positions for22
June 2011. (a), (c), (e), and (g) show arcs 1-4 and (b), (d), (f) and (h) show arcs 5-8. The black
lines corresponds to arcs 1 and 5, the green to arcs 2 (dashed)and 6, red to 3 (dashed) and 7, and
blue to 4 (dashed) and 8.
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The periods of these disturbances are calculated using a wavelet transform (Torrence and

Compo (1998)) with the Morlet function as the mother waveletand are displayed in Table 2.12.

An example wavelet is shown from arc 1 position 1 in Figure 2.24.

Figure 2.24: Wavelet power for arc 1 on the 22 June 2011 at position 1 (bright colours correspond
to higher power).

Table 2.12: Table showing the periods and characteristic 171 velocity for arcs 1-8 for 22 June
2011.

Arc Period (s) Char. Velocity (km s-1)
1 150-200 131
2 100-200 128
3 120-190 130
4 150-210 135
5 160-200 152
6 160-200 136
7 150-210 167
8 150-200 143

From Table 2.12 we can see that the PDs associated with all arcs have approximately the

same period which appears centred around 180 sec (3 minutes)as expected for sunspot loops (De

Moortel et al. (2000b)). The velocities of the PDs as seen in the 171 passband are also displayed.

We find that the velocity of the PDs can change but not by a significant amount.

2.5.1 22 September 2011 [Non-sunspot]

This analysis is also done on the non-sunspot example (22 September 2011). We define 8 arcs

as displayed in Figure 2.5.1, with arc 1 closest to the top of the image and arc 8 defined closest

to the bottom. Running differences are constructed in the usual way and cuts are taken at several

positions and are displayed in Figure 2.26.
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Figure 2.25: 171 intensity image showing where 8 arcs are defined for AR11301 at 00:35 UT on
22 September 2011.

Each line in Figure 2.26 is defined in the same way as Figure 2.23. We can see that arcs 6-8

(green/red/blue in the right hand column of graphs) match well for all positions. Arc 5 appears to

match well at some times but is completely out of phase at others. Arcs 1, 2, and 4 are almost in

phase at position 1, whilst the red line (arc 3) is out of phaseat certain times. At positions 3 and

5 the arc 2 line (green line in left hand column) is approximately in phase with the others and at

position 7 there is some evidence of them starting to become out of phase. We have calculated the

cross correlation for this example and the results are displayed in Table 2.13.

Table 2.13: Cross correlation between 171 arcs at position 1along the loop for 22 September
2011. The subscript denotes the lag where the maximum correlation is found.

Arc 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 1 0.6591 0.5060 0.409−29 0.0950 0.252−6 0.274−9 0.170−6

2 1 0.406−1 0.4061 0.08111 0.393−7 0.173−9 0.09827

3 1 0.2449 0.10611 0.161−7 0.229−3 0.229−1

4 1 0.15614 0.398−9 0.316−11 0.476−8

5 1 0.1441 0.22612 0.340−5

6 1 0.403−2 0.2670

7 1 0.3891

8 1

This analysis is repeated for positions 3, 5 and 7 the corresponding correlation tables are

in Appendix A. There is no clear pattern in Table 2.13. On average arcs correlate better with

arcs located close to them. There are exceptions though. Forexample, arc 4 only has a high

correlation with arc 2, arcs 6-8 are well correlated with each other, with maximum correlations

occurring within one or two time frames. However, the correlation values are overall lower than

in the previous case, again keeping in mind that this could bedue to the arc footpoints not exactly

matching. The lags associated with arcs 1 and 4 and arcs 2 and 8are large but these do not
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Figure 2.26: Cuts through the 171̊A running difference images for arcs 1-8 at all positions for22
September 2011. (a), (c), (e), and (g) show arcs 1-4 and (b), (d), (f) and (h) show arcs 5-8. The
black lines correspond to arcs 1 and 5, the green to arcs 2 (dashed) and 6, red to 3 (dashed) and 7,
and blue to 4 (dashed) and 8.
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give a true reflection of the correlation between the two arcsas a lag in this range corresponds to

approximately a full period. These arcs are actually in phase as seen in Figure 2.26. The dominant

periods and characteristic velocities for this example aredisplayed in Table 2.14.

Table 2.14: Table showing the periods and characteristic 171 velocity for arcs 1-8 for 22 Septem-
ber 2011.

Arc Period (s) Char. Velocity (km s-1)
1 250-300 74
2 270-320 76
3 270-320 61
4 260-310 93
5 200-290 88
6 300-360 84
7 270-300 109
8 270-320 91

As in the previous example the dominant periods associated with all the arcs are approxi-

mately constant. As we would expect given this example is nota sunspot region, the dominant

periods are longer and closer to 5 minutes (300 s). Again, we find that the velocities for this

example can change but not by a significant amount.

The periods of the PDs are constant across the two active regions in both cases. The velocities

stay approximately constant with some variation, where thesmall variations could possibly be due

to changes in the inclination angles.

2.6 Discussions and Conclusions

The aim of this chapter was to undertake a detailed investigation of the propagation speed of

observed PDs to gain a greater insight into the temperature dependence of the PD properties.

In Section 2.3 we considered the velocities of PDs across the131, 171, and 193̊A passbands.

We studied four examples in detail, two located at a sunspots(22 June 2011 and 24 August 2011)

and two above non-sunspot (plage) regions (16 September 2010 and 22 September 2011). The ve-

locities calculated for the sunspot examples displayed a temperature dependence, where velocities

increased when the PDs were propagating in hotter plasmas. This velocity difference was found

to be consistent with an interpretation in terms of slow magnetoacoustic waves, especially when

the effect of removing the cooler contribution from the 193Å emission is taken into account. The

velocities found in the non-sunspot example did not displaya clear temperature dependence. The

velocities found were approximately constant across the three wavelengths. These results were

confirmed by recalculating the velocities from a further twodifferent methods. This analysis was

then used on a further 39 examples. Our total sample of 41 cases included 13 sunspot and 28
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non-sunspot locations. The results suggest a strong relationship between whether or not the PDs

are temperature dependent and whether the defined loops are located at a sunspot. Of the 13 loops

located at sunspots, 11 showed PD propagation speeds that are temperature dependent, and for

the 28 not located at sunspots, 27 did not show a temperature dependence. This suggests that PDs

found at sunspots are far more likely to be temperature dependent and hence fit the slow wave in-

terpretation. For non-sunspot loops, the results are less clear. PDs located at these regions are less

likely to be temperature dependent. This makes the slow magnetoacoustic wave interpretation,

less likely as a slow wave would adjust its velocity to the local sound speed.

In Section 2.4.2 we considered the effect of removing the cool contribution in the 193̊A

passband on the properties of the PDs. A rough method was devised to remove the contribution

due to the cooler ions and this technique was used on seven examples. Properties of PDs associated

with loops located at sunspots did change when the cool contribution is removed. The PDs seen

in the hot emission damp more rapidly than the PDs seen in the full emission cases. The velocities

of the PDs in the hot emission are found to be slightly greaterthan those in the full emission.

This analysis further suggests that PDs seen at sunspots agree with the wave interpretation, as

this interpretation explains the increase of the PDs velocity and the rapid damping (as thermal

conduction is more efficient at higher temperatures). Removing the cool contribution had little to

no effect on the PDs at non-sunspot areas. Plasma is hotter atnon-sunspot regions and it is not

surprising that there is less of an effect due to the cool emission at these regions.

Finally, in Section 2.5 we studied how the properties of these PDs change across a set of

plage loops and a set of sunspot loops. It was found that the velocities of the PDs can change

across an active region (maximum difference is approximately 30 km s-1) but the periods stay

approximately constant across the active region. This trend was found for both the sunspot and

non-sunspot examples.



Chapter 3

The Effect of Thermal Conduction on

Alfv én Wave Phase Mixing

3.1 Introduction

Phase mixing was first introduced by Heyvaerts and Priest (1983) as a possible mechanism to

enhance the damping of Alfvén waves and these authors suggested that the energy produced from

this damping could be a possible heating mechanism for the solar corona. The basic idea is that

shear Alfvén waves propagate along field lines in an inhomogeneous plasma. Each Alfvén wave

propagates at its own local Alfvén speed. As these Alfvén waves propagate they become out of

phase with each other. This leads to strong (amplitude) gradients across the field, which enhances

normal visco-resistive damping. Since its introduction phase mixing has been studied intensively.

In this chapter we study how the introduction of thermal conduction affects the phase mixing of

Alfvén waves and in particular how it transports the energyproduced by the damping of Alfvén

waves. We use the 2.5D full MHD code Lare2d (Arber et al. (2001)) to model Alfvén waves in

the corona. We consider the corona in isolation from the other layers of the solar atmosphere

and investigate how varying some of the parameters affects the amount of energy being produced

and whether thermal conduction acts in different ways with these changed parameters. To test

thermal conduction, we first run a case considering damping of slow magnetoacoustic waves.

Thermal conduction is known to be an effective mechanism fordamping slow magnetoacoustic

waves (De Moortel and Hood (2003)). We first check that our numerical simulation matches the

analytical damping rate derived by Owen et al. (2009) to confirm thermal conduction is working

correctly in our numerical code. Next, we consider a simple phase mixing experiment in which we

reproduce the characteristic Heyvaerts and Priest dampingrate. Thermal conduction is included

in this model and a parameter study is undertaken. Finally westudy phase mixing of slow waves

50
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with the inclusion of thermal conduction.

3.1.1 Literature Review

Since Heyvaerts and Priest (1983), phase mixing has been extensively studied in a variety of dif-

ferent situations. Browning and Priest (1984) found that the velocity gradients found in a phase

mixing experiment are subject to Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. Nakariakov et al. (1998) consid-

ered compressibility and non-linear effects of phase mixing. They found that fast magnetoacoustic

waves are generated as a result of Alfvén wave phase mixing,which can spread heat across the do-

main. De Moortel et al. (2000a) studied phase mixing in a stratified and open atmosphere. They

found that vertical stratification of the density makes phase mixing less efficient. Botha et al.

(2000) considered a developed stage of Alfvén wave phase mixing. They studied the saturation

of the fast waves discussed in Nakariakov et al. (1998) and concluded that these fast waves have

little effect on phase mixing. Hood et al. (2002) consideredphase mixing of single Alfvén wave

pulses. They found that the pulses have a slower damping rate, so they are able to carry energy

to a greater coronal height than harmonic Alfvén waves. De Moortel et al. (2000) considered the

effects of gravitational stratification and magnetic field line divergence. It was found that grav-

itational stratification diminishes phase mixing and magnetic field line divergence enhances the

process. Ruderman et al. (1998) considered phase mixing in open magnetic equilibria and found

results that agreed with De Moortel et al. (2000a) using the WKB method. Smith et al. (2007)

repeated the analytical work of Ruderman et al. (1998) numerically. Threlfall et al. (2011) con-

sidered phase mixing with the inclusion of the Hall term in the ion cyclotron range of frequencies.

McLaughlin et al. (2011) studied the phase mixing of non-linear Alfvén waves. They discovered

that there is a bulk flow of material present when consideringnon-linear effects.

Thermal conduction has been studied in a variety of different situations (e.g. kink unstable

loops, 1D loop models, see Reale (2010) for a review). One application that we consider is the

damping of slow magnetoacoustic waves due to thermal conduction. Ofman and Wang (2002)

considered Doppler shift oscillations of hot coronal loops. They were observed using the Solar

Ultraviolet Measurement of Emitted Radiation (SUMER) on SOHO and were found to be slow-

mode magnetosonic waves. They used a 1D MHD code and found that thermal conduction leads

to damping that agrees well with the SUMER observations. De Moortel and Hood (2003) and

De Moortel and Hood (2004) considered the effects of thermalconduction, compressive viscosity,

gravitational stratification and magnetic field line divergence on propagating slow magnetoacous-

tic waves. They found that thermal conduction was the most effective mechanism of damping

slow waves in the corona. Sigalotti et al. (2007) consideredsimilar observations to Ofman and

Wang (2002) and found that thermal conduction increased theperiod. They also found that ther-

mal conduction alone has a longer damping time than observed. Only when compressive viscosity
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is included do they find damping times that agree with the observations. Owen et al. (2009) again

looked at damping due to thermal conduction and derived an analytical damping rate. They also

found that thermal conduction caused a phase shift between the perturbations in velocity, energy

and density and compared the results with observations. Macnamara and Roberts (2010) studied

the effect of thermal conduction and compressive viscosityon the period ratio of the slow mode.

They found that thermal conduction has little effect on the period ratio but compressive viscosity

can have an effect when considering short hot loops. Finally, De Moortel et al. (2004) considered

the effects of mode coupling of slow magnetoacoustic waves.They ran 2D simulations and looked

at the phase mixing of slow waves. They found that the effect of mode coupling could not explain

the rapid damping of slow waves in the corona.

3.2 Thermal Conduction

Let us consider the loss term in the MHD energy equation (Eq. 1.7) and follow a similar discussion

as in Priest (1982)

L = ∇.q + Lr −
j2

σ
− H,

where∇.q is the term due to thermal conduction,Lr is due to radiative losses,j2/σ is the ohmic

heating term andH represents other heating terms.q is the heat flux due to particle conduction

and is defined in the following way:

q = −κ∇T,

whereκ is the thermal conduction tensor. We take the divergence ofq and split it into components

parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field:

∇‖.
(

κ‖∇‖T
)

+ ∇⊥. (κ⊥∇⊥T ) ,

where‖ corresponds to values along the field and⊥ to those across the field. Conduction along

the magnetic field is mainly due to electrons. This is due to electrons having a much smaller mass

and hence a much smaller gyro radius
(

rg = mv⊥
|q|B

)

than ions. It is usually expressed for the solar

corona as

κ‖ = κ0T
5

2 Wm−1K−1.
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Conduction across the fields is mainly by protons and dependson the product of the ion

gyro-frequency and ion-ion collision time.

If the magnetic field is strong enough so thatκ⊥ ≪ κ‖ conduction is mainly along the field

and the conduction term reduces to

∇‖.
(

κ‖∇‖T
)

.

3.2.1 Thermal Conduction Timescale

Before we include thermal conduction in our model we first consider the relevant timescales,

namely how long it takes for thermal conduction to act in our system. To derive this we first

consider the energy equation (Eq. 1.6) with conduction included (see De Moortel and Hood

(2003)).

∂p

∂t
+ v.∇p = −γp∇.v + (γ − 1)

[

∂

∂y

(

κ0T
5

2

∂T

∂y

)]

.

We now make the variables dimensionless by lettingv = va0v̂, p = p00p̂, t = t00t̂ and

T = T00T̂ .

∂p̂

∂t̂
+ v̂.∇p̂ = −γp̂∇.v̂ + (γ − 1)

[

∂

∂y

(

dT̂
5

2

∂T̂

∂y

)]

,

whered is a collection of the normalisation constants and can be expressed by

d =
κ0T

7

2

00t00
p00L

2
00

.

whereL00 is a characteristic length scale. We identify this as a ratioof timescales and can write

the conduction timescale as

τc =
L2p00

κ0T
7

2

00

, (3.1)

We have changed from considering a typical length scale to considering a loop length. This

is now the time taken for conduction to transport heat along acoronal loop. Assume we have a
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’typical’ coronal loop with temperature of 1 MK, loop lengthof 100 Mm, density of1.67× 10−12

kg m-3 and a pressure of 0.023 Pa. This gives a conduction timescaleof approximately 6 hours.

This timescale will change depending on the parameters of the loop. For example, the conduction

timescale is heavily dependent on loop length (L2 dependence). We now consider another loop,

with a loop length of 300 Mm, with the rest of the parameters the same. The conduction timescale

is now approximately 58 hours. We now investigate the temperature dependence by increasing the

temperature to 3 MK, and have used a loop length of 100 Mm. The conduction timescale is now

approximately 8 minutes. The conduction timescale decreases rapidly with increasing temperature

due to itsT
−7

2 dependence. The conduction timescale is lower in short hot loops.

3.3 Lare2d

The majority of this chapter requires the use of a numerical package to solve the MHD equations.

The code we used is Lare2d (Arber et al. (2001)). Lare2d is a Lagrangian remap code for solving

the MHD equations in 2D. It splits the timesteps into a Lagrangian step and then remaps back onto

the original grid. This makes the inclusion for further physics packages relatively simple. It solves

the standard resistive MHD equations with options to run other features (i.e. Hall term, thermal

conduction and radiation). Viscosity can be added via the viscous stress tensor. In simulations of

propagating Alfvén waves that undergo phase mixing, viscosity has the same effect as resistivity

on the damping of the Alfvén waves. It does enhance the damping of the non-linear slow wave

component, but the non-linear components are negligible inour experiments. In our experiments

we only consider resistive damping, so viscosity is not included it in our model. The resistive

MHD equations solved are:

∂ρ

∂t
= −∇.(ρv), (3.2a)

Dv

Dt
=

1

ρ
j × B− 1

ρ
∇P, (3.2b)

∂B

∂t
= −∇× E, (3.2c)

Dǫ

Dt
= −P

ρ
∇.v +

η

ρ
j2. (3.2d)

E + v × B = ηj, (3.2e)

∇× B = µ0j. (3.2f)

The energy equation is written in terms of specific internal energy (ǫ). Lare2d can be run in

S.I. units or dimensionless variables. We write dimensionless variables in the following way e.g
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ρ = ρ̂ρ00. The code normalises the MHD equations through three of the variables. The standard

Lare2d choices are magnetic field, density and length. The other parameters are calculated from

these three. In our simulations we fixB00 = 0.001 T, L00 = 1 Mm andρ00 = 1.67 × 10−12

kg m-3. These three normalising constants are used to calculate the normalisation for all other

variables in the following way:

va0 =
B00√
µ0ρ00

= 690 km s-1,

P00 =
B2

00

µ0
= 0.796 Pa,

t00 =
L00

va0
= 1.44 s,

j00 =
B00

µ0L00
= 7.9 × 10−4 A m-2,

E00 = va0B00 = 690 V m-1,

T00 =
ǫ00m

kB
= 56 MK ,

ǫ00 = v2
a0 = 4.76 × 1011 J,

wherekb is the Boltzmann constant andm is the average mass of ions in the plasma and has

different values depending on the properties of the plasma you are modelling, this makes it an

input parameter in the code. For resistive MHD we normaliseη using the induction equation,

η0 = µ0L0v0.

∂B

∂t
= ∇× (v × B) − 1

µ0L0v0
∇× (η∇× B).

It is important to understand the grid used in Lare so we can accurately define our initial

conditions. We first consider the 1D case and then move to the 2D case. In 1D there arenx cells,

which are defined fromix = 1 up to ix = nx. The different variables used in Lare are defined

at different parts of a cell. We define different points of thecell in the following way,xbi is the

position at the right of the cell andxci is at the centre of the cell. We now define a cell widthdxbi

and a distance between each centres asdxci (see Figure 3.1). In 1D the velocities are defined at

the cell boundaries and all the scalars (density, pressure and internal energy) are defined at cell

centres. The components of the magnetic field are defined at different locations,Bx defined at

the cell boundary(xbi) andBy andBz are defined at the cell centres. This staggering is essential

for the accuracy of the code. We have to be careful when defining our initial conditions with this

staggering. We need more points for velocities than scalars. For example we must definev from

ix = 0 to ix = nx but we can define density fromix = 1 to ix = nx. Note that the grid spacing
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Figure 3.1: 1D staggered grid, image taken from Lare manual (Arber et al. (2001)).

Figure 3.2: 2D staggered grid, image taken from Lare manual (Arber et al. (2001)).

does not have to be uniform and can be stretched.

For 2D the velocities are defined at cell corners, scalars andsome magnetic field components

are defined at the cell centre (see Figure 3.2). The remainingmagnetic field components are

defined at the cell edges.

Thermal conduction in Lare has the form of Braginskii thermal conduction in the presence

of a magnetic field.

∂ǫ

∂t
= ∇.

((

κ
B

B2
.∇T

)

B

)

+ ∇.

(

κ
B2

min

B2 + Bmin
∇T

)

, (3.3)

whereκ = κ0T
5

2 . If we consider the limit whenbmin → 0 this recovers Braginskii parallel

thermal conduction.Bmin turns the conductivity isotropic whenB = 0

3.4 Slow Magnetoacoustic Waves

Thermal conduction is a new feature in the Lare2d code. It hasbeen used in Verwichte et al.

(2008) where they considered full non-linear MHD simulations of slow-mode oscillations with

the inclusion of thermal conduction. Botha et al. (2011) used Lare3d to study the effect of thermal

conduction on loops that became kink unstable. It is important to test that thermal conduction

is working correctly before we include it in our model. Thermal conduction is known to be

an effective mechanism for damping slow magnetoacoustic waves (e.g De Moortel and Hood

(2003)). As a test for thermal conduction we recover the damping rate due to thermal conduction
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as discussed in Owen et al. (2009), who derived an analyticalexpression for the damping rate

of slow magnetoacoustic waves due to thermal conduction andcompare it with our numerical

simulations.

For completeness, we re-derive the analytical damping rateobtained by Owen et al. (2009).

They first considered the MHD equations with the inclusion ofthermal conduction

∂ρ

∂t
= −∇. (ρv) , (3.4a)

∂v

∂t
= − (v.∇)v − 1

ρ
∇p +

1

ρ
(j × B) , (3.4b)

∂ǫ

∂t
= −v.∇ǫ − p

ρ
∇.v +

1

ρ
∇
(

κ‖∇‖T
)

. (3.4c)

Subsequently, Eqs. 3.4 are non-dimensionalised to be consistent with Arber et al. (2001) and

have been reduced to the 1D case.

After linearising the non-dimensionalised equations, Fourier components are taken of the

form exp(i(kx − ωt)). The equations can now be written in the following form:

ωρ1 − kρ0v = 0, (3.5a)

ωv − (γ − 1) k
ǫ0

ρ0
ρ1 − (γ − 1) kǫ1 = 0, (3.5b)

[

ω + idk2 ǫ
5/2
0

ρ0

]

ǫ1 − (γ − 1) ǫ0kv = 0. (3.5c)

Hered is called the thermal ratio and is defined as the ratio of the slow travel time to the thermal

conduction timescale (in a different form as described in Section 3.2.1):

d =

(

(γ − 1)µ̃

R

)7/2 ǫ
3/2
00 κ‖00
τρ00

.

These equations are written in matrix form.









ω −ρ0kv 0

− (γ−1)
ρ0

ǫ0k ω −(γ − 1)k

0 −(γ − 1)ǫ0k ω + idk2 ǫ
5
2

0

ρ0















ρ1

v

ǫ1






= 0

For a unique solution to exist, the determinant of the matrixhas to equal zero. This leads to:
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k4 (γ − 1) id
ǫ
7/2
0

ρ0
+ k2

(

γ (γ − 1) ωǫ0 − iω2d
ǫ5/2

ρ0

)

− ω3 = 0. (3.6)

We now define variables in the following way:

B = i(γ − 1)d
ǫ
7/2
0

ρ0
,

C = γ(γ − 1)ǫ0ω − iω2d
ǫ
5/2
0

ρ0
,

D = −ω3.

Eq. 3.6 has solutions given by

k = ±

√

√

√

√− C

2B
±

√

(

C

2B

)2

− D

B
= kr + iki.

The damping rate due to thermal conduction is given byexp(−kiy) and the propagation of

the wave is characterised bysin(kry), whereki is the imaginary part of the wavenumber andkr is

the real part.

3.4.1 Numerical Results

We use Lare2d to simulate a slow wave propagating into a uniform medium with thermal conduc-

tion turned on. We have a uniform magnetic fieldB0 = (0, 1, 0) which corresponds to a magnetic

field of 10 G. We drive a perturbation of the formvy = A sin(ωt) at the bottom boundary. We

have a driving frequency ofω = 2π. We consider an ideal plasma (η = 0). We have a grid

resolution of512 × 512. Figure 3.3 shows a cut through thevy profile (solid black line) with the

analytical solution (A sin(kry) exp(kiy)) (orange dashed line) overplotted.

It is clear from Figure 3.3 that there is an excellent agreement between the numerical result

and our analytical expression. Hence, we are confident that thermal conduction in Lare2d is acting

as we would expect it to and we can use it in future simulations.
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Figure 3.3: Solid line is a driven slow wave damped by thermalconduction. The orange dashed
line is the analytical solutionA sin(kry) exp(kiy).

3.5 Alfvén Wave Phase Mixing

Before we include thermal conduction we set up a simple phasemixing experiment and try and

reproduce the Heyvaerts and Priest damping rate. In Heyvaerts and Priest (1983) two assumptions

are made, namely weak damping and strong phase mixing. Strong phase mixing will be linked to

a relatively large gradient of the transverse density. These assumptions allow Heyvaerts and Priest

to derive an analytical expression for the phase mixing damping rate.

3.5.1 Deriving the Damping Rate due to Phase Mixing

We re-derive the expression of Heyvaerts and Priest (1983) for the damping of Alfvén waves

due to phase mixing. We consider the case with a uniform magnetic field in they-direction. The

equilibrium is given by

B0 = B0ŷ,

ρ = ρ0(x).

Next we assume the perturbations are independent ofz (i.e. ∂
∂z = 0). We write the perturbed

quantities in the following form.

B = B0ŷ + b (x, y, t) ẑ,
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v = v (x, y, t) ẑ.

(3.7)

The induction equation and the equation of motion (including resistivity and viscosity) have

the following form:

∂B

∂t
= ∇× (v × B) + η∇2B, (3.8)

ρ
∂v

∂t
+ ρ (v.∇)v = j × B + ν∇2v. (3.9)

When linearised about the equilibrium 3.7 we get

∂b

∂t
= B0

∂v

∂y
+ η

(

∂2b

∂x2
+

∂2b

∂y2

)

, (3.10)

∂v

∂t
=

B0

µ0ρ0(x)

∂b

∂y
+ ν

(

∂2v

∂x2
+

∂2v

∂y2

)

. (3.11)

The first step in eliminatingb from these equations is to take the time derivative of Eq. 3.11

which leads to the expression

∂2v

∂t2
=

v2
A

B0

∂

∂y

(

∂b

∂t

)

+ ν
∂

∂t

(

∂2v

∂x2
+

∂2v

∂y2

)

. (3.12)

Eq. 3.10 is then substituted into 3.12 to remove the time derivative of the magnetic field.

We use Eq. 3.11 to rearrange (neglecting terms that have multiples ofν andη) and the following

expression is obtained

∂2v

∂t2
= v2

A(x)
∂2v

∂y2
+ (η + ν)

(

∂2

∂x2
+

∂2

∂y2

)

∂v

∂t
. (3.13)

Assuming the dominant gradients are those associated withx-inhomogeneity, we can neglect

higher order derivatives iny. We also neglect viscosity from this point and Eq. 3.13 reduces to

∂2v

∂t2
= v2

A(x)
∂2v

∂y2
+ η

∂2

∂x2

∂v

∂t
. (3.14)

Eq. 3.14 has a dependence on two length scales, an Alfvénic length scale and a dissipative
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length scale which we expect to be much shorter. With this assumption the method of multiple

scales can be used to make progress with Eq. 3.14. We assume velocity perturbations have a

dependence on two length scales:

v = v0(x, y0, y1, t) + v1(x, y0, y1, t),

where

y0 = y,

y1 = ǫy,

whereǫ << 1. Using the chain rule, the spatial derivatives can be definedin the following way

∂

∂y
=

∂

∂y0
+ ǫ

∂

∂y1
,

∂2

∂y2
=

∂2

∂y2
0

+ 2ǫ
∂2

∂y0∂y1
+ ǫ2 ∂2

∂y2
1

.

We now substitute these expressions into Eq. 3.14 and collect terms with the same power of

ǫ. Terms that are of order0(ǫ0) will first be considered

ǫ0 : −ω2v0 = v2
A

∂2v0

∂y2
0

, (3.15)

where we have assumed the time dependence to be of the form∼ exp(−iωt). This equation has

a standard solution

v0 ∼ F (y1) exp (ik(x)y0) . (3.16)

We now calculate thex derivatives of Eq. 3.16.

∂v0

∂x
= iy0

∂k(x)

∂x
F (y1) exp(ik(x)y0), (3.17)
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∂2v0

∂x2
= F (y1) exp (ik(x)y0)

[

iy0
d2k(x)

dx2
− y2

0

(

dk(x)

dx

)2
]

. (3.18)

As y increases the first term in the square brackets (for the 2nd derivative) can be neglected

due to its smaller dependence ony0. The expression can now be written in the following way:

∂2v0

∂x2
= F (y1) exp (ik(x)y0)

[

−y2
0

(

dk

dx

)2
]

.

Next, powers of(ǫ)1 are collected

ǫ1 : −ω2v1 = v2
A

[

∂2v1

∂y2
0

+ 2
∂2v0

∂y0∂y1

]

− iω
η

ǫ
F (y1) exp (ik(x)y0)

[

−y2
0

(

dk

dx

)2
]

. (3.19)

We identify the first term on the RHS of Eq. 3.19 as the Alfvén solution for the small dissi-

pative termv. We neglect this term and concentrate on the largerv0 term. We calculate the mixed

derivative and are left with the expression

0 = 2v2
A

dF (y1)

dy1

∂

∂y0
exp(ik(x)y0) +

iωη

ǫ
y2
0

(

dk

dx

)2

F (y1) exp(ik(x)y0), (3.20)

y0 is now eliminated in terms ofy1

(

y0 = y1

ǫ

)

and we evaluate the∂∂y0
term to leave

0 = 2
ω

k

dF (y1)

dy1
+

η

ǫ3
y2
1

(

dk

dx

)2

F (y1). (3.21)

Eq. 3.21 is a separable first order differential equation andcan be solved in the following

way

2
ω

k

∫

dF (y1)

F (y1)
= − η

ǫ3

(

dk

dx

)2 ∫

y2
1dy1,

2
ω

k
ln F (y1) = − η

ǫ3

(

dk

dx

)2 y3
1

3
+ C,
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F (y1) = A0 exp

[

−1

6

k

ωǫ3
y3
1η

(

dk

dx

)2
]

,

whereω = kvA and the constant of integration can be calculated using the wave amplitudeA.

To match the expression derived by Heyvaerts and Priest (1983) we fix the expansion parameter

ǫ = η1/3. We can write the original length scale in terms of the resistive length scaley1 = η1/3y.

We now have the Heyvaerts and Priest damping rate which is usually written in the form

V ∼ exp

[

−1

6

k

ω
y3η

(

dk

dx

)2
]

. (3.22)

3.5.2 Results for Alfv́en Wave Phase Mixing

The first experiment we run is a simple shear Alfvén wave propagating through a density inho-

mogeneity. We have a uniform magnetic field in they-direction,B0 = (0, 1, 0), which corre-

sponds to a magnetic field of 10 G. At the bottom boundary we drive an Alfvén wave of the form

vz = A sin(ωt) where A is the amplitude and is set toA = 0.0005 (0.34 km s-1) andω is the

frequency,ω = 2
5π (corresponding to a period of approximately7.3 s). We have set the amplitude

small to ensure the linear behaviour dominates the non-linear behaviour. We have a box size of

1 × 140 Mm and the grid resolution is now 512x512. We model the density inhomogeneity using

a simple Gaussian profile,

ρ(x) =
A1√
2πσ2

exp

(

−(x − a)2

2σ2

)

, (3.23)

wherea is the mean,σ2 is the variance andA1 defines the amplitude.

The pressure is fixed by choosing values for the plasmaβ and our magnetic field
(

β = P
B2

0
/2µ0

)

.

Figure 3.4 shows the equilibrium density profile and the equilibrium Alfvén speed profile (orange

line).

We have periodic boundary conditions inx and have a reflective upper boundary condition but

the simulations are stopped before the waves reach the upperboundary. We set resistivity toη =

1×10−5 and have the density gradient starting at 1 and increasing tojust over 2 (1.67−3.4×10−12

kg m-3). For all the simulations in this chapter the viscosity is set to 0. One non-dimensional time

unit corresponds to 1.44 s and the results are plotted in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5 shows a contour plot ofvz at t = 120. It shows the waves propagating into the
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Figure 3.4: Black line shows the equilibrium density profileand the orange line shows the equi-
librium Alfvén speed.

Figure 3.5: Left plot shows a contour plot ofvz with a background field of 10 G in they-direction
andη = 1× 10−5 at t = 120. Right hand plot shows a cut alongx = 0.42 Mm, the orange line is
the Heyvaerts and Priest damping rate (Eq. 3.22).

domain and the wavefronts turning due to the density inhomogeneity. There is evidence of the

damping of the wave in areas located on the slopes of the density profile. “Slopes” refer to regions

of steepest density gradient. Figure 3.5 also shows a cut throughvz at the point that the density

gradient is steepest (x = 0.42 Mm). The envelope is plotted using the expression for classical

Heyvaerts and Priest damping (Eq. 3.22) with the value of theparameters used in this experiment.

It is clear that we recover Heyvaerts and Priest damping almost exactly.
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3.5.3 Heating Due to Phase Mixing

The damping of Alfvén waves is enhanced via phase mixing andthey deposit energy in the form

of thermal energy. We now consider how this heating, which wedefine as a change in temperature

δT = T − T0, is deposited and spread through our domain. We have run a simulation with a box

size of1×140 Mm and a grid resolution of2048×2048 and we drive the waves with a frequency

of ω = 2
5π. The other parameters are the same as Section 3.5.2. Figure 3.6 shows a contour plot

of δT at t = 120.

Figure 3.6: Contour plot ofδT at t=120.

We can see from Figure 3.6 that thex-location of the heating is located on the slopes of

the density profile and there is no heating where the density is uniform. It is also clear that the

majority of the heat is located at low values ofy (between 0-40 Mm). There is heat deposited a

higher heights, corresponding tox values that are located at regions where the density gradient is

shallow and hence, the waves take longer to damp. We have run the simulation for 120 time units

(approximately 3 minutes) and Figure 3.7 shows how the maximum δT produced changes with

time.

We can see from Figure 3.7 that the maximumδT increases as we run the simulation for

longer as more waves periods are driven into the box and damp.This plot shows an approximately

linear relationship between the maximumδT and the duration of the simulation.
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Figure 3.7: MaximumδT plotted as a function of time.

3.6 Alfvén Wave Phase Mixing with Thermal Conduction

3.6.1 Cross Field Thermal Conduction

Our inhomogeneous equilibrium density profile leads to variations of the equilibrium temperature

across the magnetic field, hence we need to check the effect ofcross field conduction. As men-

tioned earlier thermal conduction should only act along field lines in the corona (Eq. 3.3). We

have to check that the effect of cross-field conduction is negligible before making progress. To

test the effect of cross-field thermal conduction, the boundary driver is turned off in our set-up.

This allows us to see what effect thermal conduction has on our equilibrium temperature profile

as shown in Figure 3.8.

It was found that a value ofbmin = 10−6 reduced cross field conduction to an ignorable level

(i.e. no change in equilibrium temperature).

3.6.2 Results for Phase Mixing With Thermal Conduction

We now study Alfvén wave phase mixing with thermal conduction included. First let us consider

the thermal conduction timescale. In our set up we use a density of ρ = 1.67 × 10−12 kg m-3

and an equilibrium temperature ofT0 = 1.26 MK. Using Eq. 3.1 it takes conduction1.29 s

to transport plasma 1 Mm (where our loop length is 140 Mm). If we run the simulation for a

reasonable amount of time we should expect to see an effect due to thermal conduction.

Figure 3.9 shows the same cross section as Figure 3.5 but withthermal conduction included.

It is clear that there is no difference in the propagation of the Alfvén wave and we still recover
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Figure 3.8: A cut through the temperature profile (alongy = 1 Mm) at t = 120 with the equilib-
rium temperature profile overplotted (dashed line).

the Heyvaerts and Priest damping rate. This is not surprising as we know that Alfvén waves are

magnetic waves and their restoring force is purely down to magnetic tension. Thermal conduction

only affects the temperature so the propagation of Alfvén waves should be unaffected by the

inclusion of thermal conduction. Note, this result only holds in the linear regime.

Figure 3.9: A cut throughvz alongx = 0.42 Mm with thermal conduction included att = 120.
The orange line is the Heyvaerts and Priest damping rate plotted using Eq. 3.22.

However, we would expect thermal conduction to have an effect on theδT produced by phase

mixing. Figure 3.10 shows contour plots ofδT produced with and without thermal conduction.

There is a lower maximumδT produced when we include thermal conduction. We also see that

δT is spread out in they-direction. We have checked that thermal energy is conserved between

the two simulations. Figure 3.11 shows the total thermal energy produced as a function of time. It

is clear that thermal energy is conserved i.e. there is very little difference between the total energy
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with and without thermal conduction.

Figure 3.10: Contour plots ofδT at t = 120. Left figure is without thermal conduction and the
right with conduction included.

Figure 3.11: Total thermal energy as a function of time. The solid line is without thermal con-
duction and dashed line is with thermal conduction included. The right hand plot is the region
betweent = 60 − 80.

To make a more quantitative comparison, we take cross sections ofδT alongx = 0.42 Mm

andy = 5 Mm, which correspond to thex andy location of maximum heating (see Figure 3.12).

From Figure 3.12 we confirm that the maximumδT along the cuts is less without thermal

conduction. It is also clear that there is little to no cross field conduction i.e. spreading ofδT in

thex direction. We now consider cross sections aty (at x = 0.42 Mm), we can see that again we

have a lower maximumδT with thermal conduction but this time theδT is getting spread out in

they direction. In this plot we can see that there is also a build upof δT at the lower boundary.

Due to our choice of a closed bottom boundary, the heat buildsup at the lower boundary. In a more

realistic model heat would be allowed to flow out of the box (this will be addressed in Chapter
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Figure 3.12: Left plot is a cross section ofδT at y = 8 Mm (t = 120). The right hand plot is
a cross section ofδT at x = 0.42 Mm (t = 120). Black corresponds to without conduction and
orange with conduction.

5). We now undertake a parameter study to see how changing certain parameters alters theδT

produced in our system.

3.6.3 Varying the Frequency

The first parameter we vary is the frequency. So far we have used a frequency of25π. We now

reduce the frequency by a factor of 5 (1
5π) and increase it by a factor 5 (2π) and see how this

affectsδT and how it is distributed throughout our domain with and without thermal conduction.

The damping rate due to phase mixing is dependent on the frequency. So, where the heat is

deposited is dependent on the driving frequency. For example, waves with a higher frequency will

damp quicker due to phase mixing. This is due to the fact that the cross-field gradients are larger

for higher frequencies. Figure 3.13 shows cross sections alongy of δT produced by the different

frequencies discussed.

Figure 3.13 shows cross sections alongy of δT produced by the different frequencies dis-

cussed.

The left hand plot of Figure 3.13 shows cross sections through δT alongx = 0.42 Mm for the

3 frequencies without thermal conduction. It is clear that there is a lower maximumδT produced

for the lower frequencies. Also,δT is getting deposited further away from the lower boundary

and being spread out over a wider area for lower frequencies.This is due to the frequency depen-

dence of damping of the Alfvén waves due to phase mixing (seeEq. 3.22). The lower frequency

waves take longer to damp. The right hand plot shows the same cross sections but with thermal

conduction included. Again we seeδT is spread out in the y-direction. This plot also suggests that

thermal conduction is having a greater effect (i.e. spreading the heat more effectively) on the high

frequency waves. This could be due to the steeper gradients in δT seen in the higher frequency
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Figure 3.13: Cross sections ofδT at x = 0.42 Mm (t = 120). Black corresponds to a frequency
of 2π, orange to2/5π and red1/5π. The left plot is without thermal conduction and the right with
thermal conduction.

case.

3.6.4 Changing the Density Inhomogeneity

We now consider how increasing the density inhomogeneity affects theδT produced and how it

is distributed in our domain, both with and without thermal conduction included. We increase

the peak of our density profile by factors of 2, 3, and 4 as shownin Figure 3.14. This is done

by increasing the value ofA1 in Eq. 3.23. These simulations have been driven with the middle

frequency2
5π. Figure 3.14 also shows plots of the derivative of the density profiles defined in Eq.

3.23.

Figure 3.14: The left hand plot shows the different initial density profiles used in this parameter
study. The right hand plot shows the derivative of the density profile. Black corresponds to
ρmax = 8 (13.36 × 10−12 kg m-3), yellow to ρmax = 6 (10.02 × 10−12 kg m-3), orange to
ρmax = 4 (6.68 × 10−12 kg m-3) and red toρmax = 2 (3.34 × 10−12kg m-3).

Figure 3.15 shows contour plots ofδT produced with our original density, whereρmax = 2
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(3.34 × 10−12 kg m-3) on the left. The right hand plot shows a contour plot ofδT associated with

the increased density,ρmax = 8 (13.36 × 10−12 kg m-3).

Figure 3.15: Left plot shows contours ofδT for the case whenρmax = 2 and right plot for
ρmax = 8 at t = 120.

It is clear from Figure 3.15 that when there is an increased density gradient,δT is deposited

closer to the bottom boundary. The wave front turns quicker with the larger density gradient and

the wave damps quicker due to phase mixing.

Figure 3.16: The left plot shows cross sections ofδT though they location where the maximum
δT is located for the respective density profiles without thermal conduction included att = 120.
The right plot shows cross sections ofδT throughx location where the maximumδT is located for
the respective density profiles att = 120. Black corresponds to a density profile withρmax = 8,
yellow with ρmax = 6, orange withρmax = 4 and red withρmax = 2.

Figure 3.16 shows cross sections ofδT alongy = 8 Mm andx = 0.42 Mm. It is clear

that when we have an increased density gradient, we get a greater maximumδT . The left plot

confirms a slight spreading of the heating in thex-direction. The right hand plot shows a cross
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section in they-direction. Again it is clear that there is a lower maximumδT with the smaller

density gradient. This plot also shows that with the steeperdensity gradient,δT is spread out

more in they-direction. Figure 3.16 also shows a slight spreading ofδT in the x-direction. Fast

magnetoacoustic waves are continuously generated by Alfv´en wave phase mixing (Nakariakov

et al. (1998)). These waves propagate at twice the driving frequency and across field lines. These

fast waves were found to be able to transfer energy across thedomain. Nakariakov et al. (1998)

also found that an increase in the density inhomogeneity would increase the amplitude of thevx

component and enhance the spreading effect. In our experiments we see a greatervx component

associated with steeper density gradients (see Figure 3.17). Since we have minimised the effect of

cross-field conduction this is the most likely reason for theobserved spreading. We now include

thermal conduction and investigate how the results are affected.

Figure 3.17: Cuts through thevx component through the samey locations as Figure 3.16 att =
120. The solid line corresponds to the case whenρmax = 8 and red line for the case when
ρmax = 2.

Figure 3.18 shows similar cross sections as Figure 3.16 withthermal conduction included.

The right hand plot shows very similar behaviour as Figure 3.16 but with a lower maximumδT .

From the right hand plot we can see that thermal conduction isacting to spread outδT in they-

direction. From this plot thermal conduction appears to be having more of an effect on the lower

density gradient case. This could be due to the conduction timescale, which increases with density

and this could explain why conduction is having less of an effect in the higher density case.

3.6.5 Varying the Amplitude

In this section we discuss the effects of varying the amplitude of our driver. So far we have used

an amplitude of0.0005 (0.345 km s-1). We increase the wave amplitude by a factor of 10, 50,

100, 250, 500, 750 and 1000. This corresponds to a maximum perturbation amplitude invz of
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Figure 3.18: The left plot shows cross sections ofδT though they location where the maximum
δT is located with thermal conduction included att = 120. The right plot shows cross sections
of δT throughx location where the maximumδT is located att = 120. Black corresponds to
a density profile withρmax = 8, yellow with ρmax = 6, orange withρmax = 4 and red with
ρmax = 2.

approximately 3, 17, 35, 86, 173, 259 and 345 km s-1 compared to the background Alfvén speed

of 690 km s-1. We now consider how the heating varies by looking at cuts throughδT atx = 0.42

Mm for the original amplitudeA, 10A and100A (see Figure 3.19).

From Figure 3.19 we see that when the amplitude of the driver is increased by a factor of

10, δT is increased by approximately a factor of 100. Similarly when the amplitude is increased

by a factor of 100,δT increases by approximately a factor of 10000. There also seems to be a

remarkable self similar behaviour between theδT when the amplitude is increased by a factor

of 10 and 100. This is to expected as the damping rate due to phase mixing is not dependent on

the wave amplitude and non-linear effects are still minimalat these wave amplitudes. We have

included thermal conduction and consider similar cuts (orange line). As in Section 3.6.2 we find

that the maximumδT is lower due to the fact it has been spread in they-direction. The inclusion

of thermal conduction has not affected the results in any other way. Figure 3.20 shows how the

maximum value ofδT changes with the driving amplitudes listed above.

Figure 3.20 shows that there is an approximate square relationship between the maximumδT

and the amplitude of the driving wave (see also Botha et al. (2000)).

3.6.6 Non-linear Effects

As we increase the amplitude, the non-linear effects becomeincreasingly important. It was sug-

gested in Botha et al. (2000) that there is a square relationship between the driving amplitude and

the non-linear effects. McLaughlin et al. (2011) looked at the phase mixing of non-linear Alfvén

waves, investigating the effect of the ponderomotive force, which is a non-linear force that is pro-
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Figure 3.19: Cross sections ofδT alongx = 0.42 Mm at t = 120. The top left plot corresponds
to an amplitude ofA = 0.00005 (0.345 km s-1), the right toA = 0.0005. (3.45 km s-1) and the
bottom toA = 0.005 (34.5 km s-1). Black lines corresponds to the simulations without thermal
conduction and orange lines with thermal conduction.

Figure 3.20: The figure shows how the maximumδT produced changes with the amplitude ofvz.

portional to spatial gradients in magnetic pressure (it is sometimes referred to as the Alfvén wave

pressure force). Figure 3.21 shows cuts through thevy profile atx = 0.1 Mm, this is to directly

compare with plots in McLaughlin et al. (2011) (without conduction).
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Figure 3.21: Cross sections throughvy alongx = 0.1 Mm at t = 120. The blue line is plotted
usingy = cst and the red usingy = vAt. The left plot is without conduction and the right with
conduction.

We consider the case when the amplitude is set toA = 0.05 (35 km s-1) . Figure 3.21

shows cuts throughvy at x = 0.1 Mm. It is clear from the left hand plot of Figure 3.21 that

there are two components present: a ponderomotive component travelling at the Alfvén speed

betweeny = cst (blue line) andy = vAt (red line), and an additional slow magnetoacoustic

component betweeny = 0 andy = cst. We now consider the right hand plot of Figure 3.21,

which shows thevy component with thermal conduction turned on. We see that there is still an

acoustic and a ponderomotive component. However the acoustic component is rapidly damped by

thermal conduction. There is also a smooth transition between the acoustic and ponderomotive

components when thermal conduction is included. When conduction is switched off there is a

sharp transition between the acoustic and ponderomotive components.

In both of the plots there is evidence of an up-flow of materialimmediately after the sound

speed distance (blue line). This bulk flow was also found in McLaughlin et al. (2011) who sug-

gested that it could cause significant changes to the equilibrium density profile. These authors

suggested that this flow is driven by a pressure gradient, caused by the increase of thermal pres-

sure due to the heat produced by phase mixing Alfvén waves. We consider how the density profile

in our model changes with and without thermal conduction.

Figure 3.22 shows the change in the density profileδρ. We again have a ponderomotive and

acoustic component. The left hand plot of Figure 3.22 shows the case without thermal conduction.

We can see that neary = 0 the oscillations are centred below the origin and there is evidence of an

up flow approximately 40 Mm into the domain. We now consider the right hand plot with thermal

conduction it is clear that thermal conduction is acting to damp out the acoustic component. There

is a similar behaviour (as McLaughlin et al. (2011)) with a decrease near the origin and increase

further along the loop. It is clear that with the inclusion ofthermal conduction the density is

changing differently than without conduction. Thermal conduction softens pressure difference
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Figure 3.22: Cross sections ofδρ alongx = 0.1 Mm at t = 120. The blue line is plotted using
y = cst and the red usingy = vAt. The left plot is without conduction and the right with
conduction.

due to spreading heat along field lines, so there is less pressure difference to drive flows. In

both Figures 3.21 and 3.22 it is clear that conduction has very little effect on the ponderomotive

component (i.e.δρ between the blue and red lines are almost identical in both cases).

3.7 Slow Wave Phase Mixing and Thermal Conduction

Finally, we look again at slow magnetoacoustic waves. We adda density inhomogeneity into

our slow wave model (Section 3.4) of the same form as in our Alfvén wave experiments (Eq:

3.23). Slow waves have almost the same anisotropic behaviour as Alfvén waves and slow waves

propagating along different field lines in a density inhomogeneity will travel at different speeds

and phase mix. One difference is that slow waves are not entirely confined to magnetic field lines.

To understand the effect thermal conduction is having we first run the simulation without

thermal conduction. We compare our results with those foundin De Moortel et al. (2004).

Figure 3.23 shows contour plots of thevy andvx components. It is clear that the wave front in

both cases is turning and phase mixing is taking place. We nowtake cross sections at a point near

the maximum of the density profile (x = 7 Mm), in the middle of the density gradient (x = 6.2

Mm) and near the inhomogeneous region (x = 5.6 Mm) so we can compare the results to those

of De Moortel et al. (2004).

From Figure 3.24, we can see that the amplitude ofvy does not change dramatically between

each cross section. We can also see a slight increase in amplitude in panel (a), little change in

the amplitude in panel (c) and the presence of a slight beat inpanel (e) which is consistent with

the results found in De Moortel et al. (2004). Thevx component on the other hand changes

dramatically and there is also the appearance of a longer wavelength wave. This component does
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Figure 3.23: Contour plots of thevy andvx components att = 10.

not appear to turn, indicated that its velocity is not dependent onx. This is particularly noticeable

in the right hand side in panels (b) and (d) in Figure 3.24. This is not as clear as in De Moortel

et al. (2004) possibly due to the wave amplitude in our simulations being so much smaller or

differences in density profile.

We now repeat the above simulation with thermal conduction included. We know thermal

conduction strongly damps slow magnetoacoustic waves and hence we expect the results to be

significantly different.

From Figure 3.25, we can see that the same general shape is kept as in the case with no ther-

mal conduction; the wave front is still turning but the amplitudes of both thevy andvx components

are decreasing rapidly with height. Figure 3.26 shows the same cross sections as Figure 3.24 and

it is obvious that the wave is damped rapidly in all cross sections. The longer wavelength wave in

thevx component is no longer present.

Hence, the inclusion of thermal conduction in this slow wavephase mixing experiment

rapidly damps both thevy andvx components.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 3.24: Cross sections ofvy (left column) andvx (right column) without thermal conduction.
(a)-(b) shows thevy andvx cuts taken alongx = 7 Mm, (c)-(d) alongx = 6.2 Mm and (e)-(f)
alongx = 5.6 Mm.

Figure 3.25: Contour plots of thevy andvx components with thermal conduction att = 10.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 3.26: Cross sections ofvy (left column) andvx (right column) with thermal conduction.
(a)-(b) shows thevy andvx cuts alongx = 7 Mm, (c)-(d) alongx = 6.2 Mm and (e)-(f) along
x = 5.6 Mm.
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3.8 Summary

In this chapter, we have studied the damping of shear Alfvénwaves due to phase mixing and

considered the effect thermal conduction has on the heatingbeing produced. This is a first step

towards modelling phase mixing in more realistic solar coronal loops. We have a loop length of

140 Mm and have set up the experiment in such a way that most of the wave will be damped

(in regions of steep density gradient) before the wave reaches the top of the loop. To do this we

have set the frequency high (corresponding to a period of approximately 7 s). In real coronal loops

waves may not have damped by the time they reach the end and reflect and real loops will be driven

at both ends. These processes will be discussed in Chapter 4.The heat produced by the waves in

our simulations is very small (due to our small wave amplitude) but it is sufficient to investigate

the effects of including thermal conduction in a phase mixing experiment. We have shown that

thermal conduction acts to spread outδT along the field lines. A parameter study was then carried

out to study the effects of changing the density gradient, frequency and driving amplitude on the

δT produced. It was found that increasing the density gradientincreased the maximum amount

of δT produced by the Alfvén waves and that thermal conduction has less of an effect on the

δT produced in the increased density gradient case. Note, although the maximumδT produced

has increased with the density gradient, the totalδT produced is approximately the same in the 4

cases (since we have not changed the driver). Reducing the frequency decreased the maximumδT

produced and thermal conduction seemed to have a larger effect on theδT produced by the higher

frequency waves. Increasing the driving amplitude had the effect of significantly increasing the

δT produced. It was found that there is an approximately squarerelationship between the driving

amplitude and the maximumδT produced. To see any significant heating in our set-up the driving

amplitude needs to be of the order of 200 km s-1. We model the corona in isolation form the other

layers in the solar atmosphere. Due to limitations in our boundary conditions we observe a build up

of heat at the lower boundary. In a more realistic situation heat that is deposited in the corona will

be transported by conduction into the TR and chromosphere. This effect can lead to evaporation

of plasma back into the corona and will be discussed in detailin Chapter 5. We also considered

non-linear effects in our model. We directly compared our results with those found it McLaughlin

et al. (2011). We found an acoustic and ponderomotive component in vy and we also found

evidence of the bulk flow phenomenon found by McLaughlin et al. (2011). We also considered

how thermal conduction affects these non-linear effects. We found that thermal conduction acts to

damp the acoustic component but has very little effect on theponderomotive component. Finally,

we considered the phase mixing of slow waves and the effect ofmode coupling. We first confirmed

the results of De Moortel et al. (2004) and then included thermal conduction. We found that

thermal conduction does not inhibit the mode coupling but that thevx andvy components are

rapidly damped by thermal conduction.



Chapter 4

The Role of Reflection on Alfv́en Wave

Phase Mixing

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we again consider the phase mixing of Alfvén waves in coronal loops. In the last

few years there has been a lot of evidence for the presence of Alfvénic waves in the corona (see

section on Alfvénic wave observations, Section 1.3.3). For example, Tomczyk et al. (2007) and

Tomczyk and McIntosh (2009) found periodic Doppler fluctuations in large off-limb loops using

the CoMP instrument. Due to the fact that they did not observeany intensity variations and the

high (Alfvénic) propagation speed of the Doppler perturbations, they classified these as Alfvén

waves. As outward wave power was generally observed to be larger than inward-directed power,

the authors concluded that in-situ wave damping must be occurring. Furthermore, McIntosh et al.

(2011) found evidence of Alfvénic motions in transition region and coronal plasma. Jess et al.

(2009) considered chromospheric bright points and found periodic line asymmetries inHα which

they classified as torsional Alfvén waves. Alfvén waves have also been observed in spicules by

De Pontieu et al. (2007) and in coronal holes by Hahn et al. (2012). Phase mixing of Alfvén wave

has been considered as a heating mechanism for the corona fora long time now (Heyvaerts and

Priest (1983)). Since then it has been studied extensively both analytically and numerically (for a

detailed literature review see Section 3.1.1).

Reflection of Alfvén and magnetoacoustic waves can be introduced due to the density strat-

ification of the solar atmosphere (e.g. Hollweg (1979)). Thereflection is thought to be so strong

that most of the waves do not reach the corona (this is assuming the waves are excited lower in the

solar atmosphere). Russell and Fletcher (2013) modelled Alfvén waves that propagated from the

corona into the chromosphere and found that the majority (78%) of the Alfvén wave is reflected

81
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off the transition region. We model the corona in isolation and assume perfect reflection (i.e. no

wave energy is lost at the boundary). We use our own numericalscheme to model the reflection

of Alfvén waves in the corona. We study how the reflection affects phase mixing in an ideal and

non-ideal environment where the waves damp efficiently. We go on to consider how reflection al-

ters the phase mixing parameters i.e. damping rate, amount and location where heat is deposited.

We finally consider the effect of driving both boundaries. Weinvestigate three cases where the

drivers have the same frequency, differ by a small amount anddiffer by a large amount.

4.2 Model

We consider the MHD equation of motion (ignoring gravity andviscosity) and the induction equa-

tion:

ρ∂v
∂t + ρ(v.∇)v = −∇p +

(

∇×B
µ

)

×B, (4.1)

∂B
∂t = ∇× (v ×B) + η∇2B. (4.2)

We make the variables dimensionless by lettingv = va0v̂, ρ = ρ00ρ̂,B = B00B̂, p = p00p̂, T =

T00T̂ andt = t00t̂. We also redefineη in a similar way (η = η00η̂). From now on, the hats are

removed for convenience.

We fix the values for the normalisation magnetic field (B00 = 0.0001T (1 G)) and density

(ρ00 = 1 × 10−13 kg m-3) and have chosen a typical length scale ofL0 = 1 × 106m. The other

values are found via the expressions

p00 =
B2

00

2µ0
, (4.3a)

va0 =
B00√
ρ00µ0

, (4.3b)

T00 =
p00µ̃

ρ00R
, (4.3c)

t00 =
L0

va0
, (4.3d)

η00 = va0L0. (4.3e)

Using the expressions stated above with the values chosen for B00, ρ00 andL, we have the

following values for our normalisation constants:
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p00 = 7.96 × 10−4 Pa,

T00 = 5.78 × 106 K,

va0 = 282 km s-1,

t00 = 3.54 s,

η00 = 2.821 × 1011 m 2 s-1.

Substituting our non-dimensional variables into Eqs. 4.1 give us the following dimensionless

MHD equations:

ρ∂v
∂t + ρ(v.∇)v = −∇p + (∇× B) ×B,

∂B
∂t = ∇× (v ×B) + η∇2B.

4.2.1 Linearised Equations

We linearise the equations about the equilibrium valuesp = p0 + p1 , ρ = ρ0 + ρ1, v = v1 and

B = B0 + B1. The non-dimensional linearised MHD equations we will be solving are given by

(ignoring the subscripts of the perturbed terms, i.e. with subscript 1),

ρ0
∂v

∂t
= −∇p + ((∇× B) × B0) + ((∇×B0) × B)

∂B

∂t
= ∇× (v × B0) + η∇2B.

They direction is along the longitudinal magnetic field and the density inhomogeneity occurs

in thex direction. A basic sketch of the set-up is displayed in Figure 4.1.

Assuming (Alfvén) perturbations only in thez-components and using a uniform magnetic

field in they direction(0, B0, 0), gives the equations solved in the code as:
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Figure 4.1: Basic sketch of the set-up

∂vz

∂t
=

1

ρ0

(

B0
∂Bz

∂y

)

, (4.5)

∂Bz

∂t
= B0

∂vz

∂y
+ η

(

∂2Bz

∂x2
+

∂2Bz

∂y2

)

. (4.6)

4.2.2 Numerical Scheme

The equations have been solved using a MacCormack scheme, which is a two-step predictor-

corrector method where the predicted values for Eqs. 4.5 and4.6 (ignoring the resistive terms) are

given by (vz = v, Bz = B andB0 = B0 to avoid too may subscripts)

vp
i,j = vn

i,j + B0n
i,jcy(B

n
i,j+1 − Bn

i,j)/ρ
n
i,j ,

Bp
i,j = Bn

i,j + B0n
i,jcy(v

n
i,j+1 − vn

i,j),

wheren andp describe the corrector and predictor time steps andi andj describe the location.

The numbercy is defined by

cy =
δt

δy
, (4.7)

whereδt is the timestep andδy is the grid spacing in they-direction. The corrector stage can be

written as
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vn+1
i,j = 1/2[vn

i,j + vp
i,j + B0n

i,jcy(Bp
i,j − Bp

i,j−1)],

Bn+1
i,j = 1/2[Bn

i,j + Bp
i,j + B0n

i,jcy(vp
i,j − vp

i,j−1)].

This method uses a forward difference for the spatial derivative in the predictor stage and a

backwards difference for the corrector step. This makes thescheme second-order accurate, and it

is conditionally stable if the CFL (Courant, Fredrichs and Lewy) condition is satisfiedc 6
vaδt
δx ,

whereva is the maximum value of the background Alfvén speed in the simulation andc is the

convection number. This is assuming thatδx < δy (the CFL condition is defined by the grid

spacing that gives the smallestδt). In our simulations we run with a value ofc = 0.5.

In addition, there is a resistive term in the induction equation (Eq. 4.6). We use the following

expression in our finite difference scheme to solve the second derivative,

∂2B

∂y2
=

1

δy2
[Bi,j−1 − 2Bi,j + Bi,j+1] ,

∂2B

∂x2
=

1

δx2
[Bi−1,j − 2Bi,j + Bi+1,j] .

With the diffusion equation comes a different stability condition than the CFL condition,

namelydt < (δx2/η) (δx << δy). The grid that is used in this chapter ensuresδx << δy.

However, due to our choice of a lowη, the stability in the code is generally defined by the CFL

condition.

4.3 Phase Mixing of a Driven Alfv́en Wave

To test that the code is working as expected, we first considerthe damping of a propagating Alfvén

wave. We have a grid of size2500 × 1200 for a box size of 1×100 Mm, a value ofη = 1 × 10−5

and we run the simulation for 25 non-dimensional time units (≈ 88.5 s). The reason that the grid is

set-up in this way (i.e.δx << δy) is due to the difference in the length scales we need to resolve.

Lx << Ly, whereLx is the length scale we need to resole in thex-direction andLy is the same

in they-direction (i.e. wavelength). When the waves phase mixes, strong cross-field gradients are

introduced which are a lot smaller than the wavelength and hence, difficult to resolve. The bottom
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boundary is driven byvz = A0 sin(ωt), whereA0 is the wave amplitude. The top boundary is set

to be reflective by setting the shear velocityvz to zero (vz(npx, ∗) = 0) and have zero gradient

for the magnetic field (bz(npx, ∗) = bz(npx − 1, ∗)). We use a dimensionless value of 10 for the

background field which gives a field strength of 10 G. We have aninitial Gaussian density profile

of the form

ρ(x) = A + A1 exp

(

−1

2

x2

σ2

)

, (4.8)

whereA1 controls the amplitude,A is the minimum (background level) andσ2 is the variance

(which controls the steepness). The initial density profileis shown in Figure 4.2. This density

profile is created by settingA = 1, A1 = 1.88 andσ = 0.1.

Figure 4.2: Cut through the initial Gaussian density profileaty = 1 Mm.

Alfvén waves on neighbouring field lines travel at a different Alfvén speed based on the

density (va(x) = B/
√

ρ(x)µ) this causes a phase difference between waves on neighbouring

field lines. This leads to the creation of stronger gradientsthe further the wave propagates, which

enhances the normal resistive damping. Figure 4.3 shows thevz component as a function of

distancey (atx = 0.2 Mm) at t = 10 (35.4 s). This shows the damping of thevz component as it

propagates through the box. Heyvaerts and Priest (1983) made two assumptions in their derivation

of an analytical expression for the damping rate; the first was that they assumed there was weak

damping i.e. resistive and viscous damping are assumed to besmall. The second is what they

called “strong phase mixing”, for which the size of the inhomogeneity has to be suitably large.

This is equivalent to the requirement that the transverse length scale be much smaller than the

wavelength. With these assumptions the damping due to phasemixing has the following profile
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vz ∼ exp

(

−η
1

6

k

ω

(

dk

dx

)2

y3

)

, (4.9)

as described in Heyvaerts and Priest (1983) and Browning andPriest (1984), wherek is the

wavenumber andω is the frequency (see deriving the damping rate due to phase mixing, Section

3.5.1).

Figure 4.3: Results of test experiment withη = 1 × 10−5 and a background magnetic field of 10
G. Solid line shows thevz profile as a function ofy (atx = 0.2 Mm) with the Heyvaerts and Priest
damping profile overplotted (dashed line).

It is clear from Figure 4.3 that the damping follows the analytical damping profile described

in Eq. 4.9. Hence, we can be reasonably confident that the codeis working correctly and we can

introduce further complexity to the model. The small bump located at the end of the numerical

box (i.e. betweeny = 90 − 100 Mm) does not conform to the Heyvaerts and Priest damping rate.

This phenomenon was investigated by Hood et al. (2005) and itwas found to damp algebraically

in the same manner as the individual pulses in Hood et al. (2002).

4.4 Phase Mixing with Reflection

Most previous phase mixing studies either have an open top boundary or terminate the simulations

before the waves have reached the top boundary. Here, we consider a phase mixing experiment

where the top boundary is reflective. We drive the bottom boundary until the reflected wave returns

to the lower boundary. At this point the driver is switched off and the lower boundary is also made

reflective. This is done due to the difficulty in driving and reflecting Alfvén waves at the same

time at the lower boundary in a non-uniform set-up. We have a background field of 10 G so the
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Alfvén speed in the system isva = 2820 km s-1. Our wave amplitude is approximately 56 km

s-1 This gives a wave travel time of approximately 35 s (with a loop length of 100 Mm). We first

discuss the boundary conditions.

4.4.1 Boundary conditions

Before we run the driven Alfvén wave simulations, we test the boundary conditions. It is impor-

tant to understand the effects of the reflective boundary conditions in an ideal, uniform medium

(ρ(x) = 1) before introducing a density inhomogeneity and resistivity. We reduce our 2D box to

a narrow strip with a grid of10 × 500 (essentially a 1D problem). We drive the bottom boundary

in the following way:

vz(x, y = 0, t) = A0 sin(ωt), (4.10)

bz(x, y = 0, t) = −A0 sin(ωt)
√

ρ(x). (4.11)

For this test we drive the wave for four periods (one period isapproximately 3.5 s) and study

the behaviour of the waves att = 6 (21 s),16 (56.5 s) and25 (88.5 s). This corresponds to times

before any reflection, after one reflection and after two reflections, respectively. The solid line

in Figure 4.4 is thevz profile and the dashed line is thebz profile. At t = 6 in Figure 4.4, the

perturbations have not yet reached the top boundary and thevz andbz components are out of phase.

At t = 16 the velocity and magnetic perturbations have now reflected off the top boundary and

are propagating in the opposite direction. We notice that thevz and thebz components are now in

phase. Att = 25 the perturbations have reflected off the bottom boundary andare propagating in

the original direction and the perturbations are again out of phase. We can explain this behaviour

by considering the wave equations with a uniform density

∂vz

∂t
= va

∂bz

∂y
, (4.12)

∂bz

∂t
= va

∂vz

∂y
. (4.13)

We get these equations from considering thez-components of Eqs. (1.11b) and (1.11d). We

have used a change of variable to write in the form above,vz = v̂z√
ρ andbz = b̂z

√
µ0 (we have

removed the hats for convenience). We add and subtract theseequations to give
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∂

∂t
(vz + bz) − va

∂

∂y
(vz + bz) = 0,

∂

∂t
(vz − bz) + va

∂

∂y
(vz − bz) = 0.

We write these equations in terms of the Elsässer variablesz± = vz ± bz. The equations can

now be written in terms of parallel and anti-parallel propagating Alfvén waves

∂z+

∂t
− va

∂z+

∂y
= 0, (4.14)

∂z−

∂t
+ va

∂z−

∂y
= 0. (4.15)

These equations have solutions of the formz+ = F (y + vat) andz− = G(y − vat). This

gives the following solutions for velocity and magnetic field

vz = 0.5 (F (y + vat) + G(y − vat)) , (4.16)

bz = 0.5 (F (y + vat) − G(y − vat)) . (4.17)

The functionG(y − vat) corresponds to a wave propagating in the positivey direction,

whereasF (y + vat) corresponds to a wave propagating in the negativey direction. For the solu-

tions propagating the the positive direction (G) we notice that the solution is positive for velocity

and negative for magnetic field. This explains why the velocity and magnetic field components

are out of phase when propagating in the positive direction.Similarly when we consider solutions

propagating in the negative direction (F ), we find that they are both positive and hence in phase.

Figure 4.5 shows how the total energy evolves throughout thesimulation, where the total

energy is a combination of the magnetic energy
(

B2
z

2

)

and the kinetic energy
(

0.5ρv2
z

)

integrated

over the box for each time step. To test the dependence of the energy lost by reflection on grid

resolution we compare with a run with twice as many grid points in they-direction.

The energy rises sharply untilt = 20 s, which is the time the driver at the lower boundary is

switched off. The total energy remains constant untilt = 35 s after which the total energy drops

slightly. This corresponds to when the wave has reached the top boundary and is reflected. As

the outgoing and incoming (reflected) wave are passing through each other the superposition of

the two waves is difficult to resolve numerically, which causes the slight drop in the total energy.
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Figure 4.4:vz profile (atx = 0.5 Mm) at t = 6 (21 s),16 (56 s) and25 (87.5 s) (solid line) with
thebz profile overplotted (dashed line). Note , att = 16 thevz andbz components are exactly in
phase and hence the two curves lie exactly on top of each other.

Figure 4.5: Energy (kinetic + magnetic) integrated over thenumerical domain, throughout the
simulation. Solid black line is with a grid of 10x1000 and solid red line line is with a grid of
10x500. Right plot is the zoomed in region betweent = 14 − 100 s.

Another small drop is seen att = 70 s when the wave has reflected off the bottom boundary. The

amount of energy lost at reflection is dependent on the amountof grid points in they-direction.

In the lower resolution run (red line) the energy drops by approximately 3% at each reflection

compared to approximately 0.5% when the resolution is doubled (black line).
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4.4.2 Ideal Case

We now introduce a density inhomogeneity of the same form as Eq. 4.8. We drive the bottom

boundary using similar expressions as 4.10 taking into account that we now have a non-uniform

densityρ(x). We first consider the ideal case (η = 0) and we run the simulation long enough for

wave reflection to take place. The waves have been driven witha non-dimensional frequency of

2π (P ≈ 4 s). The box is 1×100 Mm and the grid resolution is2500 × 1200.

Figure 4.6: Results from driven simulation with a background field of 10 G and wave amplitude
of 56 km s-1. Contour plots ofvz at t = 12 (42 s) andt = 20 (70 s) with a non-dimensional
frequency of2π and without resistivity.

Figure 4.6 shows contour plots ofvz at t = 12 (42 s) (before the majority of the waves reach

the boundary) andt = 20 (70 s) after it has reflected off the top boundary. Att = 12 we see

that the wavefront has turned as it propagates through the density inhomogeneity and some of the

waves (located at lower density regions) have reached the top boundary and have been reflected.

At t = 20 the leading wavefronts have reflected off the top boundary and are now propagating

in the negativey-direction. The wave is still propagating through the density inhomogeneity and

turning, but in the opposite direction. We now have the superposition of waves that are at an

angle to one another. This leads to an increase of fine structure where these waves interfere (the

chequered pattern). The vertical white lines in Figure 4.6 outline the area on the density gradient

where the outgoing and incoming waves are interfering aty = 67 Mm (horizontal white line).

Figure 4.7 shows cuts through thevz profile aty = 67 Mm (the horizontal white line in Figure

4.6) at both times.

In the rangex = 0 − 0.13 Mm in Figure 4.7 the twovz plots lie on top of each other.

Between the two blue dot-dashed lines (which correspond to the vertical white lines in Figure
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Figure 4.7: Cuts throughvz at y = 67 Mm. Black solid line is att = 20 (70 s), red dashed line
is att = 12 (42 s). Vertical blue dot dashed lines are the same lines as the white vertical lines in
Figure 4.6.

4.6), the profiles differ substantially. This region corresponds to where the waves are interfering.

For every peak in the dashed red line (t = 12) there are additional peaks seen in the solid black

line (t = 20). Figure 4.8 shows the components of the current at the same location as Figure 4.7.

We find more complex structure in bothjx andjy after reflection has taken place. Note that the

magnitude ofjy is much greater than that ofjx.

Figure 4.8: Cuts throughjy (left plot) aty = 67 Mm. Black solid line is att = 20 (70 s), red
dashed line is att = 12 (42 s). Vertical blue dot dashed lines are the same lines as the white
vertical lines in Figure 4.7. Right plot shows the same forjx.
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4.4.3 Non Ideal Case

We now repeat this analysis for a non-ideal simulation withη = 1×10−5. Alfvén waves will now

damp and the damping will be enhanced due to phase mixing in areas where there is a stronger

density gradient. The other parameters are the same as in theprevious experiment.

Figure 4.9: Contour plots ofvz at t = 12 (42 s) andt = 20 (70 s) with a non-dimensional
frequency of2π and withη = 1 × 10−5.

Figure 4.9 is similar to Figure 4.6 but for the non-ideal experiment. The left plot looks very

similar to the left plot in Figure 4.6, where the wave has hit the boundary but the reflected wave

has not reachedy = 67 Mm (the horizontal white line in Figure 4.6). The wave has damped

to approximately half its amplitude by the time it reaches the top boundary (in areas of steepest

density gradients). The right hand plot showsvz at t = 20. The wave has now reflected off the

top boundary and the resulting pattern is less complex than Figure 4.6 due to the damping.

We consider a similar plot as Figure 4.7 in Figure 4.10. Thevz profile att = 12 (red dashed

line) has a very similar behaviour asvz at t = 20. They are slightly out of phase which is likely

due to the choice of when the cuts have been taken. In the region x = 0.22 − 0.35 Mm there is a

slight discrepancy and a few extra peaks have appeared. However this is not as pronounced as in

the ideal case (Figure 4.7).

4.4.4 Frequency Dependence

We know from Eq. 4.9 that the rate at which Alfvén waves damp due to phase mixing is dependent

on the frequency. Hence by increasing the frequency we also increase the damping rate and the
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Figure 4.10: Cuts throughvz at y = 67 Mm. Black solid line is att = 20 (70 s), red dashed line
is att = 12 (42 s). Vertical blue dot dashed lines are the same lines as the white vertical lines in
Figure 4.9.

waves will be fully damped by the time they reach the top boundary. Figure 4.11 shows similar

plots to those in Figure 4.6 but the waves are now driven with double the frequency of the previous

experiments (4π) with η = 0.

Figure 4.11: Results from driven simulation with a background field of 10 G and wave amplitude
of 56 km s-1. Frequency of the driven waves is4π and resistivity is not included. Figure shows
contour plots ofvz at t = 12 (42 s) and20 (70 s).

It is clear from Figure 4.11 that before the wave hits the top boundary (att = 12) the be-
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haviour is similar to that in Figure 4.6 but now there are moreperiods in the box. After the wave

has hit the top boundary and propagated back into the box (t = 20), there are some differences

with the lower frequency case. There is a similar interference pattern that spans the area where

there is a density gradient, but in the higher frequency case(Figure 4.11) there is smaller spacing

between the squares in the chequered pattern, suggesting that there are more peaks than the lower

frequency case. This is to be expected with a higher frequency and the relative increase is the same

as the lower frequency case (i.e. one peak before reflection splits into two after). The wavelength

in this experiment is double of what it was in lower frequencycase and hence, the interference

pattern is a lot more complex than in Figure 4.6. Figure 4.12 shows cuts through thevz profile at

y = 67 Mm (the horizontal white line in Figure 4.11) at both times.

Figure 4.12: Cuts throughvz at y = 67 Mm. Black solid line is att = 20 (70 s), red dashed line
is att = 12 (42 s). Vertical blue dot dashed lines are the same lines as the white vertical lines in
Figure 4.11.

In the rangex = 0 − 0.13 Mm in Figure 4.12 the twovz plots lie on top of each other.

Between the two blue dot-dashed lines, the profiles differ substantially. For every peak in the

dashed red line (t = 12) there are now two in the solid black line (t = 20). The extra peaks invz

(andbz) will impact the current in the system, since the current is calculated from the derivative

of bz. Figure 4.13 shows the components of the current at the same location as Figure 4.12. There

is a much more complex pattern in the current than the velocity. The current has a more complex

pattern than the lower frequency case (see Figure 4.8) whichis simply due to the fact there are

more wave periods in the box.
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Figure 4.13: Cuts throughjy (left plot) aty = 67 Mm. Black solid line is att = 20 (70 s), red
dashed lines is att = 12 (42 s). Vertical blue dot dashed lines are the same lines as the white
vertical lines in Figure 4.11. Right plot shows the same forjx.

4.4.5 Non Ideal Case (High Frequency)

We now consider the higher frequency case with resistivity included (η = 1 × 10−5).

Figure 4.14: Contour plots ofvz at t = 12 (42 s) and20 (70 s) with η = 1 × 10−5 and a
dimensionless frequency of4π.

Figure 4.14 shows the same contour plots as Figure 4.12, now with the introduction of resis-

tivity. It is clear from both plots that the wave now damps rapidly due to phase mixing. There is

a similar interference pattern seen in this simulation but it is located over only a narrow region at

the edges of the density profile. This is where the density gradient is shallow and the damping is

not as efficient.

Figure 4.15 shows a similar plot as Figure 4.14. The gradients seen in this plot are shallower
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Figure 4.15: Cuts throughvz at y = 67 Mm. Black solid line is att = 20 (70 s), red dashed line
is att = 12 (42 s). Vertical blue dot dashed lines are the same lines as the white vertical lines in
Figure 4.14.

than those in Figure 4.15 due to the damping. The waves are in phase over a greater range (x =

0 − 0.3 Mm). There is only a narrow region betweenx = 0.3 − 0.4 Mm where they differ,

where one peak att = 12 has been split into two byt = 20. The introduction of resistivity has

damped the waves and reduced the number of additional gradients created by the reflection. The

fine structure is now focused in a narrow strip located at the edges of the density inhomogeneity.

The fine structure that is created by the interference is wiped out by the damping of the Alfvén

waves. This effect is dependent on the efficiency of the damping, i.e. if the damping is rapid then

most of the fine structure is lost. If the damping is less efficient and the wave has not fully damped

before it reflects then some of the fine structure survives.

4.4.6 Current

We are interested in the effect reflection has on the heat produced by the waves. We first consider

how each component of the current builds up in our system and what effect reflection has on

the current. Figure 4.16 shows thejx andjy components before reflection. Note that the results

displayed in this section have been obtained from simulations with the lower frequency (2π) and

with η = 1 × 10−5 (see Figure 4.9).

Before any reflection takes place the components of the current have a similar shape as the

vz profile with a build up of current where the wavesfronts are turning. Figure 4.17 shows the
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Figure 4.16: Contour plots ofjx andjy at t = 12 (42 s).

components of the current att = 20 when the waves have reflected off the top boundary.

Figure 4.17: Contour plots ofjx andjy at t = 20 (70 s).

In both components we see a build up of current in the interference region (complex che-

quered pattern) in regions of non-uniform density. If we consider the colour bars of each plot in

Figure 4.17 it is clear that the dominant component of the current is thejy component
(

∂bz

∂x

)

which

is due to phase mixing.

We also consider how the reflection alters the heat. Figure 4.18 shows contour plots ofj2

(which is effectively the ohmic heating) att = 12 and t = 20. It is clear that the heat created

increases due to the reflection. Before any reflection takes place the value ofj2 lies between 20-
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40 (non-dimensional units), compared to 250-350 after reflection has taken place. The value of

j2 is much greater after reflection due to a combination of the extra cross-field gradients created

(see Figure 4.9) and wave superposition. The reflection has also causedj2 to effectively heat

the entire cross-section (near the top boundary) of the loop. This is interesting because in most

phase mixing experiments only the region close to the steepest gradient on the density profile is

effectively heated.

Figure 4.18: Contour plots ofj2 at t = 12 (left) andt = 20 (right).

4.5 The Role of Reflection

So far, we have described wave reflection and discussed the extra gradients (see Figure 4.10) that

are created. We now investigate whether wave reflection enhances or impairs the processes (e.g

damping and heating) seen in our experiments. We study the effects of wave reflection in a more

rigorous manner by comparing with a “standard” driven problem (i.e. no reflection). We consider

whether reflection has enhanced the damping mechanism, has changed the location where and

when the current builds up and finally consider whether reflection causes heat to be created at

further locations across the domain. When phase mixing has been studied without reflection (see

Chapter 3) heat is normally focused on the slopes of the density profile and does not significantly

spread across the domain. For these simulations we have the same density profile, background

field, wave amplitude andη values as in Section 4.4.2. We now drive the bottom boundary for five

periods. In the reflecting simulation we have a box size of1×80 Mm and in the non-reflecting case

the box size is1 × 220 Mm. The waves in the second experiment do not reach the top boundary.

To check whether wave reflection is having any effect on the damping, we plotvz against
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y. We then overplot the reverse (i.e. mirror image) of thevz profile after it has reflected and the

outgoing and incoming waves are no longer interfering, thenadd 80 (the length of the box) to this

profile. These processes replicate avz profile if driven with no reflection with a box size of 160

Mm. This plot is displayed in Figure 4.19, the dashed black lines are the Heyvaerts and Priest

damping rates, the solid black line is thevz profile before any reflection and the solid red line is

the reversedvz profile plus 80 Mm after it has reflected.

Figure 4.19: Cut throughvz at x = 0.35 Mm for the reflective simulation. Black solid line is at
t = 8 (28 s), red solid line is the reverse of thevz profile plus 80 Mm att = 16 (56 s) and the
dashed lines are the Heyvaerts and Priest damping rates.

It is clear that thevz profile follows the Heyvaerts and Priest (1983) damping profile before

and after reflection. This strongly suggests that the reflection is having no effect on the damping of

the Alfvén wave. Figure 4.20 shows a similar plot as Figure 4.19 for the non-reflection simulation.

The solid red line is thevz profile at a later time (the same time as the solid red line in Figure 4.19)

and the dashed line is the same damping profile as in Figure 4.19. There is no difference in

the damping of thevz profiles in the two simulations further confirming that reflection has not

enhanced the damping due to phase mixing.

To analyse when the current builds up in our reflected system we calculate the average volu-

metric heating (J2). To calculateJ2 we integratej2 along each field line (i.e. for every position

in x we integratej2 over the heighty). We now consider howJ2 changes in position and time.

Figure 4.21 shows contour plots of this value for both experiments. Fine structure is seen in the

right plot of Figure 4.21, which is due to the wave reflecting.It is first seen at the edge of the

density profile at approximatelyt = 35 s. It is then seen at later times across the density profile

(i.e. the closer it is to zero the later the fine structure is seen). This is due to the wave travel time,

as in higher density regions the wave takes longer to reach the top boundary and reflect. As seen

in Figure 4.18 the magnitude of the heating is greater in the reflected case.
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Figure 4.20: Cut throughvz at x = 0.35 Mm for the non-reflective simulation. Black solid line
is at t = 8 (28 s), red solid line is thevz profile att = 16 (56 s) and the dashed lines are the
Heyvaerts and Priest damping rates.

Figure 4.21: Contour plots of integratedj2 along each field line at each time step for the non-
reflecting simulation (left) and reflecting simulation (right). The white vertical line indicatesx =
0.23 Mm.

Figure 4.22 shows cuts through the contour plots in Figure 4.21 atx = 0.23 Mm for both

experiments. This corresponds to a location on the middle ofthe density profile (where the gra-

dient is steepest). On thex = 0.23 Mm (vertical white line in Figure 4.21) field line there is a

gradual build up of current untilt = 45 s due to the wave damping. At this point the wave reflects

and we see sharp oscillations. This continues untilt = 65 s and then decreases towards zero.

In general we find very similar behaviour (without the fine structure) in the non-reflecting case

(dashed line). They have almost identical profiles before and after the reflection. It is clear from

these cuts that the reflection has increased the magnitude ofthe current at times when there is

wave superposition. But there are also large dips and when averaged the two profiles would look

very similar. Reflection has the effect of increasing the maximum current in the simulations but

does not increase the total current in the system.
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Figure 4.22: Plot showing how the integratedj2 along chosen field lines changes with time in the
reflecting (solid line) and non-reflecting (dashed line) experiments alongx = 0.23 Mm.

Spreading of Heat due to Reflection

We study the effect of the reflection by considering a furthersimulation. So far we have considered

simulations with one reflection. We now investigate if multiple reflections has any effect on the

heat produced. In this simulation we drive the bottom boundary and have run the simulation long

enough to allow four reflections. All other parameters are the same as the previous experiment.

Figure 4.23 shows contours ofvz at times near the beginning, at the 2nd and 4th reflections. It

also shows the corresponding contours oflog(j2).

As seen before, the current takes the general shape of thevz profile. As the waves propagate

through the density profile, they damp due to phase mixing. For these simulations, the current

also appears to spread out across the domain. We consider theaverage volumetric heating (J2),

which is the integratedj2 along all field lines inx. Figure 4.24 shows plots of the normalised (i.e.

divided by its maximum)J2 at each reflection. The solid black line is att = 1 (3.5 s), the blue

line is att = 10 (35 s), turquoise line att = 20 (70 s), green line att = 30 (105 s) and the red line

at t = 40 (140 s).

Initially the average volumetric heating has a single peaked structure with the centre located

at approximately0.3 Mm. After the wave has reflected (i.e.t = 20, 30 and40) the average

volumetric heating becomes double peaked due to the damping. There is some fine scale structure

in J2 at t = 20 (turquoise line) this is due to the extra gradients created by reflection. This is not

seen in the other lines due to the damping of the wave. It has also spread out in thex-direction

by ≈ 0.1 Mm. This “spreading” could be due to the waves taking longer to damp away from the

main density gradient (i.e. where the gradient is very shallow).
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Figure 4.23: Left column show contours ofvz at t = 10 (35 s),20 (70 s) and40 (140 s) respec-
tively. Right column show contours oflog(j2) for the corresponding times.

4.6 Driving Both Boundaries

By including reflection we create interference between an outgoing and incoming wave. Another

way of introducing this is to drive the top boundary as well asthe bottom. Closed coronal loops
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Figure 4.24: NormalisedJ2 at each reflection. The solid black line is the normalisedJ2 at t = 1,
the blue line is att = 10, turquoise line att = 20, green line att = 30 and the red line att = 40.
Each of the curves has been normalised to its own maximum.

have both footpoints anchored in the photosphere so it is more realistic to set up an experiment in

this way. Both boundaries are driven with similar sinusoidal profiles as in the previous sections.

When driving the top boundary we have to take into consideration the phase change described in

Section 4.4.1. To account for this change of phase the bottomand top boundaries are driven in the

following way

vz(x, y = 0, t) = A0 sin(ωbt),

bz(x, y = 0, t) = −A0 sin(ωbt)
√

ρ(x),

vz(x, y = npy, t) = A0 sin(ωtt),

bz(x, y = npy, t) = A0 sin(ωtt)
√

ρ(x).

All parameters are the same as the single driver (lower frequency) experiments (Section

4.4.2). We have run three simulations: in the first simulation we drive the outgoing wave (wave

driven at the bottom boundary,ωb) and the incoming wave (wave driven at the top boundary,ωt)

with the same frequency (ωt = ωb = 2π). In the second simulation the incoming and outgoing

wave frequencies differ by10% (ωb = 0.9ωt) and in the third experiment the difference between

the frequencies is 50% (ωb = 0.5ωt). All of the experiments are resistive withη = 1 × 10−5

and the drivers are turned off byt = 10 (35 s), which is before the outgoing wave reaches the top
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boundary and vice versa. At this point both the bottom and topboundary are set to be reflective.

Figure 4.25 shows contours ofvz att = 10 (35 s) for the three cases above. Att = 10 the two

waves have reached one another and interfered but they have not been reflected off their opposite

boundary.

Figure 4.25: Results for experiments when driving both boundaries with a background field of 10
G. All experiments are resistive withη = 1 × 10−5. Contour plots ofvz at t = 10 (35.4 s) for the
three set-ups. Left plot is whenωb = ωt, right plot is whenωb = 0.9ωt and the lower plot is when
ωb = 0.5ωt.

Both the incoming and outgoing waves turn due to the density inhomogeneity and when

they reach each other they create a similar chequered interference pattern as seen in the previous

section. When the waves have the same frequency, this interference pattern is symmetric about the

y = 50 Mm line. In the simulation whenωb = 0.9ωt the interference pattern is now tilted slightly
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and it becomes more tilted when the difference is 50%. In areas of uniform density we see clear

beats created, created by the superposition of two waves with different frequencies. Figure 4.26

shows similar contour plots as Figure 4.25 but att = 15 (53 s).

Figure 4.26: Contour plots ofvz at t = 15 (53 s). Left plot is whenωb = ωt, right plot is when
ωb = 0.9ωt and the lower plot is whenωb = 0.5ωt.

At t = 15 both the outgoing and incoming propagating waves have reached their opposite

boundary and have been reflected. This reflection has added more complexity and we see an

additional chequered pattern which is located closer to theboundaries. This behaviour is similar

to the previous experiments. There is still a region locatednear the centre (iny) and close to the

left boundary (inx) where the outgoing and incoming waves are interfering. In the simulation

where the frequencies differ we again see the tilted behaviour in this region.

Figure 4.27 showsj2 for each of the simulations at the same time as in Figure 4.25.We
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Figure 4.27: Contour plots ofj2 at t = 10 (35.4 s). Left plot is whenωb = ωt, right plot is when
ωb = 0.9ωt and the lower plot is whenωb = 0.5ωt.

find a similar behaviour in the current as in thevz component. There is a build up of current

where the outgoing and incoming waves are interfering. Justlike vz, the current becomes tilted

when the waves are driven at different frequencies (the amount they are tilted is dependent on the

difference in frequencies). Figure 4.28 showsj2 at t = 15. Again this has a similar behaviour as

seen in Figure 4.26. The current builds up where there is waveinterference and there is additional

interference caused by the reflections off the lower and upper boundaries. At this time (t = 15)

we are effectively heating most of the cross section of the loop.

We now consider the average volumetric heating which is the integratedj2 along each field

line at a particular time. Figure 4.29 shows the average volumetric heating (J2) at several times

during the simulations. When the waves are driven with a slight difference (ωb = 0.9ωt) in their
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Figure 4.28: Contour plots ofj2 at t = 15 (35.4 s). Left plot is whenωb = ωt, right plot is when
ωb = 0.9ωt and the lower plot is whenωb = 0.5ωt.

frequencies (blue curves) the average volumetric heating has a similar shape as when they have

the same frequency (black curves) although there are slightly less peaks. The magnitude ofJ2

is slightly less in this case as well. When the waves are driven with a 50% difference in their

frequencies (ωb = 0.5ωt, red curves) we do not find the same fine structure as we observed in

the other two simulations. Again the magnitude ofJ2 has decreased. Similar behaviour is also

seen att = 15 (panel (b)). Att = 20 (panel (c)) theJ2 associated with the large frequency

difference is now larger at some locations than the other twosimulations. The general shape has

now changed due to the wave damping (dip located betweenx = 0.1 − 0.3Mm). The reason

that the red line (ωb = 0.5ωt) is now larger is due to the damping rate associated with phase

mixing. We have introduced a difference in the frequencies by lowering the frequency of the
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.29: Average volumetric heating (J2) for the simulation withωb = ωt (solid line)ωb =
0.9ωt (blue line) and 50%ωb = 0.5ωt (red line). (a)-(d) correspond tot = 10 (35 s),15 (53 s),20
(70 s), and25 (88.5 s) respectively.

outgoing wave. The damping rate is dependent on the frequency, with the waves taking longer to

damp when the frequency is lower and hence we have more current at later times in the simulation

when the difference is 50%. The same behaviour is observed att = 25 (panel (d)). The lower

driving frequency leads to a less complex interference pattern which explains the smoother profiles

observed in the blue (ωb = 0.9ωt) and red (ωb = 0.5ωt) lines in Figure 4.29.

In Figure 4.30, we now consider how the integratedj2 along all field lines changes in time.

There is a strong build up of current in the system which is located on the density gradient and

first appears after approximately 20 seconds. This build up is caused by the damping of the Alfvén

waves due to phase mixing. Fine structure is seen in the current when the waves begin to interfere

with each other. The magnitude of the current appears to be greater when the waves are driven

with the same frequency. To gain a better insight into the differences, in Figure 4.31 we have

subtracted the different frequencies plots (Figure 4.30 (b) and (c)) from the same frequency plot

(Figure 4.30 (a)).

The orange/yellow/red colours in Figure 4.31 corresponds to locations where the different

frequency cases are larger than the same frequency case and the dark blue/purple where the op-

posite is true. There is no (or very little) difference between the same frequency and different

frequency simulations simulations untilt ≈ 25 s, which corresponds to the time where they first
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4.30: Contour plots of integratedj2 along each field at each time step for theωb = ωt case
(left), theωb = 0.9ωt case (right) and theωb = 0.5ωt case.

Figure 4.31: Contour plots of integratedj2 along each field at each time step for the same fre-
quency (ωb = ωt) case minus the 10% different (ωb = 0.9ωt) case (left) and minus the 50%
different (ωb = 0.5ωt) case (right).

start to interfere. It is clear that the current is greater inthe same frequency case than the differ-

ent frequencies case. The greatest differences between thesimulations are located in the central

region (x = 0.07 − 0.24 Mm) and last for approximately 20 s beginning att = 30 s. By de-

creasing the outgoing waves frequency by 10% we have decreased the totalηj2 in the simulation

by approximately 2% compared to a drop of 17% we see when we decrease the outgoing waves

frequency by 50%. Note, the simulations are not run long enough for all of the waves to damp.
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The drop inηj2 we observe is due to the different damping rates associated with the lower wave

frequencies.

Figure 4.32 shows contour plots ofj2 integrated overx for eachy (i.e.
∫ x
0 j2dy) for each of

the simulations.

Figure 4.32: Integral ofj2 across x for each value ofy, at all times. Top left plot is theωb = ωt

case, top right is theωb = 0.9ωt case and bottom is theωb = 0.5ωt case.

For the same frequency and 10% difference simulations the main build up of current happens

betweent = 20− 50 s and is located betweeny = 30− 70 Mm. There is a secondary build up of

current at later times located near the boundaries. This is due to the waves being reflected off the

top and bottom boundary. When the waves have different frequencies we find that the integrated

current is tilted compared to the same frequency case. When the frequencies differ by 50% we

find the magnitude of the current is largest at the top and bottom boundary reflection regions rather

than the centre of the box.

4.6.1 Benchmarking with Single Driven Experiment

We now compare our double driven experiments to their equivalent single driven case. To avoid

reflections in the experiment, we have increased the box length to 300 Mm. The waves are driven
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for the same amount of time as in the double driven experiment(so they are directly comparable).

We have run four single driven experiments with frequenciesof 2π, 1.8π, π and3π.

Figure 4.33 showsj2 integrated over the box. The solid lines are from the simulations when

both boundaries are driven. We have included an extra case where the outgoing wave is driven with

a frequency 50% greater that the incoming wave (ωb = 1.5ωt) and is shown by the solid green

line in Figure 4.33. The dashed lines correspond to the single driven experiments at different

frequencies, black corresponds to a frequency of 2π, blue to 1.8π, red toπ and green to3π.

Figure 4.33: Integratedj2 over the box for double driven simulations for theωb = ωt case (solid
black line),ωb = 0.9ωt case (solid blue line),ωb = 0.5ωt (solid red line) and theωb = 1.5ωt

case. Also overplotted is the integratedj2 over the box for the single driven experiments with
frequencies of 2π (black dashed line), 1.8π (blue dashed line),π (red dashed line) and3π (green
dashed line).

In all the single driven experiments, the integratedj2 is approximately 2.35 times less than

their double driven counterpart. This is not surprising since there are twice as many wave periods

in the double driven cases. There is also a difference between when the respective simulations

reach their maxima. When the simulations are driven with thesame frequency (black solid line),

the integratedj2 reaches its maximum at approximatelyt = 52 s. When we drive one boundary at

this frequency we find it reaches its maximum at the same time.When the waves are driven with

a 10% difference the integratedj2 reaches its maximum at approximatelyt = 54 s. There is now

a difference when the corresponding single driven experiment (blue dashed line) where it reaches

the maximum at approximatelyt = 57 s. We find this gap is even greater when we compare the

50% difference case (red solid line) and the 50% lower case (dashed red line).
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4.7 Summary

So far we have described how reflection can alter the phase mixing process. We will now go on

to discuss how the parameters in our numerical simulations relate to real observable parameters

on the Sun. We have run our simulations with a background fieldof 10 G, a background density

of around3 × 10−13 kg m-3 and a background temperature of approximately1.5 MK. The length

of our box (loop length) is 100 Mm. These values all seem reasonable for modelling the solar

corona. The Alfvén waves in our simulations have period of approximately 4 s (corresponding to

a non dimensional frequency of2π). This is a lot lower than the Alfvénic observations described

in Section 1.3.4. The period was chosen to be so low so we have plenty of periods propagating

into our box. The travel time of the waves in our box is approximately 35 s. Using a period of

the order of minutes (which is closer to the periods of observed Alfvénic waves) would not be

useful in the current set up (the wave would reflect before a whole period was driven). The effects

discussed in this chapter are unlikely to be observed in the solar atmosphere for two reasons ,

namely, propagating Alfvénic waves are notoriously difficult to observe and the spatial resolution

of current instruments would not be sufficient to pick up the fine structure. There are observa-

tions of different types of waves that have similar periods to our experiments. Williams et al.

(2001) found evidence of propagating fast waves with a periods of 6 seconds usingThe Solar

Eclipse Coronal Imaging System(SECIS). Similar periods have also been found in quasi-periodic

pulsations (QPP) of radio emissions (see Aschwanden (1987), Nakariakov and Melnikov (2009)

and De Moortel and Nakariakov (2012) for a review), which aregenerated in solar flares. Pe-

riods of QPPs range from seconds to minutes and the periods used in our simulations fit in this

range. Note, QPPs are generally not interpreted as Alfvén waves though. Numerical simulations

of Alfvén waves using similar periods have been studied before by Russell and Fletcher (2013).

They considered Alfvénic waves propagating from the corona into the chromosphere with a period

between 1-10 seconds. These authors suggest such high frequency waves could be generated by

solar flares.



Chapter 5

Towards a Self-consistent model for

Alfv én Wave Phase Mixing

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we consider the phase mixing of standing Alfvén waves in coronal loops. In

particular, we focus on how the heat produced by the damping of Alfvén waves due to phase

mixing can alter the background density and temperature. The phase mixing of standing waves

has been studied by Fazel and Ebadi (2013) who considered thephase mixing of a standing Alfvén

waves in spicules, in the presence of a steady flow and a sheared magnetic field in a stratified

atmosphere which included the transition region. The foundthat including the transition region

enhanced the dissipation due to phase mixing. Karami and Ebrahimi (2009) studied the phase

mixing of a packet of standing Alfvén waves. They considered both viscous and resistive damping

and found that they could recover the exponential damping ofHeyvaerts and Priest (1983) if they

have a Reynolds/Lundquist numbers greater than107. Heat produced by the damping of Alfvén

waves due to phase mixing is located where there are gradients in the density. Some work has

shown that heat created by phase mixing of Alfvén waves can be spread across the domain due

to non-linear effects. For example, Nakariakov et al. (1998) predicted that fast magnetoacoustic

waves are created during phase mixing. These waves could dissipate and spread energy away from

the phase mixing layer, causing heat to be spread across the domain. McLaughlin et al. (2011)

also found that non-linear effects can spread heat away fromthe phase mixing layer, but the effect

was minimal for their choice of wave amplitude (see 3.1.1 fora complete discussion on phase

mixing). We have shown in Chapter 3 that thermal conduction acts to spread heat (deposited by

the phase mixing of propagating Alfvén waves) along loops.We found an unphysical build up of

heat at the lower boundary. We now improve upon this by introducing effects due to evaporation

114
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of plasma. Most phase mixing experiments consider loops in the corona in isolation from other

layers of the solar atmosphere. However, when considering acoupling between the corona and

the chromosphere, the effects of evaporation and condensation of plasma are introduced (Brown

(1973), Fisher et al. (1985)). Evaporation happens when heating takes place in the corona and

thermal conduction subsequently spreads the heat along field lines. The resulting heat flux down

into the chromosphere causes plasma to be ’evaporated’ intothe corona, hence modifying the

coronal density. Figure 5.1 shows a cartoon describing thisprocess.

Figure 5.1: Cartoon describing the chromospheric evaporation process.

Such a simple coupling between the corona and a model chromosphere was studied by Ofman

et al. (1998) using a resonant absorption experiment. They found that introducing this coupling

moves the resonance layer and leads to spatially bursty heating, and hence the creation of fine

structure in the density. When integrated in time, it becomes clear that the density increases

and fills their domain. They also found that when they considered a more realistic broadband

driver, theirx-averaged (across the loop) density is greater than the background level for the entire

simulation compared to the single driven frequency case where it stays above the background for

only approximately one third of the simulation.

In this chapter, we study the effect of introducing a coupling between the corona and chromo-

sphere in a phase mixing experiment. In particular, we will focus on how the (coronal) density and

the heating respond to the evaporation process. This is a complex problem to model; we would

have to at least include conduction and radiation. As a first step we consider the corona in isola-

tion and update the density and temperature using a non-dimensional version of the RTV (Rosner

et al. (1978)) scaling laws (see also Craig et al. (1978); Hood and Priest (1979)). This is a similar

method as used in Ofman et al. (1998). We model a loop in the corona which has already been

heated to a certain (background) temperature. We then allowwaves to evolve in this background
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which deposit heat when damped. We initially test our numerical scheme using a standing Alfvén

wave experiment without the scaling laws and we then study how including these scaling laws

changes the results. We go on to consider propagating Alfvén waves.

5.2 Model

In this chapter we solve the same equations and use the same numerical scheme as we did in

Chapter 4. The equations have been normalised in the way described in Section 4.2. To derive

the scaling laws we initially include the energy equation with thermal conduction, radiative losses

and a background heating term.

ρ∂v
∂t + ρ(v.∇)v = −∇p +

(

∇×B
µ

)

×B, (5.1)

∂B
∂t = ∇× (v × B) + η∇2B, (5.2)

∂p
∂t + v.∇p = −γp∇.v + (γ − 1)

[

∂
∂y

(

κ‖
∂T
∂y

)

+ j2

σ − ρ2χ̃Tα + Hb

]

, (5.3)

whereκ‖ is the component of the thermal conduction tensor along the magnetic field and can be

written asκ‖ = κ0T
5

2 with κ0 = 1 × 10−11 W m-1 K-1. χ̃ = χ
4m2 wherem is the proton mass

andχ is the radiative loss function. We make the variables dimensionless in the same way as in

the previous chapter, which gives the non-dimensional MHD equations

ρ∂v
∂t + ρ(v.∇)v = −∇p + (∇× B) ×B,

∂B
∂t = ∇× (v × B) + η∇2B,

∂p
∂t + v.∇p = −γp∇.v + (γ − 1)

[

d ∂
∂y

(

T
5

2
∂T
∂y

)

+ η|∇ × B|2 − rρ2χ̄Tα + H̄b

]

.

The background heating is normalised byH̄b = Hb
t00
p00

andχ̄ is defined byχ̄ = χ̃
χ̃00

where

χ̃00 is the normalisation radiative loss function.d andr are a collection of constants that make

up the coefficients of the conduction and radiation terms respectively (see Section 3.4) and are

defined as

d =
κ0T

7

2

00

L0vap00
, r =

ρ2
00χ00T

α
00L0

vap00
. (5.4)
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Expressions 5.4 are a ratio of timescales (De Moortel and Hood (2003)), whered defines the

ratio of the Alfvén travel time with the conduction timescale (Section 3.1) andr is the ratio of the

Alfvén travel time with the radiation timescale

τc =
L2

0p00

κ0T
7/2
00

, τr =
p00

ρ2
00χ00Tα

00

. (5.5)

whereL0 is a characteristic length scale. Ifd >> 1, conduction dominates and gradients in

temperature will be smoothed out efficiently. Ifr >> 1 then radiation dominates and plasma

will be cooled by radiation. We now compare how the timescales change by varying the size and

temperature of the loop. We use the same examples as we did in Section 3.2.1 but also consider

how the radiation timescale changes We have a coronal loop with temperature of 1 MK, loop

length of 100 Mm, density of1.67 × 10−12 kg m-3 and a pressure of 0.023 Pa. In our simulations

we approximate the radiative loss function by lettingα = −0.5 andχ00 = 4.5 × 1022. This will

give a conduction timescale of approximately 6 hours and a radiation timescale of approximately

0.05 hours (3 minutes). These timescales will change depending on the parameters of the loop.

For example, the radiation timescale is independent of the loop length, whereas the conduction

timescale is heavily dependent on loop length (L2 dependence). For example, consider another

loop, with a loop length of 300 Mm, with the rest of the parameters the same. The conduction

timescale is now approximately 58 hours, whereas the radiation timescale remained the same. We

now investigate the temperature dependence by increasing the temperature to 3 MK, and have used

a loop length of 100 Mm. The conduction timescale is now approximately 8 minutes compared to

the radiation timescale which is now approximately 5 minutes.

In our numerical simulations, we do not solve the full energyequation (Eq. 5.3) but instead

we use scaling laws to update the density and temperature.

5.2.1 Scaling Laws

The simplest model of the solar corona is a static model (v = 0). This was the starting point for a

lot of theoretical studies of coronal loops. Rosner et al. (1978) derived a model for coronal loops

in static equilibrium with the following assumptions: loopsymmetry, loop length must be shorter

than the pressure scale height, constant cross section, heat must be deposited uniformly along the

loop and there must be a low thermal flux at the base of the transition region (see also Craig et al.

(1978), Hood and Priest (1979)). We assume that the conduction, radiation and heating terms are

roughly equal; conduction losses power the transition region which is roughly twice the coronal

radiation (Vesecky et al. (1979)). Heating leads to conductive losses in the corona (66%), which

leaves 33% radiative losses so to order of magnitude, the 3 terms are roughly equal. We derive the

scaling laws by comparing the magnitudes of the conduction,radiation and heating terms from a
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static form of the energy equation, Eq. 5.3.

2

7
d

T
7

2

y2
max

∼ r
[

ρ2χ̄Tα
]

∼ H,

whereH is a combination of any background heating and the ohmic dissipation (H = H̄b +ηJ2).

T is the background temperature profile and is only a function of x (i.e. the temperature is constant

along the field). For clarification,L0 in Eq. 5.5 is the characteristic length scale we use to non-

dimensionalise (in Mm) andymax is the non-dimensional length of the loop (e.g,ymax = 50). J2

is the average volumetric heating, i.e. the average value ofthe heating integrated in they-direction

(J2 = 1
ymax

∫ ymax

0 j2dy). To derive the first scaling law, we compare the conduction and heating

terms:
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To derive the second scaling law we compare the conduction and radiation terms:
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«

. (5.7)

Note, that most studies that use the scaling laws consider them in terms of loop length and

temperature (due to the fact these are more easily observed). We are particularly interested in how

the density reacts to the heating, so we have written them in the form above. Using these scaling

laws, we calculate the background heating (Hb) and the initial temperature profile (T0(x)): we

fix an initial densityρ0 and choose a loop lengthymax, and then calculate the initial temperature

(using 5.7) and subsequently the background heating (using5.6) required to sustain this density

and temperature. The wave heating is zero since we are considering the initial conditions. The

background heating is given by

H̄b =
2

7
d

T
7

2

0

y2
max

,
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whereT0 is the initial temperature profile.

Table 5.1 shows a list of the values of the parameters/constants used to calculate the constants

in front of the scaling laws (i.e. before theHy2
max terms).

Table 5.1: Table of parameters used when using the scaling laws.
Parameter

ρ00 1.0 × 10−13 kg m-3

T00 5.78 MK
v00 282 km s-1

p00 0.00796 Pa
b00 0.0001 T (1 G)
L 50 × 106 m
t00 3.54 s
µ0 1.256 × 10−6 m kg s-2A-2

mp 1.67 × 10−27 kg
α −0.5

χ00 4.468 × 1022

κ0 1 × 10−11 W m-1 K-1

χ̄ 1
ymax 50

We solve Eqs. 4.5 and 4.6 and calculate the heat that is created by ohmic dissipationηj2. We

then calculate the average volumetric heating,J2 = 1
ymax

∫ ymax

0 j2dy. We use this value to update

the density and temperature via the scaling laws. This is notdone after every mhd timesep (δt) but

after an certain amount of time. We ensure we do not wait long enough to have large jumps in the

density (which the numerical scheme would struggle with). This is a first attempt at introducing a

delay based on realistic conduction and evaporation timescales. We use a value ofα = −0.5 and

chi = 4.468 × 1022 to approximate the radiative loss function at coronal temperatures.

5.2.2 Parameter Study

To gain insight, we consider the effect of varying the parameters that make up the constants in

the scaling laws. To do this we have defined a range of loop lengths from1 − 500 Mm , loop

temperatures between0.5 − 10 MK and loop densities between1 × 10−13 − 5 × 10−12 kg m-3.

For each of these values we calculate thep00, B00, va0 andt00 via expressions 4.3. We then use

these expressions to calculated andr (Expression 5.4), and the constants before the scaling laws

ct =

(

7

2

1

d

)
2

7

, cρ =

[

2

7

d
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]
1

2
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7
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. (5.8)
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For the values we use in our set-up, the constants in Eqs. 5.6 and 5.7 arect = 0.5 andcρ =

13.03. We have not taken into account the heating (H), but are assuming we have a fixed amount

of heat produced and investigate how dependent the scaling laws are on length, temperature and

density. Figure 5.2 shows contours plots oflog(cρ) for two different values for density. It shows

how log(cρ) changes for a range of loop lengths and temperatures.

Figure 5.2: Left plot shows howlog(cρ) changes with loop length (10-500 Mm) and temperature
(0.5-10 MK) for a density of5.9 × 10−13kg m-3 and (right plot) for a density of4.0 × 10−12 kg
m-3.

It is clear thatcρ has larger values in short, hot loops. This general behaviour is seen for both

values of the density. To investigate the density dependence we have plotted how the maximum

value ofcρ changes with density in Figure 5.3. This shows that the valueof cρ is larger for lower

densities and vice versa. This fall off is not a linear relation as increasing the density by a factor

of 50, only leads to a factor of 4 decrease incρ. This tells us that the density scaling law (Eq. 5.7)

will have a greater effect in short hot loops.

Figure 5.3: The maximum value ofρc as a function of density.

We now do an identical analysis onct (which is an indication of the effectiveness of the
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temperature scaling law). Figure 5.4 shows contour plots oflog(ct) for two different values of the

density. It shows that the value ofct is greater for long cool loops and that the value increases

when the density is increased. Figure 5.5 shows that the value of ct increases by a factor of 3

compared to the factor of 50 increase in density.

Figure 5.4: Left plot shows howlog(ct) changes with loop length (10-500 Mm) and temperature
(0.5-10 MK) for a density of5.9 × 10−13kg m-3 and (right plot) for a density of4.0 × 10−12 kg
m-3.

Figure 5.5: The maximum value ofct as a function of density.

We can also use this method to show under what conditions d andr will be greater, which

gives us an insight into the relative importance of conduction and radiation in a variety of different

loops. Figure 5.6 shows how d and r change as a function of looplength and background tem-

perature. We find that conduction is more effective in short hot loops and radiation in cool long

loops.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.6: Maximum value of d and r as a function of loop length (a) and (b) and temperature (c)
and (d).

5.3 Phase Mixing of a Standing Alfv́en Wave

To calculate the average volumetric heatingJ2 (which we need to use the scaling laws) we require

a closed system. Therefore, we first consider the phase mixing of a standing Alfvén wave in this

section. As the standing wave evolves through the density inhomogeneity, waves on neighbouring

field lines have a different frequencies(ω = kva(x)) and a phase difference is created. The stand-

ing wave damps in time and not space and hence, standing Alfv´en waves have a damping profile

of the form (Heyvaerts and Priest (1983)):

vz ∼ exp

(

−η
k2

6

[

d

dx
(va)

]2

t3

)

, (5.9)

To confirm we recover the correct damping profile, let us first consider the damping of a

standing Alfvén wave, without including the scaling laws.We use the same numerical scheme as

in Chapter 4. We have a grid of size1000×500, a box size of 1×50 Mm, a value ofη = 1×10−5

and we run the simulation for 100 non-dimensional time units(≈ 350 s). We use a dimensionless

value of 10 for the background field which gives a field strength of 10 G. We set up an initial half-

sinevz profile as shown in Figure 5.8, which has an amplitude of approximately 70 km s-1. This

is rather large for a standing Alfvén wave, but we need the amplitude to be high to highlight the
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feedback effect. For comparison, McIntosh et al. (2011) findAlfvénic waves with amplitudes of

between 20-25 km s-1 and Tomczyk et al. (2007) find wave amplitudes of approximately 2 km s-1.

We do not drive the wave after the initial set up i.e. no further energy is added to the experiment.

We have an initial Gaussian density profile of the same form aswe did in the previous chapter

(Figure 5.7).

Figure 5.7: A cut through the initial Gaussian density profile aty = 1 Mm.

Figure 5.8: Cut through the initialvz profile atx = 0.5 Mm.

Figure 5.9 shows the damping of the standing wave at a particular point (x = 0.9, y = 40

Mm) as a function of time with the Heyvaerts and Priest damping profile overplotted (dashed line).

It is clear from Figure 5.9 that the damping follows the analytical damping profile from Eq.

5.9. Hence, we can be reasonably confident that the code is working correctly.
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Figure 5.9: Results of test experiment with a background magnetic field of 10 G without feedback
included. Plot shows the damping ofvz at a single point (x = 0.9, y = 40 Mm) due to phase
mixing (solid line) with the Heyvaerts and Priest damping profile over plotted (dashed line), with
η = 1 × 10−5.

5.3.1 Numerical Diffusivity in the Code

Before we run our numerical simulations it is important to calculate the minimum value ofη we

can run in our code (i.e the minimum value needed to have a numerically resolved simulation). To

do this we consider the phase mixing equation described by Eq. 7 in Heyvaerts and Priest (1983).

We first write the equations in dimensionless units.

∂2v

∂t2
= v2

a

∂2v

∂y2
+ η

∂3v

∂x2∂t
.

We equate the terms on the RHS to give

v2
a

L2
y

∼ ηω

L2
x

To solve dissipation correctly we have to resolve structures in x. We writeLx ∼ ∆x, where

∆x is the grid spacing. The scale in they direction is the half wavelength of our standing wave

(Ly = π/k). For a given∆x there is a minimum value ofη

η >
va∆x2

Ly
.

In our simulations we have aLy = 50, ∆x = 0.001 andva = 10. Using these parameters
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we find that the minimum value ofη we can run is2 × 10−7. This is not the value at which

dissipation happens but the valueη must be greater than to ensure the code works correctly. Note,

the minimum value ofη will be greater when we consider a driven case. This is due to the

smaller scale that we need to resolve in they-direction but is still lower that theη that we use

in our numerical experiments (η = 1 × 10−5). One interesting point that comes from this is

the difference between the permittedη between linear and non-linear codes. In our linear model

we only have to resolve the wavelength (in they-direction) whereas in a non-linear model it is

likely you would need to resolve down to the grid size iny. Hence, you can run higher effective

Reynolds numbers in the linear case.

5.3.2 Numerical Dissipation

An important check is making sure that the dissipation we seein the simulations is ’real’ dissi-

pation and not dissipation due to the numerical scheme. Numerical dissipation occurs because of

truncation errors such as the terms that have been ignored inthe Taylor series expansion on the

assumption that they are small. If the real dissipation dominates, we can ignore the numerical

dissipation in future calculations usingη. We test this by running the phase mixing code again for

different values ofη and comparing with the previous section (whereη = 1 × 10−5). We have

run the code withη values ofη = 5 × 10−6 andη = 1 × 10−6. If the damping is mainly due to

the numerical dissipation, then varyingη should not have a major effect on the damping profile.

If the damping is mainly due toη then varyingη should alter the damping profile. Figure 5.10

shows the damping of thevz component for the different values ofη (similar to Figure 5.9). The

damping profiles for the three runs are plotted in Figure 5.11. As a further check we have plotted

the three damping profiles againstη
1

3 t. The damping timescale has the following form

t =

(

6

ηk2v′a(x)

)
1

3

. (5.10)

We can re-arrange this equation in terms oftη
1

3

tη
1

3 =

(

6

k2v′a(x)

) 1

3

. (5.11)

The parameters on the RHS of 5.11 are the same in the three runsand hence, if the effect of

numerical dissipation is suitably low then the three profiles should be identical.

From Figure 5.11 we can see that whenη = 1× 10−5 (solid line), the wave damps relatively

quickly, whenη = 5×10−6(dashed line) it damps slower and whenη = 1×10−6(dot-dashed line)
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Figure 5.10: Left plot shows the damping of thevz profile at a single point (x = 0.9,y = 25) due
to phase mixing (solid line) with theexp(−t3) damping profile over plotted (dashed line), with
η = 5 × 10−6. Right plot is withη = 1 × 10−6.

Figure 5.11: These plots show the damping profiles of the Alfvén wave for the three different
values ofη. Solid line isη = 1 × 10−5, dashed line isη = 5 × 10−6 and the dot-dashed line is
η = 1 × 10−6. The right hand plot shows the same damping profiles plotted againstη

1

3 t.

it damps slower still. When plotted againsttη(1/3) (right hand plot) the results forη = 1 × 10−5

(solid line) andη = 5 × 10−6 (dashed line) lie on top of each other. There is a small discrepancy

with η = 1×10−6 (dot dashed line), which tells us that when we run with this value ofη the wave

damps slightly quicker due to numerical dissipation. We cannow be confident that running with

η = 1 × 10−5 is suitably large compared with the value for numerical dissipation.

5.3.3 Phase Mixing with Scaling Laws

We now run a simulation with identical initial density, temperature and velocity profiles but we

update the density and temperature via the scaling laws described in Section 5.2.1. The back-

ground field is 10 G. This is an initial value problem with all the wave energy in the initialvz

profile, where its maximum is approximately 70 km s-1. We setη = 1 × 10−5. A full list of
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the parameters used in the code are displayed in Table 5.2 (both dimensional and dimensionless

values are stated). In this simulation, when heat is produced by the damping of the Alfvén wave

we calculate the average heating rate along the loop (in they direction) for each position inx. We

use this value for the average volumetric heating (J2) to update the temperature and density via

the scaling laws described earlier. Before we run the simulations we can estimate how effective

the feedback effect is going to be by considering the energies in the initial system. Consider the

kinetic energy contained by our initial velocity profileke = 0.5ρdv2L, wheredv is the wave am-

plitude and L is the loop length. Using values ofdv = 70 km s-1 andρ = 9.6 × 10−14 kg m-3,

this gives a value of1.19× 105 ergs cm-2 (1.19× 104 J m-2) at the peak of the density profile and

4.1 × 104 ergs cm-2 at the wings (usingρ = 3.3 × 10−14kg m-3). We compare this value to the

integrated thermal energy densityδ = 3NkbTL, wherekb is the Boltzmann constant andN is the

number density. The temperature ranges from0.36 MK at the wings to0.77 MK at the peak.δ

has values of9.3 × 105 (ergs cm-2) at the peak and1.95 × 105 (ergs cm-2) at the wings. With a

cooling time of the order of 1000 s, there is enough energy in the wave to power the background

atmosphere (especially in regions of higher density) and hence, we expect to see a significant ef-

fect due to the wave heating. The scaling laws used in our model imply that the density reacts

instantaneously to the heating. We use this as a first step towards a truly self consistent model.

This also reduces how long the code is required to run. A further step towards a realistic set-up

could include a delay between heating and evaporation basedon the conduction and evaporation

timescales.

Figure 5.12 shows a stack plot of the density profile: for every timestep, the density profile

is shifted by a small, arbitrary amount to produce a “time stacked” plot of the evolving density

profile.

Table 5.2: Table of initial parameters in scaling laws experiment.
Parameter Dimensional Dimensionless
Density 3.3 − 9.6 × 10−14 kg m-3 0.33-0.96

Temperature 0.46 − 0.78 MK 0.079-0.13
Velocity Amp. 70 km s-1 0.25

Pressure 0.001-0.002 Pa 0.026-0.13
Mag. Field 10 G 10

Loop Length 50 Mm 50
Time (1 Unit) 3.54 s 1

It is clear that the addition of the scaling laws alters the density in the simulation. The Alfvén

wave responds to the new density as we have localised dips in the Alfvén speed. This in turn

causes heat to be created in further locations away from the initial location of the main heating,

which will change the density profile again and cause heat to be spread out across the loop. This

process repeats itself until the peaks created become to narrow to resolve numerically. It takes

a certain amount of time for the heat created by the damping ofthe wave to be large enough to
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Figure 5.12: Results for a simulation with a background fieldof 10 G and a wave amplitude of 70
km s-1 with feedback included. Figure shows a stack plot of a cut through the density aty = 10
Mm. The time interval considered here is fromt = 1 − 30.

affect the density profile. This is easier seen in Figure 5.13, which shows cuts through the density

profile at several times throughout the simulation. From panel (a) we can see one clear density

enhancement which is centred aroundx = 0.18 Mm. There are now two additional gradients on

the density profile. The wave adjusts to these enhancements and heat is focused at these locations

and in panel (b) there are now 2 density enhancements. This process repeats until the wave has

fully damped. The peaks seen in panel (d) are very narrow and are only just resolved. Figure 5.14

shows the average volumetric heating (J2) at the same times as Figure 5.13. This shows that the

average volumetric heating has peaks located on the slopes of the density enhancements.

The initial density enhancement is not located where the gradient is steepest. Instead, it

is located slightly to the right of it (aroundx = 0.15 Mm). To understand this behaviour, we

consider the damping time-scale (Eq. 5.10). The damping time-scale depends on the derivative
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.13: Cuts through the density aty = 1 Mm at t = 10 (35 s), (b)-(d) density att = 15 (53
s),20 (70 s) and25 (88.5 s) respectively. The dashed line is the initial density profile.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.14: (a) Average volumetric heating (J2) at t = 10 (35 s) (b)-(d) density att = 15 (53 s),
20 (70 s) and25 (88.5 s) respectively.
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of the Alfvén speed, which is a function ofx. The minima of the damping timescale give the

location where damping will be quickest and hence heating will occur first. We can investigate

this analytically if we consider the initial density profile,

ρ(x) = A + A1 exp

(

−1

2

x2

σ2

)

.

The Alfvén speed is defined asva = B√
ρ . Our initial magnetic field is constant which makes calcu-

lating the derivative simpler. The derivative of the Alfvén speed isv′a(x) = B
(

−1
2ρ(x)−

3

2 ρ′(x)
)

whereρ′(x) = −A1

σ2 x exp
(

−1
2

x2

σ2

)

.

Figure 5.15 shows the inverse of the normalised damping timefor the initial density profile,

where a peak indicates where the damping is quickest, with the absolute value of the normalised

derivative ofρ over plotted (dashed line).

Figure 5.15: The absolute value of the normalised derivative of ρ (solid line) with the inverse of
the normalised damping time for the initial density profile overplotted (dashed line).

It is clear from Figure 5.15 that the location where damping is quickest is not located exactly

at the position of the steepest gradient. It is instead located closer to the wings of the density profile

and this explains the initial behaviour seen in the simulation. To explain the spiky nature of the

density seen in Figures 5.12 and 5.13, we calculate the damping time-scale at all times throughout

the simulation, by calculating the derivative of the Alfvén speed numerically at each time step.

Figure 5.16 shows the density enhancements (ρ − ρ0) at a certain times with the inverse of the

damping time-scale (red dashed line) at a slightly earlier time. We overplot the damping time at

a previous time to confirm that the locations of the density enhancements are “predicted” by the

damping time-scale (there is a lag before the heat builds up enough to alter the density profile).

A large peak in the red dashed line corresponds to the location where damping is quickest (which

tells us where the heating will be maximised). Att = 3 the density profile has an enhancement
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located atx ≈ 0.15 Mm. The damping time-scale in this plot is calculated from the initial density

profile and it has a peak at the same location as the density enhancement. Att = 6 the density

enhancement has shifted slightly to the right and a secondary (smaller) enhancement is seen, with

the damping time-scale over-plotted att = 4. The peaks of the damping time-scale are located

at the same location as the enhancements. We now consider thedensity att = 10, which has 2

density enhancements located at the peaks of the damping time-scale att = 8. There are actually

3 peaks in the damping time-scale, but the left peak is located where the density gradient is very

shallow, hence there is only a very small difference with theinitial density profile at this location.

The process repeats itself with the damping time-scale lagging the density profile by 2 timesteps

in the other plots in Figure 5.16. By considering the dampingtime-scale, we can explain the spiky

structure in density and temperature. The process described here would explain how heat spreads

across the loop.

We have focused on the density but the temperature is also altered by the scaling laws. Figure

5.17 shows a stack plot of the temperature. We confirm that thetemperature profile has a very

similar behaviour to the density profile, due to the fact theyare both being altered by the same

heating function. The effect on the temperature is not as strong, due to its weaker dependence on

the heating (H in the scaling laws): the temperature has aH
2

7 dependence compared to theH
4

7

dependence of the density.

Some checks have been made to ensure that the spiky nature is real behaviour and not a

signature of the timestep being too large. We have run an identical experiment to the one described

above, but with a timestep that is 20 times smaller. Figure 5.18 shows the density profile att = 10

for the original experiment (solid line) and the density at the same time for the run with the

timestep 20 times smaller (dashed line). It is clear that reducing the timestep has little effect

on the simulation and we are confident that the behaviour we observe is real and not due to the

timestep.

We have also run another experiment where we have doubled theresolution inx. We now

compare the lower and higher resolution experiments and findwhere they begin to differ and what

happens when they do. Figure 5.19 shows density profiles at different times for both the lower

(dashed line) and higher (solid line) resolution cases.

From Figure 5.19(a) it is clear that att = 23 the profiles are almost identical but there are

now slight discrepancies in the regionx = 0.28 − 0.35 Mm. The peaks are slightly higher and

the dips are slightly lower in the higher resolution profile.This is a sign that the lower resolution

simulation is not resolving the peaks and dips in the fine density structure due to its larger grid

spacing. The same behaviour is seen at t=25 (panel b) but the range in which this occurs has

increased. Att = 27 the same features are present but amplified, the range where the densities

do not match is greater. Overall, the density profiles match up quite well and are identical until
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 5.16: The normalised density enhancements (ρ− ρ0) profile (solid line) with the inverse of
the normalised damping time-scale overplotted (red dashedline). The normalised damping time-
scale is not plotted at the same timestep (the time stated in the title corresponds to the density). At
t = 3 (10.5 s) the damping time-scale plotted is calculated usingthe initial density profile (a), at
t = 6 (21 s) the damping time-scale is plotted att = 4 (14 s) (b). For the other plots ((c)-(f)) the
damping time-scale always lags the density by two time units, i.e. att = 10 (35 s), 15 (52.5 s), 20
(70 s) and 25 (87.5 s) the damping time-scale is plotted att = 8 (28 s), 13 (45.5 s), 18 (63 s) and
23 (80.5 s).

approximatelyt = 20. After t = 23, they become different: the locations of the fine structure

are not affected by the lower resolution but the magnitudes of the peaks are. However, the general

behaviour of the density evolution is the same in both the simulations.
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Figure 5.17: Similar stack plot as in Figure 5.12 showing thetemperature evolution in the simula-
tion.

5.3.4 Higher Density

We consider a new experiment with the same density profile as in Chapter 4. This is three times

greater than the density profile in Section 5.3.3 (compare Figures 4.2 and 5.21 dashed line). We

have the same values ofvz, B0, ymax andη as the previous experiment. The initial temperature

profile will be greater since it is calculated using the scaling laws, and is dependent on the density.

The temperature now ranges from 0.79 MK to 1.34 MK. This simulation is run for 150 time units

(≈ 530 s). Note, the resolution issues we observed with the lower density are not seen in the

higher density case. The purpose of this section is to investigate how the effect due to the scaling

laws changes with a new background density and temperature.Using the arguments stated at the

beginning of Section 5.3.3 there is still enough energy available to affect the background density

but not as much as in the previous section. The wave kinetic energy now has a value of1.24×105
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Figure 5.18: Plot showing a cut through the density att = 10 (35 s) for the original simulation
(solid line) with the density at the same time run with a simulation that has a timestep 20 times
smaller overplotted (dashed line).

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5.19: (a) Cuts through the density profiles aty = 1 Mm for lower (dashed line) and higher
resolution (solid line) att = 23 (80.5 s). (b)-(c) density profiles att = 25 (87.5 s) andt = 27
(94.5 s.

ergs cm-2 at the edge and3.59 × 105 ergs cm-2 at the peak. The integrated thermal energy is now

9.78× 105 ergs cm-2 at the edge and4.78× 106 ergs cm-2 at the peak. The cooling time is weakly

dependent on the density so is still approximately 1000 s. Hence, there is now less energy in the

wave to power this background atmosphere so we expect the feedback to be less.

Figure 5.20 shows a similar stack plot as Figure 5.12. It is clear that the effect due to feedback
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Figure 5.20: Simulation run with a higher density (1 × 10−13 − 2.88 × 10−13 kg m-3) and with a
background field of 10 G and a wave amplitude of approximately70 km s-1. Stack plot showing
cuts through the density aty = 1 Mm at several times throughout the simulation. To be directly
comparable with Figure 5.12 the time interval considered here is fromt = 1 − 30.

is not as great in this experiment. The density initially widens and then additional peaks are created

on the slopes of the density profile. Just as in the previous experiment, the introduction of these

peaks creates extra locations where the heat will be focused, which in turn creates further peaks.

We no longer see the fine structure created at the edge of the density profile. It should be noted

although the feedback effect is slower in this set-up, the magnitude of the enhancements seen on

the density profile appears to be approximately the same size. Although the wave amplitude of the

initial standing wave is the same in each experiment the wavetakes longer to damp in the above

case due to its lower frequency(ω = kva(x)).

Another way of visualising how the heating layers move in oursimulation is to track the

position of the maximum value of the average volumetric heating J2. As J2 is a function ofx
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.21: (a) Cut through the density profile (y = 1 Mm) at t = 10 (35 s). (b)-(d) cuts through
density profiles att = 30 (105 s), 50 (177 s) and 70 (248 s) respectively.

only, we track how the position moves on thex-axis throughout the simulation. To highlight the

effect of the feedback we compare the higher density simulations with and without the scaling

laws included. The value of the maximum at the location is illustrated by the colour of its symbol.

Figure 5.22 shows how the position of the maximumJ2 varies in time.

Figure 5.22: Left plot shows the position of the maximumJ2 at each time-step for the higher
density simulation with no feedback. Right plot shows the same for the higher density simulation
with feedback.

In the no feedback experiment (RHS), the location of maximumheating initially oscillates

aroundx = 0.15 Mm. It continues this behaviour until approximatelyt = 100 s when it starts
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drifting towardsx = 0 (position of maximum density). It continues to oscillate aroundx = 0.04

Mm until the simulation ends. The majority of the heating takes place betweent = 100 − 250

s. This corresponds to when the location of maximum heating begins to drift towardsx = 0

Mm. Most of the wave located on the steepest parts of the density gradient will have dissipated

by t = 300 s. The gradient is shallower near the maximum of density (seeFigure 5.15) and

the wave takes longer to damp here. Initially the case with feedback is very similar to the no

feedback case. After approximatelyt = 200 s there is significant differences between the cases.

The location of maximum heating switches from the centre of the density to the edge (close to

the uniform density section of the profile). It initially switches between these positions before

eventually just being located at the edge. The location where most of the heat is deposited has also

changed, with the maximum heating occurring after the location has switched to the edge. When

the density is updated using the scaling laws the location ofmaximum heating drifts towards the

edge of the density profile. The spreading of the heating layer is not observed in the no feedback

experiment. The density enhancements seen in Figure 5.21 are the reason for this behaviour.

Increasingly fine structure is introduced at the edge of the density profile and is the reason for the

high heating observed here. In the no feedback experiment the magnitude of the maximum heating

is approximately 0.0012 (non-dimensional units) comparedto 0.009 in the feedback case. This

could be due to the difference in the damping rates due to the lower Alfvén frequency associated

with the density enhancements. A more precise way of showingthis is displayed in Figure 5.23.

It shows the integratedJ2 as a function of time (this is essentially the totalηj2 as a function of

time).

Figure 5.23: The integratedJ2 as a function of time (i.e.
∫ xmax

0 J2dx ). Solid line corresponds to
the feedback experiment and dashed line to the no feedback experiment.

It is clear that the integratedJ2 increase at approximately the same rate in both experiments

until t ≈ 100 s. The integratedJ2 associated with the no feedback simulation is greater between

t = 100 − 250 s before falling below the integratedJ2 associated with the feedback experiment
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for the rest of the simulation. The no feedback has a higher maximum whereas the feedback ex-

periment produces more heat in total due to the density enhancements created at the edges. In the

no feedback experiment only a very small amount of heat is deposited at the edges. What is sur-

prising is the fact the maximum heat deposited is less when feedback is included. We investigate

this by first considering contour plots ofvz with and without feedback (see Figure 5.24).

From Figure 5.24 it is clear that the velocity has a similar behaviour with and without feed-

back. In regions of higher density (at aboutx = 0 − 0.3 Mm) the standing wave evolves with

a lower frequency. As the standing wave evolves regions closer tox = 0 Mm lag other regions.

This difference in Alfvén frequencies has the effect of creating extra gradients in thex-direction

(seet = 50− 100 in Figure 5.24). Surprisingly the density enhancements created in the feedback

experiment do not create extra gradients in the velocity (i.e. there is the same number of gradients

in both experiments). There are slight differences in the velocity between the two simulations.

These only become visible in the contour plots aftert = 80. Figure 5.25 shows the corresponding

cuts throughvz at y = 25 Mm for both simulations.

It is clear from Figure 5.25 that thevz profiles have a similar behaviour untilt = 50. At

t = 50 the peaks in the feedback experiment (black line) are broader than those in the no feedback

experiment (red line). This behaviour is seen att = 80 andt = 100: there is the same number

of peaks in the two simulations but the peaks in the feedback experiment are again broader. This

could explain why the maximum current is smaller. Figure 5.25 has also confirmed that extra

gradients are not created by the density enhancements. Thisis due to the relative size of the

density enhancements. They are relatively small and short lived and do not cause enough of a

decrease in frequency to create extra gradients.

Figure 5.26 showsvz at x = 0.1,y = 25 Mm as a function of time. It also shows the time

integrated density (similar to Figure 5 in Ofman et al. (1998)). We can see from the left plot in

Figure 5.26 that when feedback is included the velocity evolves slower than when feedback is

not included. After approximatelyt = 20 the feedback velocity starts to lag the no feedback

case. This effect is not great and byt = 10 the feedback simulation only lags the no feedback

simulation by a relatively small amount. This is the reason why there is no extra gradients seen

in Figure 5.25. Another way of looking at this is by considering the time integrated density (see

right hand plot of Figure 5.26). We find it is only larger than the initial density profile by a small

amount. This plot also shows that the effect of updating the density profile using the scaling laws

has spread the density fromx ≈ 0.3 Mm to x ≈ 0.4 Mm.
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Figure 5.24: Left column shows contours ofvz att = 10 (35 s),50 (177 s),80 (283 s) and100 (354
s) respectively. Right column shows contours ofvz with feedback included at the corresponding
times. Both simulations are run with the higher density.

5.3.5 Energy

In this section we consider the behaviour of the energy components in our simulation. Note that

as we are adding mass to the system via the scaling laws, it is not a closed system hence, energy in
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Figure 5.25: Black lines are cuts throughvz at t = 10, 50, 80 and100 for the feedback simulation.
Red lines correspond to a simulation where feedback is not included.

Figure 5.26: Left plot shows thevz profile atx = 0.1,y = 25 Mm as a function of time. Black
line corresponds to the simulation with feedback and red line to the simulation without feedback.
Right plot shows the time integrated density with the initial density profile overplotted (dashed
line).

the box is not conserved. We calculate the magnetic
(

b2z
2

)

and kinetic energy(0.5ρv2
z ) integrated

over the entire box. Figure 5.27 shows how the integrated magnetic and kinetic energies change

with time for the feedback simulation (black line) and a simulation without feedback (red line).

Due to the resolution issues using the lower density the energies shown in this section have been

calculated using the higher density simulation.
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Figure 5.27: Left plot shows how the magnetic energy
(

b2z
2

)

evolves, right shows kinetic energy.

Black lines correspond to the feedback experiment and red lines to a simulation where the feed-
back is turned off.

There is no difference between the magnetic energies of the feedback (black) and no feedback

(red) simulations until approximatelyt = 350 s. After this point the magnetic energy in the

feedback experiment is lower than the no feedback experiment. At this point in the feedback

experiment density enhancements are mainly getting created at the edge of the density profile.

This will enhance the damping and could explain the difference in magnetic energies. The kinetic

energy in the feedback and no feedback experiments are only very similar for a short period of

time (t = 0 − 60 s). After this point the kinetic energy associated with the feedback experiment

is greater until the end of the simulation. This is due to the density enhancements created due

to feedback. The kinetic energy is dependent on the density.The kinetic energies are equal just

before the end of the simulation this is most likely due to a combination of the increased kinetic

energy due to the density enhancements and the process described for the magnetic energy.

We estimate the mass brought into the system by the scaling laws from the change in density

(ρ − ρ0) integrated over the box (
∫ ∫

(ρ − ρ0)dxdy).

Figure 5.28: Estimate of the mass (
∫ ∫

(ρ − ρ0)dxdy) introduced by the scaling laws.
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It is clear from Figure 5.28 that the amount of mass added to the system quickly reaches a

peak before levelling off at approximatelyt = 130 s. It then decreases before levelling off again.

When the wave has damped density enhancements no longer formin that region hence the amount

of mass decreases. Density enhancements are still created at the edge of the density profile and so

the mass introduced does not drop to zero.

5.4 Driven Case with Scaling Laws

So far we have shown that by including the effect of chromospheric evaporation we can heat the

entire cross section of the loop when considering a standingAlfvén wave experiment. We now

run a simulation where we drive the bottom boundary as in Chapter 4. We need a closed system

to include the scaling laws, so we have reflective boundary conditions. The simulations run in this

section are run with the same parameters as in Chapter 4. The only exception is the frequency

which we have reduced toω = π.

To isolate the effects of the scaling laws, we first consider acase without reflection (i.e. a

long loop length). We do this by considering a simulation with an increased box size in they-

direction (i.e. we sety = 400 Mm). Figure 5.29 shows plots of the density at several times during

the simulation and as a comparison the initial density profile is overplotted.

It is clear from Figure 5.29 that the density has slightly broadened byt = 12 (panel (c)).

This behaviour continues until approximatelyt = 20. At this time there is evidence of a steeper

gradient forming atx ≈ 0.44 Mm. This steep gradient focuses heat at this location and is the

reason for the fine structure created at this location byt = 24. The evolution of the density profile

is significantly different than the standing wave case (see Figure 5.21). This can only be due to

the heating which is created by gradients inbz. As seen in Figure 5.25 (vz andbz are coupled)

there are extra gradients created in thex-direction which creates finer structure in the heating (see

Figure 5.14). Figure 5.30 shows the average volumetric heating (J2) associated with the driven

experiment.

We see that theJ2 associated with the driven case has a smooth single peaked profile until

t = 12. After this time this peak broadens and similar fine structure is eventually seen att = 24.

There are clear differences between the average volumetricheating in the driven and standing

cases. The form of the heating in the standing wave case has several peaks without feedback

(even more when feedback is included), whereas the heating associated with the driven case has a

smooth single peaked profile which broadens when feedback isincluded.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.29: Driven simulation with feedback included. (a)Density att = 12 (42 s) (solid line)
with the initial density over plotted (dashed line). (b)-(d) density profile att = 16 (57 s), 20 (71
s) and 24 (85 s) respectively.

5.4.1 Driven Case with Reflection and Scaling Laws

We now investigate the effect of including reflection in a driven experiment with feedback. To

include reflection we have decreased the box size in they-direction to 100 Mm. All other param-

eters are the same as in the previous section. Note, the scaling laws have a dependence on loop

length (see Eqs. 5.6 and 5.7) and in the longer loop simulation the density scaling law will be less

effective (for the loop lengths used here). Figure 5.31 shows snapshots of the density at various

times during the simulation.

At t = 10 (35 s) the density has kept much of its original shape but there is a slight increase

on the slope of the density (i.e. betweenx = 0.05−0.4 Mm). This corresponds to a time when no

reflection has taken place. Next, att = 12 (42 s), the leading waves have been reflected and extra

gradients have been created. These extra gradients are initially created close to the edge of the

density inhomogeneity aroundx = 0.25 − 0.4 Mm (see Figure 4.6). We see small enhancements

on the density gradient at this location. As the simulation evolves and fine structure is created in

vz andbz, fine peaks are also created in the density (see panel (c) and panel (d) on Figure 5.31).

The creation of this fine structure carries into the average volumetric heating which then feeds

back into the density. After approximatelyt = 18, the peaks become too fine to resolve in this

simulation. For heat to effectively spread across the entire domain wave reflection is key, at least
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.30: Driven simulation with feedback included. (a)Average volumetric heating (J2) at
t = 12 (42 s) (solid line) with the initial density over plotted (dashed line). (b)-(d) density profile
at t = 16 (57 s), 20 (71 s) and 24 (85 s) respectively.

for the parameters here. Before reflection has taken place the average volumetric heating (J2) is

not large enough to significantly affect the density profile.It is only after wave reflection that we

see any enhancements on the density profile. We now compare the average volumetric heating

with and without feedback (with reflection) at the same timesas shown in Figure 5.31 (see Figure

5.32).

It is clear that the maximumJ2 is lower with feedback included for the times in Figure

5.32. This is most likely due to the slower propagation speeddue to the increased density (hence

lower Alfvén speed). More preciselyJ2 with feedback is lower in the left half of the domain

(x = 0 − 0.25 Mm) and greater than the no feedback case in the right half (x = 0.25 − 0.5 Mm).

The increasedJ2 in the right half of the domain is due to the density enhancements created at this

location.

We use the same technique as we did in Figure 5.22 to investigate how the location of the

maximum heating moves as the simulation evolves for the driven case. We compare the case when

there is no feedback to the case when we include feedback (with reflection). Figure 5.33 shows

similar plots as Figure 5.22 for the driven case.

We first consider the case where there is no feedback. Unlike the standing wave case, the
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.31: Driven simulation with feedback included. (a)Density att = 10 (35 s) (solid line)
with the initial density over plotted (dashed line). (b)-(d) density profile att = 12 (42 s), 14 (49
s) and 16 (56 s) respectively

position of the maximum does not initially oscillate and stays at this location untilt = 13. The

position of the maximum then jumps to the right and oscillates around this location until the end of

the simulation. The reason for the jump is due to the extra gradients created in the heating profile

after reflection (see Figure 5.32). When feedback is included it initially has similar behaviour with

the position of the maximum staying in the same location. Theintroduction of feedback causes

the location to drift slightly towards the edge of the density profile due to the density broadening

seen in Figure 5.31. As in the no feedback case the position jumps to the right due to reflection

(the position has a higherx value than the no feedback case). As described above the maximum

value ofJ2 is lower when feedback is included.

5.5 Summary

In this chapter we have shown that heating due to phase mixingcan be spread across the full

width of the loop by simulating chromospheric evaporation.The chromospheric evaporation is

modelled by using a dimensionless version of the RTV scalinglaws (Rosner et al. (1978)) to

update the density and temperature in response to heating. In most wave heating experiments

the edges of the loops, where the density gradients are steep, are efficiently heated. We have
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.32: Average volumetric heating (J2) at several times throughout the simulation. Solid
line is from a reflection experiment without feedback and dashed line is a reflection simulation
with feedback. (a) att = 10 (35 s). (b)-(d) att = 12 (42 s), 14 (49 s) and 16 (56 s) respectively.

Figure 5.33: Left plot shows how the position of the maximumJ2 changes with time for the
simulation with no feedback. Right plot shows the same for the simulation with feedback

shown that in a simple phase mixing experiment we can effectively heat the entire cross section

of a loop by introducing the effects due to chromospheric evaporation. Plasma carried from the

chromosphere by evaporation enhances the coronal density and causes heat to be focused in further

locations. This effect moves the heating layers across the loop (see right plot of Figure 5.22). We

have also investigated how the feedback effect changes whenwe consider a different background

atmosphere. In particular, we have increased the background density by a factor of three (this also
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increases the temperature). We found that the feedback effect is reduced in this set-up. By this

we mean it takes longer for the density enhancements to be seen on the background profile. There

was little difference in the magnitude of the enhancements though. “Real” coronal loops will have

parameters closer to the higher density simulation. As mentioned earlier our wave amplitude is

large compared with observations of Alfvénic waves. This feedback effect will happen in coronal

loops but the effect is most likely not as pronounced as in ournumerical study. The fine structure

created could not be observed with current instruments. We also found that in a driven experiment,

fine structure is only seen in the density when wave reflectionis included. Without reflection the

density broadens before fine structure is eventually created at the edge. Our experiments are a first

step towards a fully consistent model. We have allowed the density to instantaneously react to the

heating. This is not realistic as it would take time for conduction to reach the chromosphere and

for evaporation to transport it back up. The next step would be to include a time delay between

the heating and updating via the scaling laws.



Chapter 6

Discussions and Conclusions

The first part of this thesis is an observational project concerning propagating disturbances (PDs).

We have expanded on previous work by De Moortel et al. (2000b), Robbrecht et al. (2001) and

King et al. (2003) by considering PDs using AIA/SDO. The second part involves the numerical

modelling of Alfvén waves. In particular, we study how the phase mixing of Alfvén waves is

affected by including thermal conduction and wave reflection. We then considered the effect of

chromospheric evaporation using an Alfvén wave phase mixing experiment.

In Chapter 2 we considered how the velocities of PDs change when they propagate in differ-

ent temperatures (i.e. we calculated the velocities in different AIA passbands). This chapter aimed

to answer the simple question, does the velocity of PDs adjust to the local sound speed (as would

be expected for slow magnetoacoustic waves)? In total, we studied 41 locations where PDs were

observed. Of these 41 examples 28 were located at non-sunspot regions (plage regions) and 13 at

sunspots. To reduce errors and to make the results less subjective we used three different methods

to calculate the velocity. We then classified each example aseither temperature dependent or not

temperature dependent. For an example to be classified as temperature dependent two out of the

three methods for calculating the velocities had to show a temperature dependence. We found at

sunspot locations 11 out of the 13 (85%) examples showed a temperature dependence. At non

sunspot locations 27 out of the 28 (96%) examples did not showa temperature dependence. From

these results it is clear that PDs found at sunspot locationsare more likely to be slow magnetoa-

coustic waves. At non sunspot locations the PDs are less likely to be waves. This on its own is

not enough to classify them as flows. It should be noted that the temperature response functions

of the AIA passbands are not single peaks (i.e. some passbands observe plasma at a wide range of

temperatures). In particular, the 193Å passband has significant contribution due to cooler plasma.

An important check to make is to calculate what percentage ofthe emission is due to this cooler

emission. We used a simple method to calculate this emissionand used this technique on a sub-set

of the 41 examples. We found that the cool emission accounts for up to 40% of the total emission
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at sunspot locations and up to 25% at non sunspot locations. We then investigated what effect

removing this cool emission had on the PDs. We found that removing the cool emission had no

effect on PDs located at non sunspot locations. At sunspot locations we found that removing the

cool emission had an effect on the PDs: they only propagated for approximately two thirds of the

distance and propagated slightly faster. However, this does not significantly change the results.

Finally we investigated whether or not the properties of PDschange across sets of sunspot and

non sunspot loops. We found that the period of the PDs remainsconstant across the loops but the

velocities can differ by up to 50 km s-1.

In Chapter 3 we investigated the effect of including thermalconduction in a phase mixing

experiment. We use a 2.5 full MHD code LareXd (Arber et al. (2001)), to model shear Alfvén

waves propagating in an inhomogeneous medium. The code (without conduction) was tested by

first reproducing the analytical damping rate due to phase mixing derived by Heyvaerts and Priest

(1983). We also checked that thermal conduction is working as expected by using a slow mag-

netoacoustic wave experiment. We re-derived the analytical damping rate of Owen et al. (2009)

and checked that the numerical simulation matches the analytical solution. We then ran a phase

mixing experiment with thermal conduction included. We found that thermal conduction had no

effect on the propagation and damping of Alfvén waves (in the linear regime). It does however,

affect the heat that is produced. Conduction has the effect of spreading the heat along magnetic

field lines. The total head produced is the same as when conduction is not included. We also found

a large build up of heat located on the lower boundary. A parameter study was then undertaken

to investigate how varying the density profile, wave frequency and wave amplitudes affects phase

mixing with and without thermal conduction. Increasing thesize of the density inhomogeneity

(i.e. increasing the maximum value and the size of the gradients) increased the damping rate of

the waves. This caused heat to be deposited closer to the lower boundary. We also found that

heat was slightly spread across the field with the larger density. This is due to the size of thevx

component increasing with the larger density (see Nakariakov et al. (1998)). We also found that

conduction was having less influence on the higher density runs. We attributed this to the change

in the conduction timescale (which increases with density). We investigated any frequency depen-

dence by running two experiments where we reduced and increased the frequency by a factor of

5. Conduction was found to have a greater effect on the higherfrequency case possibly due to the

larger gradients in the heat associated with this experiment (due to the increased damping rate at

this frequency). The final parameter we altered was the wave amplitude. We found that increasing

the wave amplitude significantly increases the maximum heatproduced. We found that there is

an approximate square relationship between the wave amplitude and the maximum heat produced

(see also Botha et al. (2000)). When the wave amplitude is increased, non-linear effects become

increasingly important. We investigated some of these non-linear effects and studied whether in-

cluding thermal conduction alters their behaviour. We reproduced the results of McLaughlin et al.

(2011) and identified an acoustic and ponderomotive component. The addition of thermal con-
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duction damped the acoustic component but had no effect on the ponderomotive component. The

so called “bulk flow phenomenon” reported in McLaughlin et al. (2011) is observed in our simu-

lations and is not significantly altered by thermal conduction. Finally we considered how thermal

conduction alters the phase mixing of slow magnetoacousticwaves. We reproduced the work of

De Moortel et al. (2004) and then investigated how conduction altered the results. We found that

thermal conduction rapidly damped thevy andvx. This damping made observing mode coupling

difficult.

In Chapter 4 we again studied phase mixing by modelling a shear Alfvén wave propagating

in an inhomogeneous medium. In this chapter we have investigated how wave reflection can affect

phase mixing. We have used our own numerical scheme and allowed the propagating waves to

reflect off the top boundary. We found that when the wavefronts are turning and reflecting, we

essentially model the superposition of waves at an angle to one another. This creates additional

cross field gradients in velocity and magnetic field. These donot affect the propagation of the

Alfvén waves but affects the current and hence heat. The importance of this effect is dependent

on the wave parameters. If the damping due to phase mixing is rapid then the amount and mag-

nitude of the additional gradients will be smaller. The current that is created with reflection is

substantially greater than without. There is also additional fine structure observed in the heat. We

also discovered that reflection and the extra gradients created have no effect on the damping of

the Alfvén waves due to phase mixing. By running an experiment where we only drive a limited

number of wavelengths, but allow these waves to reflect multiple times we were able to show that

heat is spread across the domain due to the extra gradients created by reflection. A more realis-

tic experiment is to drive both boundaries and investigate phase mixing in this environment. We

have investigated three scenarios: when the two waves have the same frequency, when they differ

slightly (10%) and when they differ substantially (50%). The results are very similar to the reflec-

tion case as we again have the superposition of two waves propagating at an angle to one another.

When the drivers have different frequencies we find similar interference patterns, but tilted. We

also find that most of the loop cross section is heated at one time. We found that the maximum

heating in these experiments is higher than in the single driven case.

In Chapter 5 a coupling between the chromosphere and the corona is introduced. In particular,

we have modelled chromospheric evaporation via a non-dimensional version of the RTV scaling

laws (Rosner et al. (1978)). We first used a standing Alfvén wave experiment and introduced phase

mixing by including a density profile. The heat produced by the damping of the Alfvén waves

causes density enhancements. We found that a density enhancement is created on the slopes of the

density enhancement. This in turn creates further locations where heating is focused and density

enhancements are created at these locations. We used the damping timescale and found that we

could “predict” where the density enhancements will appear. By comparing with an experiment

where the scaling laws are not included we are able to show that the density enhancements move
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the location of maximum heating to the edge of the density profile (i.e. where the initial density

is uniform). We found that when the background density is increased the density enhancements

are seen at a later time than in the lower density case. The size of the enhancements are similar

between the two cases. By considering how the location of maximum heating evolved in the

simulations, we discovered that the value of the maximum heating is lower when feedback is

included. It is not intuitively clear why this is the case. Byconsidering cuts throughvz we

discovered that the gradients invz are smaller and hence the maximum heat created is smaller.

The lower Alfvén frequency associated with the density enhancements (which would decrease

the damping rate) could also play a role. We have also briefly investigated a propagating Alfvén

wave with the scaling laws included. We found that when thereis no reflection the density profile

broadens due to the scaling laws. Fine structure is eventually introduced near the edge of the loop

and becomes difficult to resolve numerically. When reflection is included (as in Chapter 4) we find

similar density enhancements as seen in the standing wave case. This is due to the extra gradients

created by reflection. “Real” coronal loops will have parameters closer to the higher density

simulation. The wave amplitude is large and the period is short (compared to observed Alfvénic

waves). This effect will happen in coronal loops but the effect is most likely not as pronounced as

it our numerical study. The fine structure created could not be observed with current instruments.

In our experiments we have a loop width of approximately 1 Mm (we solve for half a loop in

our experiments). The width of the broadest density enhancements we see is about 0.05 Mm (50

km), which is beyond current instruments. As a comparison, theHigh Resolution Coronal Imager

(Hi-C) has a spatial resolution of 150 km.

6.1 Future Work

Since this work, there have been two papers that considered more accurate methods of calculating

the velocities of PDs (see Yuan and Nakariakov (2012) and Uritsky et al. (2013)). It would be

interesting to use one or more of these techniques to verify our results. Recent numerical work by

Ofman et al. (2012) and Wang et al. (2013) found that recurrent upflows can drive waves. Future

work could include trying to find observations that show thisbehaviour. Another step could be to

investigate how the properties of PDs in a single active region change as it traverses the Sun. This

would give us a greater understanding of LOS effects and we could investigate the importance of

the location of the active region when considering PDs.

The work described in Chapter 5 is a first step towards a fully self consistent model. Further

work could still be included into our model. As described in this chapter we could introduce a

delay into the system that accounts for actual conduction and evaporation timescales. This will not

significantly change the results but is the next step towardsa truly self consistent model. We have

only very briefly considered the propagating Alfvén wave case. A more complete investigation
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could be done in future. Note, although direct observationsof the density enhancements is beyond

current instruments. We found that the heating layers can spread to the very edge of our loops.

This effect may be detectable as a flickering at the edge of loops. Work into linking this study

to observations could be done in future. Another way we couldimprove our experiments is to

move away from a Cartesian environment and move into a cylindrical geometry (which would

more accurately model coronal loops. Shear Alfvén waves donot exist in this environment and

torsional Alfvén waves would have to be modelled.
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Appendix A

We consider explicitly (i.e. mathematically) how to removethe “cool” component form the 193

passband. We know from Figure 2.16 that the 193 passband has acontribution due to cooler

elements. We can now write the total data number for a pixel inthe 193 passband as a sum of data

numbers due to “cool” and “hot” temperatures

Dn193 = Dn193(Tc) + Dn193(Th), (A.1)

whereTc andTh are cool and hot temperatures andDn193 is the data numbers for a given pixel in

the 193 passband. It is known that a significant amount of thiscool emission is due to FeVIII and

Fe IX which are the dominant emission in the 131 and 171 passband respectively. We calculate

the emission measure loci curves by dividing the data numberfor a pixel in 131 and 171 (the same

pixel as 193) and dividing by their respective AIA temperature response functions (calculated

using CHIANTI).

Em131(T ) =
Dn131

R131(T )
, Em171(T ) =

Dn171

R171(T )
, (A.2)

whereEm131(T ) andEm171(T ) are the emission measure curves (as a function ofT ) for their

respective passbands andR131(T ) andR171(T ) are the temperature response functions for the

131 and 171 passbands respectively. Eqs. A.2 are equal at theisothermal temperatureTi.

Dn131

R131(Ti)
=

Dn171

R171(Ti)
, (A.3)

We can calculate the isothermal temperature from the above expression and then use the value
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of the 193 response function at this temperatureR193(Ti) to estimate the data numbers due to the

cool emission.

Dn193(Tc) = Em193(Ti)R193(Ti).

We can now simply subtract the data numbers due to the cool component from Eq. A.1 to

leave the data numbers due to the hot emission.
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Appendix B

Correlation results for positions 3, 5, and 7 for the 22 June 2011 are displayed in Tables B.1, B.2,

and B.3.

Table B.1: Cross correlation between 171 arcs at position 3 along the loop defined on the 22 June
2011. The subscript denotes the lag where the maximum correlation is found.
Arc 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 1 0.302−3 0.20910 0.4156 0.2843 0.242−10 0.205−10 0.40410

2 1 0.8311 0.3502 0.3245 0.3076 0.321−9 0.141−11

3 1 0.5111 0.4293 0.3784 0.3436 0.1598

4 1 0.6000 0.536−15 0.5543 0.5354

5 1 0.8910 0.6612 0.4784

6 1 0.7461 0.4713

7 1 0.6831

8 1

Table B.2: Cross correlation between 171Å arcs at position 5 along the loop defined on the 22
June 2011. The subscript denotes the lag where the maximum correlation is found.
Arc 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 1 0.1909 0.1659 0.3747 0.209−10 0.207−10 0.17110 0.39410

2 1 0.8321 0.4442 0.3693 0.3644 0.3396 0.118−9

3 1 0.5661 0.4813 0.4483 0.4116 0.1569

4 1 0.6310 0.525−15 0.5353 0.4334

5 1 0.9130 0.6732 0.4355

6 1 0.7172 0.3464

7 1 0.5751

8 1

Correlation results for positions 3, 5, and 7 for the 22 September 2011 are displayed in Tables
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Table B.3: Cross correlation between 171̊A arcs at position 7 along the loop defined on the 22
June 2011. The subscript denotes the lag where the maximum correlation is found.
Arc 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 1 0.154−2 0.11410 0.1436 0.1923 0.152−11 0.164−10 0.28810

2 1 0.8491 0.4453 0.4124 0.3904 0.3636 0.15710

3 1 0.5542 0.5213 0.4923 0.3946 0.1866

4 1 0.4880 0.4161 0.4443 0.3694

5 1 0.8890 0.6622 0.4815

6 1 0.7192 0.4664

7 1 0.5471

8 1

B.4, B.5, and B.6.

Table B.4: Cross correlation between 171̊A arcs at position 3 along the loop defined on the 22
September 2011. The subscript denotes the lag where the maximum correlation is found.
Arc 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 1 0.4674 0.276−2 0.406−15 0.389−2 0.311−3 0.114−9 0.316−4

2 1 0.378−6 0.3300 0.480−4 0.500−8 0.132−10 0.36514

3 1 0.290−15 0.2485 0.199−1 0.2099 0.198−3

4 1 0.243−2 0.405−9 0.2267 0.2229

5 1 0.351−2 0.1110 0.26714

6 1 0.3201 0.204−11

7 1 0.4030

8 1

Table B.5: Cross correlation between 171̊A arcs at position 5 along the loop defined on the 22
September 2011. The subscript denotes the lag where the maximum correlation is found.
Arc 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 1 0.4762 0.451−2 0.1944 0.5240 0.5210 0.1962 0.0746

2 1 0.484−6 0.169−3 0.4450 0.177−2 0.2733 0.1274

3 1 0.2184 0.1574 0.2663 0.2117 0.083−15

4 1 0.16314 0.194−14 0.24812 0.21712

5 1 0.4280 0.3562 0.210−14

6 1 0.3101 0.230−15

7 1 0.4280

8 1
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Table B.6: Cross correlation between 171̊A arcs at position 7 along the loop defined on the 22
September 2011. The subscript denotes the lag where the maximum correlation is found.
Arc 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 1 0.5080 0.499−3 0.1301 0.4740 0.3530 0.244−13 0.2128

2 1 0.347−2 0.371−15 0.2212 0.3462 0.2392 0.17714

3 1 0.2245 0.1870 0.4000 0.1222 0.073−11

4 1 0.20910 0.194−1 0.06611 0.278−10

5 1 0.489−1 0.313−13 0.182−15

6 1 0.171−15 0.262−14

7 1 0.2751

8 1
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